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Laboratory Formation and Anaiysis of the 

Materials Comprising Intersteiiar Dust 
Abstract: 

The optical properties of interstellar dust analogs are investigated. ?hin, solid, 

arnorphous films are deposited on a substrate through excimer laser ablation. This process is 

analogous to the vapour deposition of atoms and ions which is thought to occur in stellar 

outflows and the interstellar medium (ISM). 

Refractive indices are calculated for typical polymenc hydrogenated arnorphous carbon 

(HAC) films. Thickness dependent void structure is shown to influence the resdfant density of 

the substance. Refnctive indices are also deterrnined for arnorphous magnesium silicates in 

both the pyroxene (MgSiOi) and olivine (Mg2SiO&) composites. A plausible dust grain mode1 

is constructed which successfuily reproduces the major features of the diffuse interstellar 

extinction. 

The effects of thermal annealhg and dehydrogenation of HAC are investigated. The 

resulting graphitized HAC is s h o w  to exhibit a spectral signature which is commonly 

associated with _pas phase polycyclic arornatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Thermal emission from 

HAC is observed for the first time and is shown to be an excellent match to various anornalous 

unidentified infrared (UR) emitters. The emission from HAC closely resembles those rare 

sources labelkd Type B UIR emitters in recent works by Geballe (1996) and Tokunaga 

( 1996). 

Near threshold laser ionizntion m a s  spectroscopy (LIMS) of W C  is shown to 

produce large ionized molecuiar clusters including fullerenes. The asuophysicd implications of 

these results are discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Peering into the depths of space, astronomen this century have discovered dark 

obscuring splotches maning the bedazziing spectacle of the heavens. A nebulous haze 

enshrouds the stellar nurseries whilst glowing circlets of ethereal matter encornpas the dying 

embers of ancient stars like cosmic h n e d  maths. Ashes to ashes, dust to dust. It is in these 

clouds of gas, dust and soot that stars, solar systems and civilizations are born. Upon its death, 

a star retums its outer layers to the intersteilar medium which gave it birth--each cloud a 

tenuous structure where a single gram of matter may be spread out over more than a million 

cubic kilometers. ûccupying vast volumes of space these seerningly insubstantial 

agglomentions account for 10% of the known mass in Our galaxy. 

lntersteilar dust was Fust recognized in the 1920's in the photographic studies of E.E. 

Barnard and the analytic work of Max Wolf. Tmmpler (1930) proved the existence of generai 

interstellar extinction. He was able to relate the structure of open star clusters to their Linear 

dimensions. and thus extrapolate their distance from the Sun. When comparing these distances 

to those found using spectral types and apparent magnitudes, he found a discrepancy: the 

apparent magnitudes gave results indicating systematicdly larger distances than those obtained 

using the apparent dimeter model. This problem could be resolved only by assuming that the 

observed cluster Iight was affected by a colour excess of about 0.3 magnitudes per kiloparsec 

(kpc). Colour excess is an asvonornical term which refers to the difference between an object's 

inuinsic colour and its apparent colour and is defined by: 

Here, B is apparent magnitude in the blue spectral region. V is apparent magnitude in 

the visual region, and B-V is defined as the colour of die s u r .  (B-V), is the colour the star 



wouid have in the absence of du t -  Magnitudes are the relative inverteci logarithmic units used 

to denote the brightness of a star. The smaller the magnitude, the brighter the star appears. The 

apparent magnitude is related to the flux observed from the Earth's surface. These ancient 

units were already in use around the tirne of Hipparchus (190-125 B.C.). The logarithmic 

nature of the scale reflects the eye's physiological response to optical stimuli. A constant 

change in apparent bnghmess reflects a logarithmic change in measured intensity. This sort of 

logarithmic response is similar to the body's auditory response as illustrated in the logarithmic 

decibel scale used to denote the intensity of sounds. The modem magnitude scale is due to 

Oxford astronomer N.G. Pogson (?- 189 1). If one denotes the ratio of the observed fluxes 

between two stars as S& then their difference in magnitude (mi - m2) is: 

In practice, aii stan are compared with a set of standard stars which have defmed 

absolute values of magnitude. Sinus, the brightest star in the sky next to the sun (V = -26.78), 

has an apparent visual magnitude V = - 1.45. 

Another piece of evidence which supports the existence of interstellar dust is the 

phenomenon of elernentai depletions in the gas phase. By measuring the equivaient width, W,, 

of identifiable interstellar absorption lines in the spectra of stars. one can denve the gas phase 

column densities of elrments. Equivdent width is defmed as the width of a iine rernoving die 

sarne energy from the sprcrnim as the line observed, but which absorbs di radiation over that 

width. Column density. iYY, is defined as the number of particles per unit m a  in the projection 

of a column of arbi~ary length, L. ont0 a flat plane perpendicular to the iine of sight: 



N, (cm") = n, (cmJ ) x ~ ( c m )  

where nx is the actual space density of the substance X. 

For an unsaturated absorption line correspondhg to a known transition with oscillator strength 

f, the column density of a substance c m  be calculated as follows: 

This quantity is most often specified relative to the colurnn density of hydrogen and is usefui 

for observationai measurements. 

Finally. the logaridimic depletion c m  be calculated by comparing interstellar colwnn densities 

with solar column densities: 

where NY is the observed column density of element X and NH is the observed column density 

of hydrogen. The subscript O refers to solar values. Untd very recently, a l l  depletions were 

mrasured with respect to the Surfs elemental composition. S w e y s  of elemental compositions 

in F and G main sequence stars have shown that the solar systern has elevated metallic 

abundances when compared to other stars in our galactic neighbourhood (Edvardsson et al. 

1993: Tomkin et al. 1995: Sofia et al. 1997). For this reason a second depletion measure 

relative to a local average composition, Du,,,. may be derived as a more accurate 



representation of the fraction of an element present in the gas phase. When cornparing 

interstellar depletions to stellar, terrestrial or nebular abundances, we see that some elements 

are sieuficantly depleted in the intersreUar medium. These elements then can be hypo thesized 

as the components of interstellar matter. Table 1 shows some representative depletions taken 

from Snow and Witt (1996) towards the moderately reddened star COph which is often used as 

a standard for depietion studies. 

Dust c m  also be observed through absorption and emission in the infrared. Much of the 

infrared emission from dust is due to heating caused by the absorption of energetic 

photons. This thermal radiation is particularly intense surrounding energetic HI1 regions 

(where hydrogen is found in ionized MI form due to high ultraviolet flux) powered by O and 

B-type stars. In the core of these HII regions near to the star, the dust is swept away by 

radiation pressure. These regions have a hot. dusty halo where the heating is caused by 

absorption of I;V continuum and Lyman a photons arising from inside the cloud. 

It is easy to see then. why the optical properties of this dust are so very important in the 

fields of astronomy and astrophysics. Dust is a ubiquitous component of the intentellar 

medium and stars often appear reddened due to the scattering properties of interstellar dust 

_gains. By cornparing the spectra of obscured stars to those of unreddened stars of the same 

spectral type we c m  discover the wavelength dependence of the interstellar extinction ( s e  

figure 1). By averaging the extinction curves dong various sighùines one c m  derive an average 

interstellar extinction curve (Savage & Mathis 1979). The major cornponents of the hterstellar 

extinction are quite uniform in most of the areas observed, although there are signifiant 

deviations from the mem dong individual sightiines (Mathis 1990). From this information it is 

possible to make some deductions as to the size and composition of this interstellar matter. For 

instmcc. the fact that the extinction rises in the far ulmviolet regirne indicates the existence of 

a distribution of srnall particles with -0.05prn radius. The h-' extinction in the visible regirnr 

tells of another distribution of larger panicles having -0. lpm radius. From the observed 



Table 1 Measured depletions towards COph (Snow & Witt 1996) 

Atom 



polarization of star iight we cm deduce that some of the interstellar particles are elongated and 

aligned. One can observe known gas phase atomic absorption and emission bands that are 

associated, not with the stars themselves, but with actuai interstellar ciouds of material. These 

bands are related by Doppler shifts which are grouped at distinct radial velocities different from 

the background star. This information leads us to conclude that the material is ofien condensed 

in cloud-like structures. From these associated interstellar absorption and emission features we 

cm further elucidate the structure and composition of the dust particles and associated gas. 

Several important spectral features, some as yet unidentifïed, are associated with 

interstellar solids. A successful interstellar dust mode1 m u t  be able to account for the existence 

and observed properties of each feature. 

The strong extinction feature which is observed at 2 17.5nm is ubiquitous in the 

interstellar medium with very little change in centnl wavelength from one region to another 

(Draine 1989). The width and strength of the band are somewhat variable depending on 

environment (Mathis 19901, and the carrier seems to be destroyed in energetic HII regions 

(Jenniskens & Greenberg 1993). It is commonly assumed that this feanire arises from smali 

particles (-0.005pm) of graphite (Gilra 1972: Savage & Mathis 1979; Hecht 1986), but the 

orîgin of small effectively mono-sized crystalline particles of graphite is an unsolved problem 

(Czyzak & Santiaeo C 1973: Czyzak et al. 1982: Sorrell 1990). Observations by Witt et al. 

( 1992) and Lillie & Witt ( 1976) suggest that this feature is caused purely by absorption 

without scattering which would argue against the possibiiity of a gnphitic origin (see section 

2.1). Such problems have causrd researchers to postulate altemate ongins for the 2 17.5nm 

feature. These altemate sources include hydroxyl ions in silicates (Duley et al. 1989b). charge 



Figure 1 Averaje hterstellar Extinction (Whittet 1992) 



transfer (Carnochan 1987). and amorphous carbon particles (Colangeli et al. 1986). 

A suong interstellar absorption feature is typicaily observed at - 9 . 7 ~  in most 

quiescent regions of the ISM and is associated with a vibrational excitation in silicate dust 

(Penman 1976: Forrest et al. 1979; Willner et al. 1982; Olnon & Raimond 1986; Whittet et ai. 

1988). The large width and smoothness of this feature are reproduced by amorphous 

magnesiurn silicates (Day 1979, 198 1 : Dorschner & Henning 1986), while the observation of 

linear polxization in these IR bands indicates that silicate gnins are elongated and aligned 

(Aitken et al. 1989). 

Silicate gains with a range of sizes are an important component of al1 grain models and 

are postulated to contribute significandy to extinction at al1 wavelengths due to a combination 

of absorption and scattering (Greenberg i989: Mathis 1989: Williams 1989). Large (O. 1- 

0.2pm) silicate grains are suggested as the source of polarization at wavelengths in the visible 

and near-UV. while a population of rnuch srnaller (O-O lp rn )  grains is required ro produce the 

npid nse in far W extinction seen in many interstellar spectra. A recent discussion of the 

effect of srna11 silicate parricles on polarization in the far-W (Kim & Martin 1995a: 1995b) has 

concluded that an excess of very small aligned silicate particles may be required to fit 

polarization observations in the region A'' > 6pm-' uniess the opticai constants of the silicate 

material are quite different from that custornvily used for "astronomicai silicate" (Draine & 

Lee 1984) which are based on crystaiiine olivine. There have been a number of laboratory 

rneasurements of refnctive indices for silicates with compositions similar to those expected for 

interstellar dust (Huffman 1970: Huffman & Stapp 197 1: Kratschrner & Huffman 1979: Iager 

et al. 1994: Dorschner et al. 1995), but until now no experirnental data have been reported for 

amorphous silicates over a specval range which includes both the 9.7pm idrued band and 

îündamental edge absorption at wavelengths shorter than 170nm. 

A group of cmission bands, situated in the near-IR at wavelengths of 3.3.6.7.7.7, 8.6. 

and 1 1.3prn. is cornmonly refemd CO ris the unidentified infrared (UIR) bands (Gillet et al. 

1973). These bands are strongest in energetic nebulae and areas with strong UV flux, but thry 
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have also been recently observed by the ISO satellite in other galaxies (Boulade et al. 1996; 

Metcalfe et al. 1996) and at low levels in the diffuse interstellar medium (Mattila et al. 

1996). Duley & Williams (198 1) originally identifîed these bands with aromahc hydrocarbons. 

Sellgren (1984), observing the UTRs in refiection nebdae, fkst noticed the non-thermal nature 

of the ernitting source. Since then, many have argued for a $as phase molecular origin for these 

structures in the form of polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Léger & Puget 1984; 

Allamandola et al. 1985; AUarnandoIa et al. 1989; Seilgren 1989; Joblin et al. 1992: Lee & 

Wdowiak 1993: Robinson et al. 1997; Pauzat et al. 1997). Aithough many authors have been 

convinced of this identification. some problems remain to be addressed more thoroughly. 

Production mechanisms of large PAHs c m o t  easily account for the necessary column 

densities (Mendoza-G6mez rt al. 1995). High-resolution laboratory dam show extra PAH 

bands which are not observed in space as well as significant mismatches between emission 

bands of common PAHs and the UIR bands (Léger & Puget 1984: Wdowiak 1986; Sakata et 

al. 1990: Donn et al. 1989: Leach 1987: 1995: Cook et al. 1996). 

This work will explore the specual properties of silicate and carbonaceou materials 

which have been proposed as major components of interstellar dust. Processes such as 

annealing and inters teilar shocks which could significan tly affect the physical properties of 

interstellar dust will be simulared. A link between these processes and the formation of large 

molecules in the ISM is inferred. The results of this analysis will be discussed in light of current 

theories, and the astrophysicai implications of these results will be presented. 



2. THEORY 

2.1 lnterstellar Grain Formation and Destruction 

ïhermodynarnic calculations (Frenklach & Feigelson 1989; Egan & Leung 1995) and 

observations of IR continuum ernission (Williams et ai. 1987; Woodsworth et ai. 1990) show 

bat  the extended circumstellar envelopes of cool giant stan are a major source of intersteliar 

dust particles. These huge stellar objects have converted rnuch of their nuclear fuel to heavier 

elements. Their extended, tenuous envelopes c m  expand into space, exuiching the surrounding 

interstellar medium. and evenniaily forming nebulous clouds of material. These stars are often 

classified according to composition as oxygen-rich M or carbon rich C-giants. 

As these hot gases expand and cool, they reach temperatures at which the condensation 

of soli& is possible. The particles formed collide and grow into the cores of dust particles. 

Thermodynamic calculations combined with the chernical constituents of the outfiows c m  be 

used to predict the composition of the resulmt particles. In oxygen rich sources. the cores of 

these interstellu dust puticles should consist of magnesium and iron silicates (probably 

ensmtite MgSi03, ferrosilicate FeSiQ, forsterite MgzSiOq, or hyalite FezSiOq) (Gilrnan 

1969: Saxena & Ericksson 1983). These silicates would be refractory enough to wilhstand the 

heat in their regions of formation, whereas carbon based particles would be desuoyed (Duley 

& Williams 1986). Elemental analysis of meteontes lends supporting evidence to this analysis 

as magnesium, silicon, oxygen and iron arnount to more than 90% of al1 meteoritic elemenis 

(Suess 1964). Thermodynamic theory predicts that in a cooling atrnosphere, solid MgzSi04 

(forsterite) forrns before solid MgSi03 (enstatite). Over time. through reacuon with the 

interstellar gas. most of rhe silicate dust will be trarisformed into an enstatite stoichiornetry 

(Grossman 1972: Laimer 1979). 

As these cores migrate outward from the sur, they cool and this ailows condensation 

oT carbon onto die surface of the gnins (Duley 1985). The majority of this outer muitle is 



most iikely polymenc hydrogenated amorphous carbon (Jones et al. 1990). In carbon rich 

outflows it is likely that Sic, and hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC) grains WU form on 

their own. An 1 1.3km emission band seen in most carbon stars has been assigned to Sic. 

However. attempts to observe this feature in interstellar absorption have failed (Whittet et al. 

1990). Several features attributable to HAC have been observed in carbonaceous outflows and 

planetary nebulae. A strong 7.7pm emission feature seen in these objects is commonly 

anributed to a C-C skeletai vibration in aromatic carbon compounds (Cohen et al. 1989). 

Extended red emission (ERE), a broad emission band centered in the red region of the visible 

specrnim. is seen in dusty regions throughout the galaxy and is most easily visible in the "Red 

Rectangle" in Orion. This feature has been identified as bandgap emission in semiconducting 

HAC (Duley 1985: Witt & Boroson 1990: Furton & Witt 1993). 

Other sources of interstellar dust include expanding supemova remnants @wek e t  ai 

1983, Dwek & Scdo 1980) and condensation in cold rnolecular clouds (Draine 1990; 1994). 

Recently, the rate of grain growth in interstellar clouds and the diffuse ISM has k e n  shown to 

dominate the various stellar mechanisms of formation (Draine 1990; Jones et al. 1994). This 

suggests rhat the dust will have a much broader range of composition than has been previously 

assumed. Instead of being mostly homogeneous layered structures govemed by condensation 

temperature in a stellar outtlow, the structure will be a composite mixture govemed by random 

collisions. In the coldest regions of molecular clouds it is known that molecular ices will form 

on soiid grain cores (Whittet 1992). The interstellar depletion of various elements shows a 

distinct correlation with the condensation temperature (Whittet 1992). 

lntersteilar dust grains are also desvoyed by various processes. Ieading to the 

assumption that they maintain a dynamic equilibrium at the observed space density. These 

destruction mechanisms include star formation. supernova shock-waves. erosion by sputtering 

and collisions. and dissociation in energetic regions. Sometimes ody  part of the grain is 

destroyed. Depending on the enegy deposited by the various mechanisms, volatile outer 

mandes may be released into the gas phase leaving a more refractory core which cm be 
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chemicaily aliered over time by weak shocks and collisions (see Jones et al. 1994; Dorschner 

and Henning 1995 and references therein). 

2.2 Canbonaceous Grain chemistry 

Carbon is one of the most common elernents in the universe and is the basis for all of 

Me on this pla.net. This is because of its arnazingly complex and strongly diverse chernistry. It is 

therefore not surprising that carbon is a very important element in the composition of 

interstellar particles. To understand the structure of interstellar dust it is necessary to leam 

about how carbon bonds with itself and with other atoms to form larger particles. 

There has been much study of the structure and properties of amorphous carbon (a-C) 

and hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC). An atom of carbon has valency of four and can 

bond in three basic configurations depending on the orbital hybridization it undeqoes. sp3 

hybridization allows the atom to form a tetnhedral bonding configuration consishg of four 

single o bonds while sp2 hybndizaùon gives the atom a planar trigond orbital stmcture 

consisting of three single o bonds and a double n bond. Sp hybridization results in a linear 

chain with two c bonds and two x bonds. 

The sp3 carbon configuration occurs in crystalline diamond. Tetragonaily bonded 

carbon ntoms c m  be termed either diamond-like or polymeric depending on the density and 

hydrogen content of the substance. A crystalline sp2 carbon matrix occurs in graphite and is 

thermodynarnically hvoured ovcr dimond. Graphite actually consists of non-interlaced planes 

of covalently bonded six atom aromatic carbon rings. The crystal structures of graphite and 

diamond are illustrated in figure 2. An aromatic ring is one in which the n bonds altemate in 

such a way as to create a resonantly çnhanced bonding stability in which the x elecuons are 

delocalized throughout the molecule. 

Arnorphous carbon in the interstellar medium is probably deposited onto silicate cores 

in polyrneric forrn with a large atom fraction of hydrogen (Jones et al. 1990). This carbon will 
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Figure 2 Two different crystalline forms of carbon: a) Crystal structure of diamond: 

each acom is located at the center of a regular teuahedron. with four equidistmt 

nearest-neighbour atorns at the four corners. b) Crystal srnicnire of graphite. 

showing rwodimensional hexagonal arrays with strong bonds berween atoms in 

each plmr and much weaker bonds between planes. (Sem e t  al. 1986) 



consist mainly of sp2 and sp3 bonded regions. It has b e n  proposed by Robertson & OUeiUy 

(1986) that in a-C füms the sp2 carbons will preferentially form in planar str~~cnires consishg 

of rings with six carbons each, creatuig a de-localized electron structure. This is due to the fact 

that their aligned IT bonds have a lower energy than if they were at a non-zero angle to each 

other. Indeed, the interaction energy between neighbouring x orbitals varies with the dihednl 

angle a s  a cosine. The carbon will then be in a lower energy state by forming clusters of aiigned 

IT bonds rather than having them distributed throughout the structure. Tight-binding molecdar 

dynarnics simulations support the existence of pphi t ic  clusters in a-C (Wang et al. 1993). 

The resulting amorphous material has a srnail band gap (-LeV) and is therefore a 

semiconductor. The importance of the r states is that they are only weakly bonding, and will 

thus forrn both the valence and conduction bands of the semiconductor. Therefore one cm 

basicdy ignore the o bond substructure of the füm and concentrate on the n bonded areas 

when analyzing the band gap (Robertson & O'ReiUy 1986). It is important to note that the R 

states in the carbon are only haU filied. In this case any x bonded cluster with a gap in its 

spectnim at the Fermi energy would tend to lower the total electron energy per atom. thus 

stabiiizing the structure. One cm assume, to a first approximation. that the graphitic clusters 

behave as the analogous organic molecules of the s m e  size (Salem 19661. Of those molecules 

consisting of 5-8 membered rings. six membered benzene is the most stable. having ail of its 

occupied states well away from the Fermi energy. ïhis is shown graphicaily in figure 3 taken 

from Robertson & O'Reilly ( 1986). 

The energy of the band gap correlates with the size o f  these graphitic clusters--the 

more rings in the clusiers. the smaller the band gap. Robertson & O'Reilly (1986) found that 

for compact (as opposed to linear) clusters: 

where M is the number of aromatic rings in a cluster. For rnost a-C and HAC fdms the opticd 



R-state spectra of (a) ediylene, (b) planar Nigs with N = 5-8, (c) three fused 

siufold rings. and four fûsed sixfold rings, (d) single graphite layer, and (e) layer 

containing two fivefold and two sixfold rings. Plotted in units of p. the z 

interaction benveen two rc states, -2.9eV (Robertson & O'Reilly 1986). 



absorption edge is quite broad which implies that there is a large distribution of cluster sizes 

present As a consequence, these edge states are controlled not by clusters of average size but 

by the 14% of larger or less compact clusters. Amorphous carbon is estirnated to be -95% 

sp2 bonded with an optical gap of 0.4-0.7eV (Robertson & OrReilly 1986). This would 

correspond to 15-20Â islands each conraining 34-60 rings. In the limiting case of total sp2 

hybridizarion, the material becomes crystaiiine graphite which has zero band gap. 

The size of these crystaliine islands varies with film deposition conditions. The addition 

of hydrogen will shift the cluster size to the smaü end of the distribution. Hydrogen does not 

bond preferentially to either f o m  of carbon, but its inclusion will make it harder for the 

carbons ro form extensive graphitic areas (Robertson & O'Reilly 1986: Angus et al. 

1986). This means that HAC films have a larger band gap than a-C films and HAC füms 

containhg 30-60% hydrogen show band gaps in the 1.5-2.7eV range. A typicai f h  with a 

band gap of about ZeV wiil still contain a considerable proponion (3040%) of sp2 sites. h 

optical pap of diis size would require strong clustering of the few planar sites. It is estimated 

that clusters of four or more fused aromatic rings would be necessary (Robertson & O'Reilly 

1986). There is also evidence from the dielectric function that the predorninant r+c* 

transition is at 5.3eV as in benzene. which would indicate that the predominant graphitic 

cluster consists of a single six mernbered ring (Fink et al. 1984). Figure 4 illusvates the intemal 

physicd and chernical structure of a HAC solid. It shouid be mentioned that Efstathiadis et al. 

(1996) dispute the existence of arornatic structures in HAC. calculating that rntropic disorder 

tends to eliminate aromatic groups in favour of isolated olefmic (sp2) bonds and non-arornritic 

rings. 



Bond 

Schernatic ot! a E % ~ c  solid a}-~&tion through a W  grain of protographitic 

materid loosely bonded through polymenc materid to form a larger pdc l e  

@dey & Williams 1988): b) Schematic diagram il lustra~g types of carbon 

atom bonding in W C ;  spl (circled dots), sp2 (filled circles), sp3 (circled 

crosses) and hydrogen atoms (open circles). Double dots indicate bondhg to 

other atoms (not shown) or rare dangiing bonds (Jones et al. 1990). 



2.3 HAC Grains interacting with the interstellar environment 

The destruction of carbonaceous gains may have a large impact on the carbon 

chemistry of the interstellar medium. Due to the structure of HAC, its break-up can conuibute 

large, stable PAH molecules directly to the gas phase in obsentable quantities. M C  soiids 

consist largely of compact groupings of six membered aromaùc carbon rings loosely 

interconnected by a hydmcarbon skeleron (Robertson & O'Reilly 1986). If the outer layers of 

grains consist of HAC, then there are several ways in which complex carbonaceous compounds 

could be retumed to the intersteliar gas phase in significant quan tities. Fragmentation of HAC 

is LikeIy to occur in the sp3 hybridized carbon-carbon (C-C) single bonds which have a smdler 

dissociation energy than both the C=C double bonds and the aromatically stabilized areas 

which are analogous to free polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Figure 5 shows a 

schematic representauon of the HAC surface showing likely points of fragmentation. Any 

process that c m  deposit enough energy ont0 the grain mantie to break a C-C bond is a 

candidate for the formation of large gas phase molecules. 

Thermal energy can break a C-C bond. The average dissociation energy for a C=C 

double bond is 6.72eV, and for C-C single bonds it ranges from 3.6 1 to 3.9 leV depending on 

rhe hybridization states of the individual carbon atoms (Efstathiadis et al. 1995: Akkerman et 

al. 1996). The temperatures corresponding to these energies are not commonly encountered 

under quiescent interstellar conditions. The typicai binding energy for an atom in a refractory 

orain is approximately 5eV (Whittet 1992 p.234), requinng a temperature in excess of 105 K cZ 

for efficient r h e m d  sputtering. Direct thermal dissociation of HAC mantles is unimportant 

under equilibrium interstellar conditions suice the temperatures of the clouds where dust is 



Figure 5 Schematic of a KAC grain surface illustrating iike1y breakage p o i m  which 

could resuit in the release of large molecules. 



concentrated rarely exceed lûûK (Duley & Williams 1984). IntersteAh shocks with velocities 

3 0  km-s-' should supply the necessary energy for dust destruction (Seab 1988 p.303). When 

temperatures top - I O ~ K  (Rye 1977. Hsu 1988) the skeletal structure is chemicaliy attacked by 

bonded and adsorbed hydrogen. The observed result of HAC heating is dehydrogenation and 

an increase in the graphitic character of the grain. A tempera- of -925K is necessary to 

drive off a i i  hydrogn and create a pure sp2 bonding stnicsure (Smith 1984). These extreme 

temperatures might be reached in energetic regions of the intersteilar medium. Dissociation 

regions and other areas observed in IR emission exhibit a range of gnin temperatures, with 

grains closest to the central star being destroyed by the intense UV radiation. Thermal spiking 
C 

c m  occur in very smaii grains or perhaps in localized areas of larger grains. This is a direct 

resuit of minirnizing the avilable modes for equipartitioning of the photon energy. This effect 

might occur in the Ioosely interbonded graphitic islands of HAC solids upon absorption of a 

photon @dey & Williams 1988: Duiey et al. 1993). The saturated sp3 regions which connect 

these PAH-like srnictures might act to thermally isolate them frorn each other, thus ampiifying 

the thermal effects of loc3Uy absorbed photons. This possibility has been disputed, leaving the 

hotspot mechanism in nred of experirnentai vefication (Boutin et ai. 1995). Superthemai 

grain-grain collisions which c m  occur dunng shocks would also create a sudden temperature 

increase which might fragment the mantle or even vaponze the entire grain. 

Direct çlectronic excitation from a strongly bonding molecular orbital to a partially 

antibonding orbital c m  result in a large change in interatornic force. These might result in C-C 

dissociation on a time scde of one vibration but a radiationless transition c m  redistribute the 

electronic rnergy to vibrational modes thus halting the reaction. The timescales of these 



-9 1 processes are comparable (-10''~s). Buch (1989) obtains a photodissociation rate of -10 s- 

for the weaker carbon-hydrogen (CH) bonds in an average interstellar radiation field. 

Chernical erosion of C-C bonds c m  &O cause fragmentation. Impurities in the HAC 

solid c m  introduce rnolecuiar orbitais which are weakly bonding or partialiy antibonding. 

These bonds will have a srnaller activation energy for dissociation than skeietai carbons. Figure 

6 shows a few important chernical reactions. 

The other important way that dust grains c m  affect intersteilar chemistry is through 

desorption of weakly bonded rnolecular species. Surface catalyzed reactions which require the 

dissipation of energy are not likely to occur at an appreciable rate in the gas phase. In d u k  

clouds, gas phase atornic depletions are enhanced due to freezing out ont0 the surface of dust 

grains at a temperature of approximately 10K (Duley et al. 1989a). Most molecules, upon 

colliding with the grain. wiü stick. The dust grain cm then absorb excess energy (kinetic or 

chemicd) as heat, and then re-emit in the infra-red. This process aiiows chemicd reactions to 

occur which would othrrwise require a three-body interaction. For exarnple, the formation of 

Hz molecules by radiative association is not efficient enough in the gas phase to maintain the 

obsewed column densities. Most interstellar hydrogen molecules are produced on the surface 

of dust grains (Duley & Williams 1984; Pirroneiio et al. 1997a: 1997b). Dust grains are 

therefore a very important component in interstellar chernistry. 

To correctly characterize the surface of interstellar grains wouid help in determining the 

reaction rates of all surface catalyzed reactions. The density and strength of surface adsorption 

sites are the most i rnpomt  panmeters for chemicd modeliing. From this information it is 

possibie to determine the mobility of surface adsorbed species as weU as their time of residencc 

on the g n i n  and their sticking probability after collision. 



Exanple o f  rehydrogenat ion o f  HAC grain: 

RadicaL Forna t ion  b y  Hydrogen Abstract ion: 

R 2 C I C R 2  + X-H 3 hv R ~ ~ C H R ~  + 

This reac t ion  shows how hydrogen  can attack t h e  s k e l e t o n  
o f  a HAC grain and Fo rn  highly r e a c t i v e  free radicals DS well. 

Exanpie O F  HAC f ragnen:~t ion: 

C L e a v ~ g e  of C-C bond d u e  to presenc? o f  o*Y9en' 

I 

R 3  R 2  
rh,is r e ~ c t i o n  praceeds b y  Fr -e ing  t h e  70s: stabie  F r e e  radical 
cf RI, R2, or R 3  ?rom the carbon s k e l e t a l  s t r u c t u r e .  producin9 

Figure 6 

ion o f  
t o n  
f c m .  

Imponuit restions conceming the fragmentation and decornposition of HAC 

gnins. 



Surface catalysis wdl likely result in the creation of larger and more complex molecules 

than those fomed in the gas phase. Bonding of these molecular groups to the carbon surface 

will be characterized by bond energies of -0.5- 1.OeV (Vidal-Madjar et al. 1975). This is 

simcandy less than intramolecular bond energies. Therefore, energetic interactions involving 

dust from dark clouds is likely to rernove these large groups from the dust grain surface in 

preference to the suonger covalent bonds in the W C  subsuate. 

Duley & Williams (1984) calculate that the column density of large carbon-chain 

molecules present in diffuse clouds is siLimcmt, and that gas phase reactions are unable to 

form substantial abundances of large - 10 atom molecules in the time available. Their grain 

fragmentation mode1 predicts column densities (- 1011 cmA') for polypes which are comparable 

to those observed via rotational transitions towards Cas A, a strong continuum source in the 

Orion m partidy obscured by diffuse clouds which cause -5 magnitudes of visual extinction 

(Bell et al. 198 1). Presently, with our irnproved knowledge of the chernical structure of HAC 

surfaces we can infer that shocked grains will also be a source of gas phase PAHs (Scott & 

Duley 1996b; Scott et al. 1997b; Taylor & Williams 1993). 

In general, any mechanisrn which cm cause thermal spiking in a dust grain with kT- 

adsorption energy is likely to contribute to the gas phase concentrations of large molecules. 

Included in these rnechanisms are excitation of vibrational modes in the grains by: 

i) radiationless transitions after photon/cosmic ray absorption. 

ii) absorption of energy due to collisions with other interstellar particles. 

üi) absorption of energy from surface chernical reactions. 

This last rnechanisrn is very interesting in that it cm become self-sustaining. One 

common obstacle in the formation of large molecules on dust grains is the activation rnergy of 
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a reaction. Even if the reaction is exothermic, a large activation barrier wili  inhibit reaction at 

low temperatures. If the grain temperature is increased by any of the preceding rnechanisrns, 

this activation barrier might be overcome. This wiii in tum release more energy to the grain 

which might catalyze M e r  reactions in a cascade effect It is thought that heating of the dust 

above a critical temperature of about 27K cm trigger chemical reactions between ultraviolet- 

generated radicals. This might result in explosion and dissipation of the entire mantle (Men & 

Robinson 1975: dtHendecort et. ai 1982). The resulting gas phase species will depend on the 

composition of this amorphous layer. Brown et al. (1988) show that the concentration of these 

radicals may, however, be negligible. 

As shown, there are several mechanisms available to break HAC skeletal bonds. As a 

direct consequence of these mechanisms and the known structure of HAC. there wiil be a 

release of large molecules into the gas phase. Most of these large molecules have a Lirnited 

lifetime in the diffuse interstellar medium (- 300 yrs.) due to photodissociation (Duley & 

Williams 1984a: Duley & Williams 1986), chernical sputtering (Allain et ai. 1996; Barlow 

1978). and dissociative recombination (MiLlar 1992). Therefore, equilibrium concentrations are 

expected to be rather low. Based on the mechanisms iliustrated, rates of desorption are 

expected to increase in shocked areas or regions of high photon flux, resulting in an 

appreciable concentration of large molecules. HAC fragmentation will ais0 be accelerated in 

these areas. Fragmentation should be able to produce large PAHs. and long chah 

hydrocarbons due only to the pre-existing arrangement of carbonaceous skeleral bonds in 

amorphous carbons. Rates of these reactions, however, remain uncenain. Recent observations 

of ernitûng nebulae show bands which cm be attributed to a mixture of large PAH molecules 

(see section 3-51. 



2.4 Ultraviolet extinction in carbon grains 

In the ultraviolet spectrai region, the most interesthg and significant feature must be 

the 2 17.5nm extinction band. TheoreticalIy there are a number of ways to mode1 this band. The 

historical viewpoint is that this feanüe is caused by a plasmon resonance in srnail cxystalline 

graphite particles (Gilra 1972, Mathis e t  al 1977, etc.). Mie theory predicts that, for particles 

in vacuum, at wavelengths where the real part of the complex index of refraction, €1 L -2, a 

bulk electron resonance will cause an increase in scatterhg and absorption. 

To determine the response of a particle to an extemal field one m u t  calculate the 

induced dipole moment, p. which is expressed as the product of a polarizability tensor a, with 

the applied field Ê',. or as the integrai of die polarization per unit volume, &r), over the whole 

particle (see van de Hukt 1957 for derivation). For sirnpliciy, assume that the applied field is 

parallel to a major axis of the particle, thus diagonalizing a. In this case: 

M m w o i l ' ~  e+ations relate the polarization to the electric field at any point: 

where E,,, is the dielectric constant of the medium (=I  in vacuum), and E is the complex 

dielectric constant of the panicle defined as: 



In general, for an ellipsoidal particle, the induced field, $ is not paralle1 to the applied field, 

go. , effect of the particle's polarization on the interna1 field is expressed generally as: 

E,j = E,, -4zL,P, 

where the subscript j denotes the three major cartesian axes of the particle. 

The depolarization factors, 4x4,  depend on the geornetry and axis ratios of the particle. They 

will be found later by applying Maxwell's equations as boundary conditions. 

The polarizability tensor for a particle small compared to the wavelength of light can then be 

derived from equations 7- 10: 

where V is the volume of the particle. 

The depolarization factors are expressed for an ellipsoidal particle with semi-axes 1, as follows: 

wirh the normalization: 



As weli, the scattering and absorption cross sections depend on the polarizability a of 

the particle: 

Therefore, by substituting equation 1 1 into equations 14 and 15, we see that: 

One can then see that in vacuum a resonance maximum will occur in the scattering and 

absorption cross sections of a sphericd particle (L, = 1/3) for el=-2. This situation usuaily 

occun in the vicinity of an absorption peak. For other partide shapes the resonance 

wavelength will shift according to the depolarization factors as shown in figure 7. AS spherical 



Figure 7 The effect of particle shape on the Lowest order surface mode monanace as 

calculated in the Rayleigh approximation for eilïpsoids. The heavy line is a plot 

of the huiction E&, = -(IL,-l),  where 4xL, is known as a depol-tion 

factor. Solid arrows next to the various shapes designate the orientation of the 

eiectric fieId vector with respect to the pmicle axes (Gilra 1972). 



particles get larger and begin to depart from the Rayleigh regime, the value of EI  where the 

resonance occun shifts from the small particle value of -2. This shifi is aven to second order 

in the size parameter x by: 

2na 
where E,= 1. and .r = -. 

h 

The wavelength at which peak extinction occurs wili depend on the size and shape of 

the particle. For such large scale electron resonances. the existence of buk crystallinity would 

seem to be important as well. This peak has never been observed experimentaily in the 

spectrum of crystailine graphite particles (Draine 1989), Ieading to the conclusion that a m e  

graphite plasmon resonance will be damped out in practicai situations. Sorre1(1990) examines 
C 

the main contributions to plasmon damping in carbonaceous solids. 

An alternate theory which avoids the problem of graphite formation in space supposes 

that a sipificanr part of the interstellu extinction occurs in partidiy gnphitized KAC d u t  

(Sorrel 1990: Jones et al. 1990). The short wavelength extinction is due rnostly to se3 bonded 

polymeric carbon while the extinction towards the visible is due to sp2 bonded graphitic 

carbon. This specual region includes the 2 17.5nm absorption feanire. This feature rnight ririse 

in a-C but would be due to a x+n* electronic transition in the de-locdized electronic structure 

of the graphitized islands. This strong absorption band would not be an - q = 2  type resonance 

due to the absence of long range order and crystalliniry. 

Amorphous carbon has k e n  found to exhibit a x+rrc absorption feature upon 

ïnnealing and this absorption intensifies with increasing temperature (Fuik et al. 1984). It is 

known that hearing of a-CMAC to 900K will cause the band gap to approach zero (Dischler et 

al. 1983a: Smith 1984: Fink et al. 1984). Heating above 1300K causes the diffraction pattern 
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to exhibit the strong and sharp peaks characteristic of graphite (Fink et al. 1984). This 

graphitization is accompanied by an increase in absorption near 24ûm (Grigorivici et al. 

1972). In addition to heat-induced graphitization, p hoto-darkening has also been s hown to 

occur. Laboratory data show that a-C and HAC can be partially graphitized by exposure to UV 

radiation (Iida et al. 1984: knniskens et al. 1992). This is accompanied by a decrease in 

bandgap energy and (in the case of HAC) by a loss of hydrogen. Duley & Pinho (1993) have 

shown that the band gap energy of a HAC sample can change from 2eV to 0.6eV on exposure 

to 160nm W radiation in vacuum. lïda et al. (1984) show a bandgap narrowing of 0.14eV in 

response to 365nm irradiation. Jemiskens et al. (1992) show the effects of UV processing on 

an amorphous oqanic residue similar to HAC. The measured bandgap decreases linearly with 

the log of the LIV flux. 

4 Tauc plot is used to establish the band gap of the materid from the knowledge of the 

spectral dependence of its measured absorption. Plotting d ( a t ~ )  vs. E, where eQ represents 

the ratio of msmitted over incident intensity, and E is the energy of the photon. often results 

in a straight line over s range of enegies. The details of the relationship between the 

absorption coefficient, a, and the photon energy in the vicinity of a band gap are descnbed by 

Tauc (1973). By extrapolating this line to the E axis (arE=û), one can determine the band gnp 

energy for the semiconductor material being studied. Experirnentaiiy we find the opticai 

absorption by measuring the ratio of incident to msmitted intensity at a given 

wavelength. We would expect that the band gap wouid decrease as graphitization and sp2 

clustering incrcase (Robertson & O'Reilly 1986: Akkerman et al. 1996). 

It has been demonstrated that stmctural changes cm be induced in amorphous 

materials due to localized heating by individual photons or energetic particles ( c g .  Maiinovsky 

1987: Compagnini et al. 1990). When an ultraviolet photon is absorbed by a graphitic island. 

here will br a locdized temperature increase which could cause chernical rearrmgemenis. The 

temperature excursion AT for aromatic groups of various size in response to absorption of a 

photon c m  be roughly approximnted by the classical formula: 
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where N is the number of atoms in the arornatic group, hv is photon energy and k is the 

Boltzmann constant. It is apparent that smaller groups can have larger temperature excursions 

resulting in more chemical restructuring. This restmcturing might resuit in growth of the 

gnphitic islands, causing die band gap to diminish in size. If there exists a threshold 

temperature below which no funher resuucturing will occur, then one c m  infer that there wîlI 

be a critical group size for a given radiation field. Therefore, with enough photo-processing, 

one might expect that the size distribution of graphitic islands would peak at this criticai size. 

Lida et al. (1984) show thar photo-induced bandgap narrowing of HAC films saturates after 

sevenl hours at a value which is dependent on the energy of the photon. 

The extinction due to light passing through such a substance cm be modelled using Mie 

scattering theory. Refractive indices have been obtained for a-C (Duley 1984), but diis carbon 

did not exhibit the 217.5nm absorption peak. We assume that this panicular film did not 

contain the expected interstellar size distribution of graphitic islands. The indices calcdated 

from reflection and refraction measurements are not due to a homogeneous bulk medium, but 

are merely effective refractive indices which take into account the scattering from the graphitic 

islands as weli as absorption. Therefore these indices do not chancterize a-C in genenl, but 

nther represent one specific micro-crysrailine size distribution. 

A redistic modei for the extinction due to a-C or HAC would be a substance consisting 

of a substrate matend with certain refractive indices, within which is embedded a variable 

distribution of smdl panicles--the actual distribution being the only free variable of the 

model. For simplicity. assume that the micro-crystalline particles are spherical. although in 

reality they would be planar. The substrate matenal could be represented by diarnond, 

polyethylene. or some hydrocarbon which would mirnic the sp3 re, oions of the HAC. At first 

inspection one would suspect that the indices of refraction for graphite should be used for the 
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compact sp2 regions. Assuming sp2 bonded graphitic spheres of <lOnm radius, their s c a ~ r i n g  

is not overly sensitive to the size distribution and consistently shows a peak in the range of 

200-220m which c m  remain visible for polyethylene coatings up to -10 times the size of the 

graphitic particle. See figure 8 for the calculated extinction spectra from graphite spheres of 

different sizes. For our model to work, different distributions of sp2 region sizes c I h  in 

radius must reproduce al1 observed spectra of a-Cs (e-g. Duley 1984 wiih no 220nrn peak) as 

well as the astrophysical spectmm showing enhanced absorption at 217.5nrn. Using the indices 

for graphite would give a defmite absorption feature for al1 reasonable size distributions and so 

would not reproduce al1 a-C spectn. In reality, graphite is made up of planar sheeü which 

should be modelled as thin disks instead of spheres. Gilra (1972) finds that in the more realistic 

case of disks the extinction peak occurs around 278nrn which is even worse for an interstellx 

model. Research into the production of fullerenes, however, has shown that these planar sheets 

will begin ro c u l  up into the third dimension as graphitization progresses (Kroto & McKay 

1988), possibly shifting the resonance back towards the spherical value. The reason that the 

graphitic size distributions do not work as a model is that the indices of refraction used are 

those for bulk graphite. Very smdl trigonally bonded carbon subunits wiU have indices of 

refrriction which differ from the bulk value due to electron path length restriction and quantum 

and edge effects (Hdfman 1977: Cherchneff et al. 199 1). A good approximation may be to 

mode1 the graphitic island using the properties of the analogous organic PAH molecule of the 

sarne size (Duley & Williams 198 1). If we examine the absorption frorn solids consisting of 

these P M  molecules. we see that the absorption is located in different spectral areas for 

diffcrent moleculv sizes, and moves to longer wavelenpths for the larger mo1ecular species 

(Platt 19%: Clar 1972: Birks 1970). This makes sense intuitively, as the electrons in the r 

orbitds of these PAHs are de-localized throughout the molecule. Simple quantum mechanics 

hen suggests that the smder  the localized areî the larger the spacing between energy Ievels. If 

the distribution of sizes is not strongly peaked, the absorption will be spread out throughout 

the UV region, while a peaked size distribution will yield a sharp spectral absorption. The 
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calculated scattering due to 1A spheres, havhg the indices of refraction of benzene, embedded 

in larger sized spheres of polyethylene are shown in figure 9 (the polyethylene represents the 

poiymeric regions of the HAC). Therefore. to successfuily mode1 amorphous carbon using Mie 

scattering one needs a size distribution of sp2 bonded regions using the indices of compact six 

atom M g  structures iike benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, etc. (McKeiuie et al. 1983), as 

weil as some linear chains and srnalier numbers of odd numbered ring molecules. This 

distribution would be weighted towards the compact six mem bered ring structures for 

energetic reasons as explained previously. If this theory is correct, then a-C produced in the 

labontory would have a relatively smooth distribution of cluster sizes ranging up to about 

lOnm since it does not display an extinction peak in the UV region (Duley 1984). The theory 

presented here predicts that UV photo-processed a-C will have a modified cluster size 

distribution peaked at a size which is dependent upon the average photon-energy. This then 

would produce an absorption peak at an associated wavelength which, for die correct 

conditions, wiU be centered at 2 l7.Snm. 

Recent theoretical work has acknowledged the iikelihood that pure crystalline graphite 

will not form under standard interstellar conditions (Hecht 1986; Sorrel 1990). The formation 

of crystalline graphite usually requires a high temperature substrate so that the carbon atoms 

will be mobile on the surface, overcorning a strong activation barrier to reach the graphitic 

ground state. Cho et al. (1992) show how an increase in substrate temperature results in an 

increase in the num ber and degree of crystallinity of graphite microcrystaliites with shon-range 

order of 70-JOA. As well, the presence of atomic hydrogen during the deposition process tends 

to favour an sp3 bonding contiguration in the resulting materiai (Angus et ai. 1986 p. 106). The 

low temperature hydrogen rich interstellar environment is therefore thought to result in high 

hydrogen content polymeric HAC solids as one of the main components of intersteilar dust 

(Jones et al. 1990). UV photoprocessed. dehydrogenated HAC has been suggested as the 

cmier of the 217.5nrn band. Smaii a-C particles (Colangeli et al. 1986: Blanco et al. 1991: 

Schnaiter et al. 1996) and thermally annealed HAC particles (Mennella et al. 1995) rxhibit a 
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broad extinction peak in this spectral region. The presence of hydrogen within the material is 

seen to dirninish the peak (Blanco et al. 199 1). Contrary to the results of Blanco et ai. (1991), 

an absorption increase has been seen in this region in thermdy anneaied HAC f h s  (McKenzie 

et al. 1983). Recently, Mennelia et al. (1996) have shown partial spectra of W irradiated KAC 

gains which seem to üidicate the emergence of a broad peak in the 21Snm spectral region. 

Similar partial spectra from Memeua et al. (1997) indicate that ion irradiation of HAC grains 

seems to shift a weak absorption peak from 203nrn to 215nrn. An opposite trend is observed 

for a-C grains as the peak shifrs from 2 4 0 ~ 1  to 218nm. Guillois et ai. (1996) and Papoular et 

al. (1993) have observed this same spectral feahire in reflection rneasurements on compressed 

pellets of coal. Experimentally, the absorption peak usuaily occurs at a wavelength near 

240nm, but can be altered by annealing (Mennella et al. 1995) and varying the particle size 

distribution (Colangeli et al. 1986). 



2.5 Carbon in lnterstellar Infrared Spectra 

Studies in the infra-red spectrai region confinn the presence of carbonaceous material 

in the intersteliar medium. The 3.4pm absorption feature is observed to occur on the Luie of 

sight to the galactic center in GC RS6E & GC IRS7 (figure 10). This band seems to be 

ubiquitous in the diffuse uitercloud medium and has been observed dong various sightlines 

(Fendleton et ai. 1994: Sandford et al. 1995). It is thought to be caused by the stretching of 

CH bonds in atkanes of various type. Ailcanes are non-aromatic aliphatic hydrocarbon 

molecules where bonding consists entirely of C-C B bonds. aiso known as saturated carbon 

bonds. Mernbers of this group include methane. ethane, propane. etc.. as weli as di saninted 

cyclic or branched hydrocarbons. An aikane hct ional  group is denoted by R3C-CR, and can 

occur as a structural unit in a rnolecule containing other functional groups. n i e  other aiiphatic 

carbonaceous functionai groups are both unsaturated and are denoted as  alkene groups 

(R2CKRz) and W n e  groups (RCSR). The unsaturated CH stretching features fail at 

different frequencies and can be easily distinguished from the interstellar absorption 

feature. Spectra of severai materiais have been studied in the lab and have been cornpared to 

the diffuse intersteilar absorption feanire with varied degrees of success (Pendleton 1994; 

Grernberg et ai. 1995; Sandford et ai. 1995), although general agreement on a panicular 

example has not been reached. 

A group of emission features collectively termed the unidentified infra-red (UR) bands 

(3.3, 6.2.7.7. 8.7, and I1.3pm) was first noticed by Ddey & Williams (198 1) to exhibit peaks 

in the same spectral region as those of common PAH molecules. A typicd spectrurn is 

iilustrated in figure 11. These bands are chmcteristic of aromatic C=C and CH vibrations. 



Figure 10 
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Mnred absorption towards the galactic center sources GC IRS6E and GC 

IRS7 (Pendleton et al. 1994). 



Infked emission towvds the Orion Bar, iuustrating the aromatic Cs and CH 

vibraaons typical of WIR emiiting regions (Roche 1988). 



Much debate has ensued over the major source of the UIR spectral features. Several 

studies have actempted to Link these bands to a distribution of PAH molecules (Léger & Puget 

1984; Aümandola et ai. 1985; AUamandola et al. 1989; Duley & Jones 1990). Those who 

favour a solid state origin object to this possibility citing the fact that a l l  of these PAH 

molecules have strong resonances in the W which are not observed in the interstellar spectra 

@onn et al. 1989; Leach L987; 1995). Joblin et al. (1992) have shown that a large mixture of 

neuual PAHs rnight overcome this difficulty by washing out some of the expected sharp 

structure into a smooth peak near 220nm. Such a scenario is equaliy supportive of the solid 

state origin, since a condensed, partially gnphitized HAC solid resembles a r n i x ~ e  of loosely 

connccted PAH molecules. Ailamandola et al. (1985) show that PAHs are expected to be 

ionized in the ISM. Recent experiments on m a t h  isolated ionized PAHs show that the W 

absorption of PA& is somewhat diminished compared to the neutrai species (Lee & Wdowiak 

1993: Robinson et al. 1997). 

Another objection is that excited PAHs are expected to emit lines in the visible region 

of the specmm (Salisbury et al. 1988). Such an interstellar emission has not been observed. 

Proponents q u e  that perhaps radicai or dehydrogenated PAHs, which have not been studied 

quite as extensively in the lab due to practical difficulties, might not show specrnl features in 

this region. Another possibility is that intemal conversion of the energy frorn an absorbed 

photon will occur in the larger, more stable PAHs effectively preventing significwt emission of 

the more energetic visible photons (see Ailamandola et al. 1989 for a more complete 

description). Lnternal conversion is the nme  for a process in which an excited molecular bond 

relues to a lower rnergy state by msferring its energy to the surrounding bonds in the 

molécule. A radiationless interna1 conversion will result from the interaction of an excited 



electronic state with the higher vibrational levels of a lower elecaonic state. If the intemal 

conversion rate is much faster than the emission rate (-10~s-' for allowed transitions) then 

there will be little chance of visible photon emission €rom the particuiar PAH. Because of this 

possibility the diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs), seen oniy in absorption throughout the visible 

region of the intersteliar spectrum. have also been amibuted to a mixture of PAHs (Léger & 

d7Hendecourt 1985; van der Zwet & AlIarnandola 1985; Crawford et al. 1985; Ehrenfreund et 

al. 1992; Parisel et al. 1992: Salama et 111. 1996) although we must await experknental 

verification of these cIaims. If this identification is correct, then the broad width of these bands 

(0.4- IOOA) rnight be anributable to the extremely short iifetime of the initial excited state 

produced by absorption of a visible photon (van der Zwet & Ailamandola 1985). To cause an 

observable broadening of km-', the lifetime of the unstable state follows from the Heisenberg 

uncertainty principle and is given by: 

In this case. the lifetime A r  S 3x 10-"s is four orders of magnitude smaller thm the photon 

emission process. This result irnplies that any state which is observably broadened by internai 

conversion wodd not generally be seen in emission. 

Proponents of the 'pure PAH' mode1 argue that tIAC soiids. being larger than PAHs in 

general, are not expected to reach the observed IR colour temperatures by absorption of light 

alone. Due to the 1-e number of vibrational modes available to a HAC grain, photo- 

absorption should result in purely thermal grain emission. It should be noted at this time that 

HAC is observed to fluoresce in the visible upon UV absorption. This broad band-gap emission 

centcred near WOnm wavelength is identifiable as the extended red emission (ERE) seen in 



energetic nebulae (Duley 1985; Witt & Boroson 1990; Furton & Witt 1993). The possibility 

that lower energy bands could be excited in a non-thermal manner Ieads into the raging debaie 

over the efficacy of the 'hotspot model' for thermal spiking in HAC solids. 

Several authon have noted that the near IR colour temperature of most objects is on 

the order of LOOOK, regardless of the distance from or temperature of the cenual source 

(SeUgren 1984, Sellgren et al. 1985; Léger et al. 1988, Roche 1988). The colour temperature 

is calculated by fitting a gray body spectnim to the obsewed near IR continuum of the 

astronomicai source (Sellgren et al. 1983). This is evidence for an origin in very small grains or 

large rnolecular entities (-40- 100 C atoms. - 10A radius) which could exhibit thermal spiking 

upon absorption of a single LN photon (- lOeV). They argue that KAC grains. with many 

more vibrational degrees of freedom than a PAH molecule, would vibrationdly redistribute the 

incoming energy on a timescale of 10-"s. rnuch faster than the tirnescale necessary for IR 

emission (40" - 1 s). Thus HAC solids should not exhibit non-equilibrium IR ernission. KAC 

proponents have countered with the controversial 'hotspot' model in which the aromatic 

islands in the HAC grain are poorly connected by the aliphatic bonds in such a way as to slow 

the transfer of vibrationai enersy and concentrate absorbed photonic energy in a single 

aromatic entity (Duley & Williams 1988, Papoular et al. 1988). This would make the HAC 

grain respond like a collection of smder  aromatic entities which could each undergo thermal 

spiking upon absorption of an energetic photon. Boutin et al. (1995) counter, noting that 

experimrnts quoted as evidence for thermal decoupling (Malinovsky 19871, although Lhey do 

show Locaiized annealùig effects, fail short of the time-scaie necessary for emission by severai 

orders of magnitude. At this point it seems likely that the hotspot mode1 is in need of stronger 

experimental evidence if it is to be salvaged as a viable method of producing d l  of the observed 



emission. It may very well be that some mixture of KAC and PAHs is necessary to account for 

the UIR bands, 

Work dong these h e s  has been reported by Rosenberg (1988) who has investigated 

pulse excitation due to Iow thermal conductivity of amorphous rnaterials. It might be possible 

that an exuemely low density fractal grain wili show the necessary thermal localization effects. 

The theoretical bais for this effect centers on high energy phonons whose wave-vectors are 

larger than the associated mean free path in a highly scattering medium. Such phonons cannot 

be tnnsrnitted and WU remain locaiized in the area of excitation. 

The observed near-IR continuum in reflection nebulae might also be contributed to by 

band-gap ernission from graphitized W C .  The ERE which is observed in many reflection 

nebulae has been identified as bandgap emission from polymenc HAC (Duley 1985: Whittet 

1992). if some of the dust in reflection nebulae is being processed toward a more graphitic 

snte, then the bandgap wiU narrow and the ERE will shift to longer wavelength (Iida et al. 

1984: Furton & Witt 1993). Such low band-gap HAC emission might resernble a hot thermal 

continuum. 

Mixtures of PAHs also exhibit very Linle continuum extinction, requiring a solid state 

admiunire of dust to contribute this cornponent. Some authors suggest that coai can be used as 

a mode1 for a large distribution of PAH molecules (de Muizon et al. 1990). Papoular et al. 

(1988) and Guillois et al. (1996) have shown that observed IR emission features correspond 

roughly in position to absorption features seen in vitrinites and semi-anthracite cods (figure 

12). mese  coals seem to resemble solid state HAC more than they would a free mixture of 

PAH molecules. Their carbon bonding structure is of biologicd origin rmging in composition 

from highly polyrneric to highly graphitic. 



Figure 12 Cornparison of infrared emission from IRAS 04296+3429 to absorption from 

semi-anthracite c o d  (Guiilois et al. 1996). 



Léger et al. (1988) suggest that the observed differences between IR ernission and 

absorption can be explained by a two component system of large grains and PAH molecules. In 

such a system, the large dust grains would dominate the difhise medium absorption due to their 

size. but would be ineffective as  CTIR eminers by the same criterion, maintaining a themal 

equilibrium based on their distance from an exciring source. These high W flux areas would 

exhibit non-thermal ernission from the free PAH molecules. De Muizon et ai. (1988) point out 

that the 3.4 and 3Spm emission features rem& unexplained in such a scenario, requiring a 

colour temperature greater than 2 0 K  to excite the higher order vibrational overtones in this 

region. It is possible that IR active sidegroups on PAH molecules could provide the necessary 

emission (Talbi et al. 1993: Gebdle et al. 1994; Bernstein et al. 1996). 

An important diagnostic for the presence of interstellar hydrocarbons is the CH IR 

stretching band. This vibration occurs at 3.3prn in arornatic compounds and at 3.4pm for 

aliphatic hydrocarbons. The strongest UIR band occurs at 3.3pm, illustrating the arornatic 

chancter of the typical emitter. A small multi-peaked side band is often observed at 3.4pm 

possibly indicaring the additionai presence of aliphatic emitters. The variation of the 'R' = 

3.3/3.jp, peak intensity ratio has been observed in severai sources. Magazzù & Stnuulla 

(1990), observing planetary nebulae (PNe), noted that R decreases from - 1.6 to - 1.2 with 

increasing size (and age) of the source (figure 13). Roche et al. (1996) observe that R is 

negatively correlated with nitrogen abundance in 'normal' emitters. falling roughly into two 

separated groups of high and low R. One group has very weak or undetected 3.4pm band 

emission which is independent of the 3.3prn equivalent width. and the second group shows 

increasing 3.4pm band emission with increasing 3.3pm emission: this second group consists of 

niuogen-rich objectç. This correlation may be due to one of two factors. one of which might be 
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Figure 13 Graph illusming the relationship between size and 3.4Clm/3.3p flux ntio for 

planetary nebulae (Magauù & Stmmdia 1990). 



that cold molecdar clouds have a broad absorption from 3 . 3 - 3 . 6 ~  which m a i n s  

unidentifieci. Whittet et al. (1996) conclude that this long wavelength wing of the strong 

3.08prn water-ice band is iikely due to a mixture of ammonium hydrate and other nitrogen- 

bearing molecules. Roche et al. speculate that N-rich polycyclic molecules are contributing to 

the emission complex between 3.4 and 3.6p.m. The second possibility is that a different 

property of the N-rich nebulae is contributing to the strong 3.4pm band. High nitrogen 

abundance is often associated with more massive precursors in planetary nebuiae. This gives 

rise to a larger nebula with a cool outer sheil. This fact is consistent with the 3 . 9 m  carrier 

surviving only in zones farther from the central star amongst neutral, cooler material, similarly 

to the results of Magazzù & Strazzulla (1990). 

The width of the intentellar 3.3pm ieature also varies from region to region. Observing 

the IR emission from D M 1 7 9  'the Red Rectangle', Geballe et al. (1987) recorded a fairly 

'normal' off-source s p e c m .  The spectral width of the 3.3pm peak in Gebale's dao. is the 

same as that of NGC 7027, another 'normal' UIR emitter. Later, Tokunaga et al. (1988) 

observed an anomdously narrow 3.3pm feature in the spectmm of HD 44179 showing no 

evidence of the 3.4pm feature (figure 11). The only difference in method was that Tokunaga's 

spectnirn was taken with a narrow beam aperture centered on the source. This indicates a 

change in the ernittïng materid as one rnoves away from the central star. The increasing width 

of the 3 . 3 ~  peak as one moves away from the star likely reflects the increasing range of 

radiative environments which the aromatic emitters are experiencing. This observation can bc 

cxplained in the PAH mode1 as growth from initially s m d  PAH molecules to larger entities as 

one moves out from the star (Allamandola et al. 1989). The narrow peak observation is ais0 
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consistent with a mode1 in which a range of PAHs are being formed from dust as demonstrated 

by Scott & Duiey (1996b) and Scott et al. (1997b), with the least stable ones being destroyed 

in the highly energetic region neares t the star. 



3. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

3.1 UV Spectrome ter with ln-Situ Sample Preparation 

The experimentai apparatus for üV spectroscopy is dustrated in figure 15 (Scott & 

Duley 1996a). It consists of a Hellrna C d s  VOS ruggedized high output deutenum lamp with a 

magnesium fluoride output window which is scanned through a Minuteman Labs Inc. 302VM 

monochromator with an aluminum-rnagnesium Buonde coated holographie grating over the 

wavelength range 300- 140nm at a rate of 4nm-min? The preliminary detector is an EMI 

9558Q photomultiplier while the main detector is a Hamamatsu 9 189 photomultiplier with 

signal output to a photon counting apparatus operating in ratio mode to eliminate lamp 

fluctuations as a possible source of error. In front of each detector is a thin fused silica window 

coated on the vacuum side with sodium salicylate. This substance fluoresces in the visible upon 

the absorption of an ultraviolet photon with quantum efficiency approachng one and allows 

the detection of photons outside the normal wavelength range of the detectors. For maximum 

sfficiency, the thickness of the sodium salicylate coaring should result in a white film which is 

translucent to opaque opticaily. If the coating is too thick it resulü in a loss of photons through 

multiple scattering. Conversely, if it is too thin, rnany of the high frequency photons wili not 

interact with the substance and wiil end up being absorbed in the quartz window. The photon 

counter sends a digital signal to a custom built microprocessor system. The 8052 based 

controller. descnbed in Appendix 1. synchronizes the photon counter to the wavelength of the 

monochromator through an encoder-decoder circuit and a counter control line. ï h e  

wavelength is caiibrated for each spectxurn using the deuterium line ar 486nm and the observed 

ratio of 1 encoder puises/A. The siits are set at 30pm for a good signai to noise ratio giving a 

rneasurcd spectral resolution A U X  of approxirnately 5x 10" at the 486nm deuterium peak. For 

increased resolution during the caiibntion process. the slits are narrowed to -15um. Both 
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monochromator and sample chambers are evacuated to base pressures from 6- 10x10-6 tom 

using a weii-rrapped oil diffusion pump for ihe monochromator and a Varian V-60 turbo pump 

on the main chamber. This choice eliminates hydrocarbon contaminatior. of the sample. This 

c m  be an especially troublesome source of error if the sample is being studied at cryogenic 

temperatures. OriginaUy the apparatus consisted of nitrogen mpped rnercury diffusion 

pumps. Operathg at cryogenic temperatures, the specuum was constantly being contaminated 

by a growing absorption feature of mercury, mavix isolated in water ice, at approximately 

L8Onm. If it is necessary to take spectra at Low temperatures, the effects of various ices must 

be carefully diminateci. The use of a cold radiation shield helps Ui this regard, as its larger 

surface xea  will tend to adsorb most of the available irnpunties. 

The sarnple substrates consist of lmm thick magnesium fluoride windows which are 

mostly transparent down to about 120nm. Due to absorption in the optics and scattering by the 

sodium salicylate, signal levels becorne very low at wavelengths shorter than 14ûn.m. If the 

sample is hghiy absorbing in this region the tr;insmitted signal will be negligible and the 

resuitant s p e c m  wiil resernble an inversion of the deuterium I m p  emission spectnim. In 

rffect, what is happening is that the main detector is counting photons from dark counts and 

scattered light only. The count rate will be effectively constant. while the bin tirne is regulated 

by the preliminary detector. Thus, when the lamp signai is highest, the counter output wiil be 

small due to the smaller integration Ume. The effect of duk counü c m  mosdy be elirninated by 

taking a specuum with the main phototube shutter closed. This process assumes that the larnp 

output is relatively constant between runs, but it is necessary for irnproving the signd to noise 

ratio at the shon wavelength end of the spectrum. Scattered iight c m  i n o  produce an anificid 

peak at the limit of detectability. This common artifact was seen in dl of our spectn below 

140nm. This suay light originates frorn surface reflections, imperfections in the optics. 

diffraction ~ffects and optical aberntion. When making measurements at an absorbance 

mêxirnurn, che shorter and longer wavelength parts of the suay light are nttenuated less so that 

the measured absorbance is too low. This has the cffect of crearing an apparent absorption 
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peak where none exists. Another observable effect is that of overlapping orders in the 

spectra The deuterium lamp has an intensity peak near 160m which can be aliased up to 

320nm. This is the reason that our spectra were recorded below 300m only. The effect of this 

problem is to create another apparent absorption peak in the spectmm. This is because the 

absorption at 160nm is much greater than that at 320nm in most cases. Therefore, the apparent 

absorption at 320nm will be increased relative to the transparent substrate. 

The sarnples are deposited by laser induced vaporization from a solid rod of graphite or 

minera1 silicate, depending on the experiment, in vacuum or hydrogen atmosphere. The laser 

was a XeCl Lumonics Hyper-Ex 400 excimer laser operating at lOHz with a puise energy of 

approximately 70mJ at a wavelength of 3 0 8 m  focused ont0 a spot of approximately lmrn 

diameter. This results in a fluence of approximately 9~-cm"  on the target during rhe 30-50 nsec 

laser pulse. Molecular hydrogen, when present in the deposition charnber at a pressure of O. 1- 

ltorr is dissociated by the energetic plasma and becomes incorporated into a HAC film. At 

pressures > L torr. the extent of the visible plasma is _ereatIy diminished, and most of the carbon 

is probably incorporated into methane before it can deposit. At pressures c. 1 torr, the hydrogen 

content of the HAC film is negligible. The plasma created by the laser surface interaction was 

collected by a spectroscopic subsuate placed a distance of 2-3cm from the target resulting in 

an arnorphous thin füm. These substrates were mounted on a cold finger which cm be cooled 

to 77K with liquid nitrogen. No more than 5 minutes were necessary to produce near opacity 

in the far UV portion of the spectmm with a thickness on the order of 1ûûnm. For ir absorbing 

and emitting films. Iuger thicknesses were required. 40-60 minutes of ablation produced films 

on the order of l p m  thickness. 

For UV photo-processing of the films. the unfütered specmm of the deuterium larnp 

was incident at 45' upon the sample surface. Spectral studies indicate that the photon flux 

below - 140nm was being absorbed in a thin coating on the output window of the Iamp, 

contributine a negligible amount to the total flux. The photon flux at 160nm is typically 

- 1 . l x  [O" photons-cm"-sec'l-m~l (Key & Preston 1980). The integrated photon flux over the 
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143-3ûûm range at the surface of our sarnples is estimated by integrating the measured output 

intensity specuum, nomalized to the absolute radiance given in Key and Preston (1980), and 

then correcthg for losses due to absorption in the optics. The resulting value is approxùnately 

2.7~  10" photons~cm'2~sec~'. One can then estirnate the total W exposure of these fùms and 

relate this value to a tirne base for carbonaceous dust particles in the intersteflar medium. 

Quantitatively this exposure is estimated to be 9.8~10" photons-cm%fl. Since the integrated 

interstellx flux between 100-300nm is z 5x 106 photons-cm~2-sec~' inside a diffuse cloud wirh 

Ap0 .5  (Habing 1968, Duley & Williams 1984), one hour of this exposure would be 

equivalent to 6 . 2 ~  1 d years under interstellar conditions. For long processing urnes (-48 hrs), 

the effecü of the photoprocessing should be comparable to the effects experienced over the 

iiferirne of a young intenteilar grain of -3x 1d yr. age. This analysis assumes that the photons 

above 140nm wavelength are sufficiently energetic to produce similar effects to the fuil 

intersteliar radiance specuum. If important effects are takÿig place at higher energies they will 

not be observed here. 



3.2 FTIR Spectroscopy 

The infrared emission s pectra were taken using a Bomern MB- 100 Michelson 

interferorneter. This apparatus has a selectable resolution up to 1 cm-' but is typically used at 4 

cm-' for our purposes. The optics consist of a KBr external emission port and gold coated 

mirrors, while the detector is a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT mode1 DI  IB. The quoted spectral 

range is from 500 to 6000 cm''. For absorptivity rneasurements there is an interna1 blackbody 

reference source. 

Samples were deposited in the same way as before, using 0.25" KCl substrates for IR 

trammittance instead of the rnagnesium fluonde which was necessary for the UV 

specuoscopy. For emission work, sarnples were deposited on dlln stainless steel 

rectangles. Background spectra were taken using identical subsuates observed under identical 

conditions. 

The emission chamber, illustrated in figure 16, was evacuated to a base pressure of 

approxirnately 10~' torr with a Iiquid nitrogen trapped rotary pump. The outer waiis were 

usuaiiy water cooled to minimize the thermal background. The sample was placed on the side 

of a centrai stainless steel cylinder which directly faced the emission port. Contained within die 

cylinder was a heater coil controlled by a variac. An ice reference iron constantan type I 

thermocouple in contact with the sample surface was used to rneasure the sample temperature. 

Maximum achievable sample temperatures depended on the amount of surface contact with the 

substrate. and were typically 800-850K. Temperatures could be increased by adding a few torr 

of helium to increase the amount of heat conducted to rhe sample. Aluminurn substx-ates could 



reach a temperature 400K at which point they began to melt, making hem less than 

satisfactory for our purposes. 

Contamination problems in the 3pm spectrai region were encountered during some 

very low signal emission rneasurements. Figure 17 shows the absorption from the apparent 

contaminant spectnim compared to an astrophysicai emission source encountered in this 

study. The existence of thk contamination was noticed by fining a smooth cubic function to 

the background emission spectm The effects of this contamination on the measured spectra 

should be eliminated when the background is ratioed out of the data. Any changes in the 

c o n ~ i n m t  level, or smail non-linearities in the detection system could, however, cause an 

incomplete cancellation of this feanire resulting in an apparent emission feature where none 

existed. Large portions of the data were ignored as a resdt of diis unfortunate coincidence. To 

check the consistency of our resdts several emission annealing sequences were run on another 

FTIR instrument. Unfonunately, the identical contaminant was visible in that machine, leading 

us to believe that this feature is rather widespread. Communications with BOMEM, the FIZt 

manufacturer, indicated ba t  this feature was present, to a certain extent, in al1 of their 

machines. The absorption spectra of several oils and greases were measured in an attempt to 

identify the compound. Most of these were deficient in the 3.38prn region, suggesting a 

relative lack of CH, side groups in the long hydrocarbon chains. A serendipitous discovery was 

made when a large amount of lead solder happened to melt in the emission chamber. leading to 

the conclusion that the contaminant s p e c t m  was very similar to solder fIux. This material 

usually consists of an acidic hydrocarbon min, although the exact chernicd formula is a vade 

secret amongst its manufacturers. 
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Figure 17 FTIR contaminant specuum (solid h e )  compared to RAS 053414852 

emission (circles) (Joblin et al. 1996). 



A scanning IR spectrometer was built using a rotating fdter wheel and an MCT 

detector (Pinho & Duley 1995). The signal to noise levels were low, and the resolution was 

poor, but the polymeric HAC spectra (largest signal to background ratios) were qualitatively 

identical to those observed with the FïIR instrument- 

To further improve the quality of the reported daia, emission spectra of a-C and 

graphite were measured with the FTIR instrument These non-hydrogenated materials have no 

3pm CH stretching feanires, and were used to ensure that total cancellation of the contaminant 

feature was occurring upon analysis. 



3.3 Data Reduction for Emission Spectra 

Spectra were processed by ratioing the emission from HAC to that of an uncoated 

stainiess steel substrate at the same temperature, foiiowed by a cubic polynornial basehe 

correction. This process was necessary to eliminate unwanted spectral contamination due to 

h e  substrate and the surroundings. The ratioing process is the best way to eliminate artifacts 

due to contaminant absorptions in the system, as  weil a s  any non-iinear spectral response of the 

detector, since these are aiI multiplicative. As annealing progresses in a HAC film, it darkens 

and begins to absorb more of the emission from the underlying steel substrate. Eventudy the 

steel is mosdy obscured, and at this point the baseline submction is very important to eliminate 

the spectrai deviation from a biack body which is introduced by dividing by the steel 

background. The choice of bûseline polynomial introduces some uncertainty, but a careful 

choice can diminish offsets caused by absorption in the sample and background divergence 

from a tnie blackbody. For cornparison to interstellar emissions, the resulting specua were 

multipiied by a blackbody spectmm of the corresponding temperature when necessary. 

This process is analogous to the process used by observational astronomers in many 

cases (Geballe et al. 1992: Justtmont et al. 1996) in which a 'flux calibration' method is used 

to ratio out telluric absorptions. 



3.4 Thickness Measurement 

Various methods were employed to gauge the thickness of the samples for use in 

determining their optical constants. The dynamics of laser deposition resuited in f i s  with a 

slight thickness gradient across their surface, with the diickest region closest to the center of 

the plasma plume. For LTV spectroscopy, the beam is centered on the thickest region of the 

sample and is srnail enough so that the region of the film sampled does not have a detectable 

gradient. In the IR, the beam has a diameter on the order of 1" so that the thickness gradient 

rnust be considered when m o d e h g  the f i  &ansrnittance. The use of a rotating sample 

substrate d u ~ g  deposition is suggested for further studies to simplify the measurement of 

optical constants in bodi regions. 

The thickness of tïlms deposited on KCl substrates for IR spectroscopy was measured 

using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The subsuate was sanded down to a thin disc 

which was then cleaved near the center to expose a full cross section. One half was mounted in 

a groove on an duminum SEM stub and set in a conducting graphite glue with the cross 

section facing upwards. A sputtered coating of gold (-40-50nm) was necessary for 

conductivity to prevent charging of the sample. This was weil within the error for thicloiess 

detemination and did not affect the final measurement. Severai pictures of the cross section 

wrrc then taken dong the length of the sample to ensure that a proper measurement of the 

thickness gradient could be rstablished. By avenging a large number of thickness 

measurcments frorn a single film. a represenotive thickness codd be anived at with an 

associated standard deviation. Typical thicknesses were in the range of 1- 1.5pm. 



corresponding to 0.5- 1 h o u  of laser deposition. These larger thicknesses were necessary to 

achieve an easiiy measurable absorption level in the IR while minimikg interference effects. 

For the very thin films used for W spectroscopy another method was necessary due to 

the relatively poor resolution of the available SEM. Transmittance electron microscopy (TEM) 

was irnpractical due to the large amount of time necessary for sample preparation as well as the 

need for sample conductivity. Eliipsometry was fnally decided upon as being ideal for these 

films. 

Ellipsorneuic measurements were carried out on a prototype systern deveioped by Dr. 

Jack Ord at the University of Waterloo. A polarized HeNe laser beam is incident on the film at 

a certain angle, and the reflected beam is observed through another polarizer. The rotation of 

the angle of polarization due to the beam interacting with the sample is measured by rotahg 

the polarizers until a 'null' is produced. The amount of rotation depends on the angle of 

incidence, the index of refnction of the smple  and its thickness. Sources of error include lar_oe 

thickness gradients. rough surfaces, and non-hornogeneous fdms. The ellipsometer 

incorporates a closed-loop electronic feedback system to rotate the polarizer and analyzer. 

locating a null in red-the. Multiple measurernents were made on each füm in a variety of 

areas, sampling multiple thicknesses in an attempt to provide more constraints on the 

solution. By ploning the nulls from various points of different fdm thickness on a graph of 

polarizer angle versus anaiyzer angle, it is possible to create a uajectory which can be fit using 

a srnall combination of physicai parameters. In this way, a range of possible values was 

obtained for thickness and refractive index. 



3.5 Laser lonization Mass Spectroscopy (LIMS) 

LIMS was used to snidy the microstructure of HAC films, as weU as the molecular 

products of HAC decomposition in vacuum. The apparatus used is s h o w  in figure 18. HAC 

films were deposited on copper and alurninum substrates using die method described in section 

3.1 and were then mounted on the sample wheel in a chamber evacuated to a base pressure of 

10" torr by a turbo-molecular pump. The sample wheel was at a potentiai of +4 kV DC, while 

the 4 accelerator grids were at +3, +2, + 1 kV and O kV DC respectively. The ions were 

accelerated over a distance of 6.5cm and passed into a flight tube with a length of 88.8cm. The 

detector was a dual chevron micro channel plate with the front surface held at -2 kV DC, and 

the back surface st O kV DC. giving a detection gain of 10'. Single atorns could be 

detected. The output was capacitively decoupled and was measured and averaged by a 150 

MHz Lecroy osciIloscope. The data was downloaded to a PC through an RS232 interface. The 

beam from the XeCl excimer laser described in section 3.1 passed through an adjustable iris set 

at a diameter of0.8cm which was positioned on a bright, uniform portion of the beam. The 

resulting puise energy was diminished to the desired value (0-10 mJ/pulse) by placing partially 

absorbing quartz and glass plates in the beam path. The iris was ùnaged upon the sample plane 

by a quartz lens of lOcm focal length at an incident angle of 55'. The resultant spot. measured 

by ablating a hole in a solid piece of polyvinylchloride. was an ellipse with major axis of 320pm 

and minor zuis of Zûûprn. This resulted in a total photo-affected area of -2x 10-'m'. The laser 

was operated in single shot mode and the sync output pulse from the laser was used to uigger 

the oscilloscope. The LIMS data for -0.5-lpm thick HAC films deposited on copper and 



Figure 18 Block diagram of time of flight specmmeter for W[MS experiment 
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aluminurn substrates spanned laser energies from O. 18-9.5 rallpulse. This corresponded to 

fluences in the range of 9.0~ ld-4.811 103 ~-m-', and intewities of approximately 3x 10"- 1 -6x 10" 

w-rn-'. 

The detector, which was sensitive to photons as weil as to particles, registered a 

distinct peak within less than a microsecond of the trigger pulse. This Light peak was used to 

calibrate the starting point for aU of the resulting spectm. The majo~ty of the recognizable 

signai occurred in the fist  50ps after the pulse. To conectly calibrate the time of flight to mass 

relationship it is necessary to have a minimum of two known peaks in the mus specmm. 

Theoretically one can calculate the expected relationship between tirne of fight ( T O R  and 

mass to charge ratio. but there are practical concerns which limit the accuracy of such a simple 

approach. The theoretical relationship was used as an aid in deciding which peaks represent 

which ionic species for a more accurate calibntion. Assuming that: i) the ions are created at 

the surface of the sample, ii) the kinetic energy imparted by die laser interaction is negligible 

compared to that resulting frorn the accelerating voltage, iii) dl of the ions are created 

sirnultaneously, iv) the electric field in the accelerating region is homogeneous and v) 

relativistic effects are negligible, one denves the foiiowing relationship for the mass to charge 

ratio m/e using simple Newtonian concepts: 



where Vis  the accelerating voltage, D is the length of the field free flight tube and d is the 

length of the accelerating region. To anaiyze the assumptions we find that assumption i) will 

hold for most particles in cases of low laser fluence where there are few collisions in the 

plasma (see Duley 1996b chpt. 5.2 for a more cornplete discussion). Assumption ii) will also 

depend on the laser fluence to a large extent If we assume a smooth energy distribution 

arnongst the ionized particles, then this may result in peak broadening as well as a shift to 

shoner TOF for aü particles since kinetic energy is directly proportional to TOP. Gilgenbach 

& Ventzek (1991) observe a maximum plume expansion velocity of 3.4~10' rn-s" for 248nm 

rxcirner laser ablation of an alurninum surface at a fluence of 7 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  To compare this to 

velocities acquired by electrostatic ion accelention, we find that a similar velocity should be 

reached by particles of mass 670u. If the particles ablated from HAC surfaces were to acquire 

sirnilar velocities from the laser interaction. the TOF results for larger panicles would be 

strongly shifted. The Gilgenbach & Ventzek study uses at l e s t  an order of magnitude larger 

fluence than diat used in this study. We must analyze the laser-material interaction to see if this 

should result in velocities which are more compatible with assumption ii). Alurninum. being a 

metai, has a similar UV absorption coefficient to polymeric HAC, a semiconductor. Therefore. 

the volume of material affected by the laser beam should be comparable between the two 

snidies. The density of aluminum is only about a factor of -2 higher at 2.7g-cm". so if sirnilx 

fractions of the incident energy are transferred to the desorbed particles. one would expect that 

comparable fluences should result in similar velocities within a factor of -2. This analysis 

suggests that reliable results cm be acquired at low laser fluences, but care should be taken 

when calibrating the higher mass peaks. A mus  specuoscopic study of L93nm laser ablation of 



polystyrene using VüV laser ionization of the resulting products (Feldman et al. 1987) showed 

that the h e t i c  energy of product molecules peaked at about 0.7eV which is much srnaiier than 

the 4 keV energy imparted to ions in this snidy. To a fmt approximation the axial veloci~, 

imparted by the laser should not be a problem. Assumption iü), that a i l  ions are created 

sirnultaneously, depends on factors similar to those discussed for assumption i) and may be 

violated in the case of dense plumes and high fiuences when ions c m  be created by secondary 

processes. Duley (1996b chpt 5.2) compiles evidence from several sources which suggests the 

existence OF a delay in the production of large fragments from laser ablation. Assumption iv) 

may introduce a possible source of error in the case of stray fields and build up of charge on 

the stainiess steel chamber whde assurnption v) will hold since the velocity of a hydrogen ion at 

4 keV is oniy 9x idm-s-'. 

The data presented here were calibrated using low energy ablation of duminum. 

Assuming that the H+ and Al' ions are the two major peaks near 1 u and 27 u and using the 

scding of equation 14. the mass to tirne of flight relationship c m  be recalculated. Resulting 

spectra have an estirnated mass uncenainty of +/-4% up to -360u. Above this m a s ,  axial 

enargy irnparted by the laser was sometimes seen to shift the peaks to shorter TOF. The high 

mass ends of these spectra were corrected when necessary. The peak resolution, W. is 

measured to be -0.02. 



4. RESULTS 

4.1 HAC Thin Films 

HAC f i i s  were deposited with a thickness of -O. lpm on MgF2 and - l p n  on KCl and 

steel substrates at roorn and liquid niuogen temperatures (297 & 77K respectively). The laser 

energy was approximately 70mJ/puise in a 45-50 nsec pulse. This energy. dong with the small 

b e m  size at the focal point ( - h m  diameter), resulted in a fluence on the target of 

approximately 9~-cm-'. This was enough to create a hot plasma which was visible in the 

deposition chamber as o white or purple plume depending on the arnbient Hz gas pressure as 

well as the laser fluence. By examining the appearance and spectral properties of the resulting 

films it becarne apparent that a rhreshold fluence near this value was necessary to induce CH 

bonding in the HAC. At fluences below this value. films appeared very dark and showed no 

characteristic CH absorption peaks in the 3.4pm spectral region. This threshold behaviour is 

iikely due to ihe fact that individual excimer photons at 308nm are noi energetic enough to 

dissociate Hz molecules (45eV dissociation energy) and thus wiiI not create the hydrogen 

atorns and ions necessary for hydrogenation. Therefore, the temperature of the plasma plume 

must reach a point at which the molecular hydrogen c m  dissociate and combine chemically 

with the atomic and ionic carbon from the ablated graphite surface (Bourdon et al. 

199 1). When the laser fluence was above this threshold, the resulting fîms were polymeric in 

character with a band-gap of -2-3eV estirnated using the method of Tauc (1973). Films 

deposited at 77K appeared grainy and yeliowish. with band-gaps in the upper part of the range. 

while those deposited at 297K had a smooth brown appearance with a lower band- 

cap. Polymeric W C  has a density of about 1.2- 1.5 gcrn" (Smith 1984: Angus et al. 
C 
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1986). The hydrogen content of HAC films can be estimated by meauring the intensity ratios 

amongst the infrared 3 . 4 ~  CH stretching features. HAC absorption spectra were fit by the 

theoretical mode1 of Dadswell & Duley (1997a; 1997b), which uses empirical values for the 

various band widths, central wavelengths and oscillator strengths to reproduce expehenral  

absorption spectra The only free parameters are the hydrogen atom fraction and the 

percentage of sp2 hybndized carbon contained in six membered aromatic rings. Figure 19 

shows fits to various HAC films deposited at both 77 and 297K. The 297K füms show 

hydrogen contents of between 30 and 40% which are roughly 10% lower than those at 77K. 

The aromaric ratios of the as-deposited films are consistently low, with 3-5% for the 297K 

films and 0-3% for those at 77K. Some films were deposited at lower energy (-.UhnJ/pulse) on 

fused silica substrates for qualitative comparisons. These had virtuaily no bonded hydrogen and 

appeared srnooth and black. Data on these and other films are surnmarized in Table 2. 

Film to subsuate adhesion strength was estimated by observing the macroscopic 

properties of the deposited HAC Films. Certain parameters of the deposition process were seen 

to consistently produce smooth. well-adhered füms. Thin, polyrneric HAC films which were 

deposited on magnesium fluoride or fused silica substrates tended to rernain ùghtly bonded to 

their respective substrates. HAC deposited on the steel substrates used for IR emission studies 

was &O well adhered. Thick HAC films on KCl substrates often lost adhesion and becarne 

wrinkled. This usuaily occurred on exposure to the atmosphere and was exacerbated by 

humidity. These films often cracked and curled at the edges of the wrinkled m a  after 

undergoing thermal processing. In some films fiaking was observed to have occurred dunng 



Wavelength (pm) 

Figure 19 Mode1 fits (DadsweU & Duiey 1997b) ro W C  absorption specua. Solid and 

dashed Lines show specûa of 2 different HAC füms for rach deposition 

temperature a) 297K: b) 77K. showing specval differences under sirnilar 

deposition conditions. Circles and mangles show a range of si& hydrogen 

and aromatic fractions. 



the deposition process. This process was conhed  to the thickest regions of fis and was less 

evident in the highly polymeric films. 

Similar phenornena are frequentiy observed in the deposition of semiconductor thin 

tilms. Thin f i s  on alkali halides are known to be poorly adhered due to residual adsorbed 

water ( h g u s  et ai. 1986). Atmospheric water vapour c m  enhance this effect if it enters 

between the Fim and the subsuate and explains the substrate adhesion dependence which was 

observed in thick HAC f h s -  

The wrinkling and delamination of the f i s  are due to the buildup of interna1 stresses in 

the amorphous structure. In a general review of thin carbon fürns. Angus et al. (1986) provide 

an estimate of the vpical values of stress reached (up to 10" ~ . r n - ~ )  and discuss the 

speculation Linking this stress to the presence of hydrogen in the füms (Enke 198 1). Non- 

hydrogenated a-C films do not exhibit the wrinkling and cracking seen in HAC films. Figure 20 

taken from Enke (198 1) shows a plot of the intrinsic film stress venus deposition parameters 

for a DC discharge deposition method. A locus of high stress is observed running diagonaDy 

from low volage. low gas pressure to high voltage, high gas pressure conditions. To the upper 

Ieft of this locus HAC has a more graphitic form with a lower hydrogen content, while below 

and to the nght of this locus HAC is in a softer polymeric fom. 

Nir (1984) observed and quantified the buckling process in W C .  Figure 2 1 compares 

the stress relief patterns of Nir's diamond-like carbon with those produced in this study. The 

presence of hurnidity was seen to accelente the observed buckling in al1 cases. The cracking 

which was observed in our thermaily anneded films was also observed by Nir (1984), and 

supports our observation that this process is able to delaminate large chunks of the film. Nir's 



Table 2 Physical properries of HAC films 

Fused Silica 
Substrate, -O. lm 
thickness f i .  

MgFz Substrate, 
-O. 1 pm thicbess 
film* 

KC1 Substrate, 
- 1 pm thickness fi. 

S tainless S tee1 
Substrate. -1pm 
thickness film. 

Copper Substrate 
-0.5pm f i .  

1 Aluminum Substrate 
-0.5pm film. 

Deposition Conditions 

NIA 

-- -- 

smooth, clear- 
yeilowish, highly 
hydrogenated, 2.5- 
3eV bandpp. 
gniny, yeilowish- 
brownish, highly 
hydrogenated 
polyrnenc, fair 
adhesion to 
su bs trate-- wrinkled 
rare1 y. 

gniny, yeilowish- 
brownish, highiy 
h ydrogenated 
polyrneric. strong 
idhesion. 

NIA 

smooth, yeiiowish- 
brownish, 
hydrogenated, 1.9- 
2.7eV bandgap. 
semi-smoo th, 
brown-black, 
hydrogenated, poor 
adhesion to 
substrate--wrinkled 
often, cracking and 
flaking in ihickest 
areas. 
semi-srnooth, 
brown-black, 
hydrogenated. 
s trong adhesion, 
cracking and flaking 
in thickest areas. 

. - 

smooth, clear to 
dark. suong 
adhesion. 
sern i-smooth, 
yeiiowish with poor 
idhesion and 

297K. - s J - c ~ + ~  
smooth, bIack, 
no bonded 
hydrogen, û-0.5eV 
bandgap, cracking 
and £laking in 
thickest areas. 
N/A 

NIA 

NIA 



Figure 20 Curves of qua1 compressive s ~ s s  of i-carbon layers deposited on glas 

substrates in units of 10' Pa as huictions of the bias voltage UB and the erhylene 

pressure pw.4  (Enke 198 1). 



Figure 71 Stress rdici  priiicrns in diin H-AC films. Cpprr: Xir ( 1984'1: Lotver: Presenr 

s tud y. 



Figure 22 



example is s h o w  in figure 22 alongside a themally anneaied thick HAC f h  which has 

wrinkIed and cracked as  a result of processing. Nir speculates that this process occurs only in 

the hardest films which cannot undergo bending. Whether or not this process occurs on dust in 

interstellar space is unknown. This may be only a macroscopic effect which is unimportant for 

particle sizes and thicknesses found in space. To further explain these results it is necessary to 

understand the microstructure of thin HAC films. 

In gened, the microstructure of optical thin films is svongly columnar with a large 

internai surface area and void volume (Macleod, 1982). The principal features are common to 

a wide variety of films regardless of chernicd composition. This purely physicd phenornenon 

arising from di forms of vapour deposition has b e n  modelled with very few basic 

assumptions. By considering the stacking of spheres incident on a subsuate, Dirks & Leamy 

(1977) were able to reproduce a dendritic structure with voids. If the incident particles have 

zero mobiliy, the resulting film has a Ioosely packed structure of chains that branch and 

combine in a randorn fashion. With lirnited rnobility, long dendntic chains several molecules in 

diameter were found to grow away from the subsuate. By permitting relaxation of the 

particles, the dendritic deposit was replaced by a very loose deposir containhg irregularly 

shaped voids. Ross & Messier (1980) have used chernical etching to show that void networks 

exist in a-Ge:H and a-Si sputtered films. These films should be physicdly similar to HAC. 

Swab et al. (1980) have shown that the size of the voids depends on the thickness of the film, 

with thicker films having luger structural components. This is because the atomic scde 

columnar structures tend to cluster together on ever larger scales as the film thicloiess 

increases. This process is illustrated in figure 23 which shows a black germanium surface at 



several different magnifications (Swab et al. 1980). Each of the scaies shown in the figure h a  

its own ch~actenstic void structure. This columnar growth pattern can be observed in laser 

deposited HAC by examinhg SEM images of the HAC surfaces as in figure 24. Figure 24a 

shows the surface of HAC which has been deposited at 77K. This can be compared to the film 

illustrated in figure 24b which was subsequently photoprocessed by an ultraviolet Iamp. 

Photoprocessing was used to enhance the columnar nature of the deposit W exposure was 

found to enhance pre-existing void structure in an andogous way to the chernicd etching of 

Swab et al. (1980). Upon absorption of an energetic photon in a skeletal bond, surface groups 

are released from HAC into the gas phase. As nored previously, UV exposure will tend to 

gnphiuze the HAC film and will ultimately result in destruction of the €dm due to the 

outgassing of volatile hydrocarbons. Notice the cauliflower like appearance in die high 

resolution images which indicates the existence of structure at smaiier scales (figure 24a & b). 

This structure was not as pronounced in the room temperature deposits. Figures 25 and 26 

illustrate the larp scale structure of HAC surfaces. Figure 25a is a SEM micrognph of a HAC 

film deposited at 300K. while figure 25b was deposited at 77K. The dserence in bulk density 

becornes apparent here when the grainier, void-fiiled 77K film is compared to the apparent 

smoothness of HAC deposited at 300K. Figure 26 shows two photoprocessed Films, one 

deposited at 77K (top), and the other deposited at 300K (bottom). These films are not very 

different from their unprocessed counterparts, but the grainy structure is somewhat enhmced. 

Since rhis columnar growth pattern is due solely to the physics of kinetic vapour deposition, 

the samr growth habit with scale-dependent density cm also be expected to occur in 

intcrstellar W C .  



Figure 23 Energy and thickness dependent saucnires diustmted on chernically etched 

Germanium fiims (Swab et ai. 1980). Upper: Film surfices RF deposited at 

increrising jas pressure: Lower: Analysis of dendntic and void structures in a 

single film at different mapifcations. showinz sirnilar clustering features at 

each scde (Macleod 1982). 



Figure 24 SEM of HAC surfaces deposited at 77K (a) before and (b) after exposure of 

film to UV radiation. 



Figure 25 SEM or' KAC surfaces deposired: (a) at 3OOK: (b)  at 77K. 
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SEM of HAC surfaces after W photo-processing: (a) drposited ;it 3OOK; (b) 

.$ 
deposited ac 77K. 



Hoffman et al. (1961; 1970; 1971; 1972) descnbe how intrinsic stress arises through 

the mutual attraction of the thin f i  columns. The exact value of this stress depends on the 

surface energy of the columns and dieir various interactions. Anything which affects the 

surface energy of these columw would result in a change of the intercolumn forces. Puker 

(1982) shows that the presence of water, by virrue of its relatively low surface energy, tends to 

relieve film stress through adsorption onto intergain boundarïes. The fact that increased 

hurnidity accelerates delamination of HAC is likely a resuit of water ingress between the f h  

and the subsuate. This possibility is mentioned by Hansen et al. (1979) who note that in certain 

films water is evenly distributed with depth. while in others it is concenrrated at the 

su bs tr;ite/filrn interface. 

The effects of thickness on adherence are also explained by Pulker (1982) who 

indicates that in arnorphous MgFz films, the internai stress (N-m") is constanl but the total 

stress (~m- ' )  in a growing film increases with hcreasing f i  thickness. This may explain the 

observation of flaking in HAC films with large thickness gradients. These fdms must ais0 have 

a large gradient in their total stress which would tend to cause ripping and flaking. 

In this work, the optical absorption of HAC films of varying thickness was measured in 

an attempt to denve a consistent set of optical constants for use in the modehg  of intersteliar 

HAC dusr. The possibility of a thickness dependent void structure raises difficulties in the 

cornparison of opticai constants between the rhin films used for UV indices and the thicker 

ones used for the IR. Macleod ( 1982) quantifies the problem in terms of a packing density, p: 

p = Volume of rhe solid part of the f i m  
Total volume of the film 



This density variation would then affect the measured refractive index, n. Harris et al. (1977) 

show that: 

where the subscnpt s denotes the refractive index of the pure solid, and the subscript v denotes 

the void cornponent In vacuum, n, = 1. This is simply a linear interpolation between the two 

exueme values and is not valid for ail cases, but it serves to illustrate the differences that one 

should rxpect when comparing the refractive indices of a thin film to a thick film with a smaller 

packing density. In this work, thicker films were observed to follow this trend. having a lower 

apparent n value (due to lower p) than thin fdms. To consider the astrophysical implications of 

these results we must have an estimate of the thickness of HAC solids in the in~rstellar 

medium. Due to the abundance constraints of carbon, one expects that the thichess of HAC 

mantles on refractory cores should be very small, on the order of 1-3 monolayers (Duley et al. 

1989a). Modeis incorporating independent carbonaceous grains wouid allow for larger 

thicknesses of HAC. Then. when modelling the extinction of interstellar dust it would be wise 

to consider the effecü of packing density and Film thickness. The n and k values reported here 

should be ueated as Iower limits when considering polymenc HAC fdms of thickness < 

-0.jpm. As previously shown, the increased density of a very thin Iayer of HAC would result 

in a corresponding increase of both n and k. Further work could be done in quantifying the 

various relationships amongst the diickness. density and refractive indices of these films. 

In addition to thickness variation. changing the substrate tempenture will dso alter the 

packmg density of HAC (Macleod 1982: Shen et al. 1996: 1997: Cho et al. 1992). Following 

the previous general discussion. the atomic components of a film are able to locate a more 
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stable energetic configuration when there is more thermal energy available, thus increasing 

p. This rnobility may enhance the effect of increased temperature on the chemistry of a HAC 

film. As noted, the hydrogen content of HAC f h s  is the main factor in detemiining physical 

charactenstics such as band gap. density, etcetera. The CH bond energy is -3.5eV whiie C-C 

bond strengths in graphite and diamond are 7.43eV and 7.41eV respectively. Therefore, 

increasing the energy availabie to the f h  upon deposition should preferentidy dehydrogenate 

the f i m  and. at the same t h e ,  reduce the void component thus increasing p and the refractive 

index accordingly. 

Higher concentrations of chemically bonded hydrogen will tend to decrease the 

connectivity of the carbonaceous skeleton of the HAC fiim. 'This is because hydrogen atoms 

have only a single valence electron and will therefore act as chah terminators in the polymeric 

solid. Overall. a decrease in connectivity would tend to increase the void size, promoting 

columnar growth over the homogeneity of pure a-C. This in mm would ailow for attraction 

between adjacent micro-colurnns providing a link between hydrogen incorpontion and film 

stress. Enke (198 1) noticed that a-C films were relatively stress free in cornparison to HAC 

and speculated on possible mechanisms for hydrogen-induced stress. The dependence of f h  

stress on void size cannot be a simple Linear function. and at some cntical p the intrinsic füm 

stress must begin to decline as the atmcting columns grow further apart. The effect of 

hydrogen concentration on HAC film stress cm be seen in figure 20. One would expect that 

lines of constant hydrogenation would run roughly panllel to the cenual locus of maximum 

stress. Thus. as one varies the hydrogen content, die invinsic film stress wiil increase to a 

maximum and then decrese into the highly polyrneric, iow p regirne. 



In surnmary, a thick f i  is expected to have a lower packing density than a thin film 

produced under identical conditions. A KAC fh deposited at low temperature w u  have a 

higher hydrogen density and thus exhibit a higher void content and a smaller overaü density 

than a similar thickness f h  deposited at room temperature. ïhese  suuctural changes were al1 

observed to affect the optical constants measured in these experirnents. 

Eariier in the research program some of the dark, poorly hydrogenated thui HAC füms 

were studied using transmittance electron microscopy F M ) .  The buik of these F i s  appears 

completely morphous and smooch under high rnagnification. In electron diffraction, the 

amorphous areas exhibit diffuse ring structures (figure 27). These films exhibit cracking around 

areas of increased density. which seem to have pulled away from the swounding film. The f i  

discontinuity may be due to the high intemal stress gradient which would build up around areas 

of enhanced thickness. Figures 28 and 29 are TEM images of rnicroscopic high density areas in 

these low hydrogen HAC films. Elecuon diffraction spectra of these areas of increased density 

show distinct bright dots supenmposed at varying positions on the amorphous ring structures 

and imply the existence of multiple tiny crystallites oriented semi-randomly inside the 

f h .  careful anaiysis, it has been determined that the radii of the rings containhg these 

dots are consistent with those of crysralline graphite, rather than diarnond. 

To fiid the interplanar d-spacing in deposited films. the radius of the visible diffraction 

rings or ring fragments was measured and used to solve the following equation: 

LA. d=- 



Figure 27 Electron diffraction image of arnorphous low hydrogen content HAC film. 
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Figure 28 TEM image of enhanced density area on low hydrogen content HAC film 



Figure 29 TEM image of enhanced density area on low hydrogen content HAC film 

rnagnified l3,OOOx. 



where d is the apparent layer spacing, L is the electron path Iength, r is the ~g radius on the 

photographie negatives, and h is the electron wavelength. Equation 24 is the Bragg condition 

for coherent scattering in the limit Ur  1. For the TEM measurernents, L= 1.3 meters, and )c 

=0.025A. 

The typical difise diffraction pattern from these low hydrogen HAC fùms consists of 

two broad rings produced by scattering from irregular atomic networks with characteristic 

spacings of approximately 1.9A and 1.1A. The calculated d-spacings do not coincide with 

those of the crystalline ailouopes, graphite and diamond (Table 3). These results indicate that 

the HAC is amorphous, lacking any signifcant mid to long range order. 

An anaiysis of the electron diffraction frorn an area of enhanced density cm determine 

what degree of c~stailization, if any, is present. The scattered bright spots seen on the rings 

indicate the existence of randomly onented crystallites. Table 4 and Table 5 show the results of 

the Bragg analysis of the ~ g s  in figures 30 and 3 1, respectively. Some of the rings are very 

faint. but those showing crystallization al1 fall neu  a gnphitic diffraction maximum, indicating 

the existence of small gnphitic crysdlites. 

It is possible thal during the ablation process, these grains were dislodged from the 

graphite rod as molten blobs retaining much of their original graphitic chancter during the 

transition to the film surface. Such undissociated inclusions are common when ablating with 

the lower energy excimer wavelengths (Herman et al. 1992). Often, orange streeaks c m  be 

seen in the laser induced plasma as srnall incandescent panicles are ablated off the graphite 

surface. n e  relative sharpness of the diffraction Nigs exhibited by the graphitic areas as 

compared to the purely morphous regions indicates a lack of bond stress. The presence of 



Table 3 AUowed diffraction r n e a  for diamond and graphite. 

The following values were calculated with a=3.56ïA as the lattice constant of diamond and 
a=2.463A and c=6.7 14A as the lanice constants for graphite. 

Diamond Graphite 

Planar Spacing (A) AIlowed Maxima I Planar Spacing (A) AUowed Maxima 



Figure 30 Electron diffraction image of enhanced density area from figure 28. 
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Figure 3 1 Electron diffraction image of enhanced density area from figure 29. 



Diff'tion maxima for dense region in figure 28. 

Table 5 

Observed d spacing (A) 

3.39 

2.07 

1.67 

1.22 

1.14 

Diffraction maxima for dense region in fi,m 29. 

Nearest Crystalline Carbon Peak 
1 

3.36 graphite 

2.03 graphite 

1.678 graphite 

1.232 graphite 

1-26 diamond 

1 

1.138 graphite 

l Observed d spacing Nearest Crystalline Carbon Peak l 

1 2.10 1 2.13 graphite 

(A> 

3.6 1 3.36 graphite 

1.66 

1.2 1 

1.14 

1.67 8 graphite 

1.232 graphite 

1.26 diamond 

1.138 graphite 



stress would tend to alter the interplanar spacing causing a broader diffraction maximum than 

in samples with low stress. If these graphitic a r e s  are deposited during laser vaporization of 

the graphite rod then they are of littie consequence to this study. 

A sirnilar type of diKrac tion feature indicating the existence of micro-crys tallites is 

expected from partially annealed HAC füms in which aromatic ring growth has occurred. Such 

a material would have a proto-gnphitic structure lacking long range order (see section 2.2). It 

is possible that some of these dense regions originated from within the HAC layer as a result of 

stress-induced bond reorganization. There is evidence diat highly stressed satunted bonding 

stnictures like cyclo-butane will trmsform into unsaturated bonding structures more quiclùy 

than their unstressed counterparts (Akkerman et al. 1996). A region experiencing exueme 

s u e s  may undergo a parllally gnphitizing transformaûon and could result in more unsaturated 

bonds having fewer interconnections with rhe surrounding film. enabling a rnicroscopic crack 

to form. In the vicinity of a crack, intrinsic bond stress is relieved (Nir 1984). 

in order to become heavily graphitized. the local density must increase and carbon 

atoms must be able to alter their position. This rearrangement is necessary because the 

graphitic C=C bond Iength is shorter than the diamond-like or polymeric C-C bond length and 

the graphitic bonding angles are more cowtnined. Further g-aphitization could therefore be 

fxiiitated near cracks in the film where bond stress is relieved. 

Whatever the cause of these gnphitic regions, they have k e n  found to a certain extent 

in d l  of our low energy (low hydrogen content) laser deposited t3ms in both LN photo- 

processed and as prepared smples. It is possible that somr of these p p h i ù c  areas were 

created by photo-processing and thermal anneaiing of the film by scattered laser radiation and 

interactions wirh the carbon plasma during deposition. It is interesting to note that these 



microscopie high density regions are similar to those observed by Koike et al. (1994) who 

reponed that the wavelength and suength of enhanced W absorption in amorphous carbon 

smples seem to depend on the size of the microcrystalline particles. If this enhancement arises 

only in dense micro-fragments of amorphous cubon, then it is easy to see why such a feature 

has not been observed to a large extent in smooth films such as ours. 

The formation of large graphitic islands necessary for suong üV absorption may occur 

more readily in smail particles. The relatively high surface to volume ratios of these micro- 

particles ensures that a large fraction of the carbon atoms wïli be free to remange themselves 

into a planar six-membered aromatic bonding configuration. Thermodynarnic calculations 

indicate that carbon atoms above absolute zero temperature, consvained in an morphous solid 

will not fom appreciable concentrations of arornatic rings (Efsthadias et al. 1996) but this 

calcuiation assumes bat  the stabilizing eneqy of an arornatic resonance is srnall compared to 

the total bond energy. Blanco et al. (199 1) report a weak broad absorption enhmcement in 

small carbonaceous particles centered near 2 2 0 ~ 2 .  They do not, however, consider the 

possible effects of stress and bond mobility on the formation of gnphitic islands in W C .  



4.2 HAC Refractive Indices 

To derive the refnctive indices n and k of a thin film at least two independent 

measurements are necessary. In this snidy, the spectral uansrnittance and the thickness were 

measured. The thiclaiess of the films was measured according to the procedure descnbed 

previously (section 3.4). The thin films studied in the U V  region were m e r  anaiyzed using 

the eiiipsometric method. A series of measurements was taken across the sarnple surfaces at 

the HeNe wavelength of 6 3 2 . 8 ~ 1  and 45" incidence, thus sampling a srnail thichess 

gradient. These points were then plotted and fit using a custom-made prognm (Ord, 1996) 

assuming constant n and k values and varying the thickness, t. The calculated solutions 

comprised a set of self consistent n. k and t values. The transmittance at 632.8nm was 

measured using a simple photodiode/Iaser/chopper configuration for each thin film. Knowing n. 

t and the observed transmittance at a certain wavelength, it is possible to derive k nurnerically 

(an analytical solution could not be denved) by refening to the exact solution @en by 

Heavens ( 1955). For normaily incident radiation on an absorbing film-transparent subswte the 

tmsmittance is given as: 



Figure 32 is a schematic diagram of this process. A self consistent set of n, k and t values was 

then approached iteratively by applying the Krmen-Kronig relations: 

n ( ~ ) =  i+-P J o'k(of) - do' 
O 

where P is the Cauchy principal value of these integrais. 

By extrapolating k values outside the measured spectral range, the corresponding n 

d u e s  may be calculated. At high photon energy (hv > lOeV), values of k were d e n  from 

Rouleau & Martin (1993) after modification by a constant factor to account for diffe~nce in 

density. The adjustments were made to force the value of n in a direction which would make it 

consistent with the ellipsometric and transmittance observations. 

In sumrnary, the following procedure was foiiowed to calculate the HAC refractive 

indices in the W: 

ellipsometry gives several possible n. k and t combinations 

input n. t and T into thin film equation to get k for mruured spectnl region 

adjust extrapolated k values and run Kramers-Kronig integration to get new n values 

return to thin film equation with new n and t values and repeat untii solution converges. 



Figure 32 Schemaac diagram of light irnpinging nomaiiy on an absorbing tilm deposired 

upon a transparent substrate. 



Figure 33 SEM of HAC fdm cross sections deposited at 300K: (a) as deposited; (b) 

photo-processed with W radiation. 



Figure 34 Cross sections of HAC fdms deposited at 77K. 
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Figure 35 Cross sections of W C  films deposited at 77K after W photo-processing. 
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The ciifference for the IR f h s  is that the thickness is direcdy measured from SEM 

images of cross sections and is not derived from the values of n and k. Figures 33-35 show 

typical W C  cross sections used in thiclmess measurements. To obtain non-zero k values from 

the IR uansminance data and the thin f i  equation it was necessary to arbitrarïly reduce k 

values in the UV extrapolation by up to 25% below the values previously derived from the 

denser thin f h s .  This would result, due to Kramers-Kronig relations, in a lowering of the 

index of refraction by 10-20% in the IR spectral region and thus increase the calculated 

trammittance, making it comparable to observations. As explained previously and observed on 

the SEM micrographs, this lowering of the refractive index in the thicker films is indicative of a 

smaller packing density. The magnitude of the correction was limited in this study to the 

minimum shift necessary to produce non-zero k vaiues in the thin film calculation. 

Once consistent n and k values were obtained for each of four films at each tempenture 

and spectral range, the resulting k values were avenged to produce two independent data sets 

at each temperature. The extrapolation of both IR data sets into the W yielded k values which 

were 10- 15% lower than those calculated for the üV data sets in the same region. It was this 

observation which origindiy suggested that the thicker films used to make the IR dan  sets 

were physically different from the thin W films. As well, k values of films deposited at 77K 

were systematically 5 2 0 %  srnalier than for diose deposited at room temperature. To make up 

a single fuli spectnirn HAC data set for each deposition tempewture. the UV and IR spectra 

were combined by direct averaging of the k values followed by a Kramers-Kronig integrauon 

to find the index of refraction. The resulü of this process are shown in figures 36 and 37 with 

rrror bars reflecting the standard deviation of the observed indices. This large variation is 



1 10 

Wavelength (pm) 

Figure 36 Measured indices of refraction n md k for KAC fihs cisposited 11 -;K. 
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1 10 

Wavelength (pm) 

F i l r e  37 .Clruured indices of refmction n md k for H.C f i s  deposited 3t NOK. 
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due prharily to fluctuations in hydrogen pressure, laser power and focal size during the film 

deposition process. SmaU changes in these variables cm result in large differences in the 

observed HAC optical constants. Assuming the differences between the thick and thin F i s  are 

due to packing density, as was suggested earlier, then the overaii n and k values would change 

depending on the thickness of the film by up to 440%. Thin f h s  would have higher opticai 

constants while the thick films would have Iower n and k as w u  observed. 

The main observed difference between the opticai constants of HAC deposited at 77K 

and at 300K is an increase in n and k for f h s  deposited under warrner conditions. This c m  be 

understood if, as  other studies indicate, hydrogen content decreases with increasing deposition 

temperature (Anderson 1977: Lin & Feldman 1983: Efstathiadis et al. 1996). Decreased 

hydrogen content would result in a lower band gap due to an increase in sp' bonded carbon, 

chus making the film darker. It will ais0 resuit in an increase in density due to the m a s  ratio of 

hydrogen to carbon. The effects of the difference due to deposition temperature c m  be noted 

in the structure of the 3.4pm absorption feature (figures 38 and 39). The 77K films have 

sharper, more separated peaks than those deposited at 297K. As well. the intensities of 

individual peak components are slightiy different for films deposited at 77K. The chernical 

origins of the peaks in the 3.4pm region are identified in Dischler et al. (1983a) and 

Allamandola et al. (1992). The main peaks which cm be idenùried in these HACs are at 3.38, 

3.42. and 3.47um and correspond respectively to pnmary (-CHp), secondary (-CHZ-), and 

teniary (>CH-) CH suetches. If equal numbers of each type of carbon were present in the film 

then the expected ratio of intensities would be about 3:2: 1 (Ailamandola et al. 1992). For the 

77K film. the 3.38prn feature is roughly equd in intensity to the 3.42pm feamre which 



Figure 38 
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(Average) 

# 

3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 

Wavelength (pm) 

Effecrs of W photo-processing on aiïphatic CH stretching feînire in K.X 

f i s  deposited at 77K. 



Figure 39 

3.1 3.2 3.3 3-4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 

Wavelength (p) 

Effeco of W photo-processing on aliphatic CH stretching f e a m  in W C  

f i s  deposited at 300K. 



corresponds to a 10:8:5 ratio of tertiary to secondary to primary carbons. The peak ratios are 

about 1 1.595 in the 297K films indicating their Iower degree of hydrogenation. 

The effects of long durauon (48-72hn.) ultraviolet processing on these films are 

illustrated in ficwes 38 and 39 for HAC deposited at 77 and 3ûûK respectively. We cm see 

that the peak ratios change in the expected fashion and reflect a srnall decrease in bonded 

hydrogen content over time. There is no evidence of an increased intensity of the aromatic CH 

vibrations at 3.3pm in these UV treated films. niis  indicates that individual photons of energy 

< -7.7eV are incapable of promoting ring growth, or that Migs are being fomed without any 

peripheral hydrogen bonds. Refemng back to Eq. 3 we see that a typical as-deposited HAC 

with a bandgap of -MeV should have a maximum arornatic cluster size of 3-4 arornatic 

rings. Assuming that a temperature excursion of -400K above room temperature is necessary 

to promote aromatization (Smith 1984), one can calculate the rhreshold photon energy 

necessary for additional gowth in a pre-existing 4 Nig aromatic island. Referrïng back 10 

equation 18, we h d  that a photon of MeV should be sufficient. This classical approximation. 

however. tends to be a poor one at such srna11 cluster sizes (Allamandola et al. 1989). For a 

more accurate estimate one cm determine the maximum cluster size reached by the aromatic 

subunits of a HAC film irradiated by 7.7eV photons. In this case equation 18 suggests bat 

cluster growth wiil cease at a size of -30 aromatic rings. This leads to the conclusion that ring 

orowth promoted by the UV photons from the lamp should occur to some extent. Perhaps dus b 

reaction occurs accompanied by loss of bonded hydropn. keeping the 3.3pm aromatic CH 

peak at an undetectable ievel. The sp3 to sp2 transformation is known to occur dong with a 

partial loss of bonded hydrogen during thermal anneclling of polyrneric HAC (Bounouh et J. 

1995). 
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The density of HAC films depends m a d y  on the hydrogen content and the fraction of 

voids. By therrnally annealing the films, hydrogen can be driven off (Smith 1984) and the 

remaining carbon will assume a more graphitic bonding character. Laser deposited HAC is 

similar to the 'plasma polymers' mentioned in Angus et al. (1986) with a density of -1.2 

g/cm3. The HAC in the experirnents of Smith (1984) initially had a density of 1.35~-crn-) at 

250°C. After annealing to 750°C the density increased to 1.64~crn'~ which is in the range of 

density for 'dense hydrocarbons' (1.5-2.0gcrn-~). During thermal annealing these fiilms also 

undenvent sipificant mass loss, likely in the form of volatile breakdown products such as 

methane and the more corn plex PAH molecules which are formed in this process. Dischler et 

a1.(1983a) and Fink et al. (1984) have also studied the thermal annealinp of HAC and find that 

between 400 and 600°C hydrogen is evolved and the carbon skeleton is transformed to n 

completedy spL bonded structure. Long rang graphitic order is not achieved und heating to 

temperatures between 600 and 1000°C (Fink et al. 1984). 

4.3 Optical Constants of Amorphous Silicates 

Amorphous silicate films were studied to End their refractive indices in both the W 

and IR spectral regions. The films were deposited in vacuum upon suitable spectroscopic 

substrates as described in the experimental section. The laser beam was focused upon chips of 

oeologicd samples of rhe parent mineral. This appeared to be polycryswlline for both enstatite 
Y 

(MgSi03) and forsterite (Mg2SiQ) and contained trace amounts of iron as  indicated by 

clectron dispersive x-ray anaiysis (EDX). -O. lpm thick films of amorphous forsterite and 

amorphous enstatite were deposited on MgF2 substrates for VUV spectroscopy. As weli, 

rhicker füms (- l pm ) were de posited on KCI substrates for FTIR s tudies. These were deposited 



at room temperature at a pressure of approxirnately 1x10'~ torr. Excimer laser deposition of 

refractory soiids under these conditions with W radiation is known tu yield thin füms with a 

composition close to that of the parent materiai @uley 1996b). Comparative snidies using 

electron dispersive x-ray anaiysis on a scanning electron microscope are consistent with this 

expectation. This is demonstrated in figure 40 which compares the average peak strengths 

associated with various elements in the parent material with those in the deposited f i s .  

Figures 41 and 42 show the refractive indices n and k denved using a rnethod simiiar to 

that described in section 4.2. Error bars are shown to reflect the standard deviation of 

thickness measurements in the IR, and the range of k obsexved in the UV fdms. The 

cxperimental data cover the range from 0.07 to 0.43 eV (0.057-0.347 pin*') in the infrared and 

from 4.7 to 10 eV (3.80-8.08 pm-') in the W. The extrapolated k values were estimated using 

data for asuonomical silicate (Draine & Lee 1984) (0-0.07 eV, 220 eV) and from reflection 

measurements on crystdline forsterite (Nitsan & Shankiand 1976) (10-20 eV) normdized to 

Our experimentd values of k at 0.07 eV and 10 eV. 
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Figure 4 Electron dispersive x-ray anaiysis study illutrathg the retention of parent 

crystal stoichiometxy during excimer laser ablative thin f h  deposition of 

amorphous silicates. 



Fi3% 11 Measured indices of refraction n and k for morphous ensutire. 
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Meuured indices of refraction n and k for morphous forsterite. 



4.4 IR Spectra and Annealing of HAC 

Examining the infrared spectrurn of XAC can Iead to hinher insights into its bonding 

structure and its response to various environments. The IR absorption specuum of laser 

deposired HAC is similar to that of the 'a-C:HT films shown in Dischler et al. (1983b). Figure 

43 is a series of FITR absorption spectra which illustrates the effects of annealing on a laser 

deposited KAC fdm. The 3.3 pm aromatic feature appears at about 673K. in agreement with 

Fink et al. ( 1984). As the annealing temperature increases, the ratio of 3.3/3.4pm absorption 

strength also increases due to a rapidly decreasing 3.4pm band. This is consistent with the 

continued outgassing of hydrogen and altered bonding chmcteristics of the carbon skeleton. 

As predicted, the IR absorption specuum of HAC prepared at 300K shows the 3.4 and 

6.9 pm feanires attributable to CH. vibrations in aiiphatic and olefinic hydrocarbons. That st 

7.28 yrn c m  be atrributed to CH3C groups, while that at 10.3 pm likely &es from cyclo- 

compounds such as cyclohexane (Rappopon 1967). The presence of aromatic CH is indicated 

by the broad absorption band at - 1 1.1 pm and the weak peak near 6.14 Pm. These structures 

are 3U known to be cornponents of HAC (Robertson & O'Reilly 1986). 

On heating, KAC evolves toward a protognphitic matenai through loss of hydrogen, 

desorption of hydrocarbon molecules and the growth of sp' hybridized bonded aromatic rings 

(Hauser 1977: Dischler et al. I983a: Smith 1984: Fink et al. 1984: Schenk et ai. 1992). This 



Figure 43 (a) IR absorption specmm of W C .  as deposited (bottom); heated to 7ûûK 

(middle): and heated to 800K (top). Spectral range 3.1-4.Opm.. zero shifted for 

clxiy: (b) Same as (a), but for spectral range of 5.0-l4pm 



cm be followed in the absorption spectrum through the weakening of die 3.4 and 6.9 pm 

bands and the enhancement of spectral features such as those at 3.29,6.26 and 1 1.4-13.24 pm 

amibutable to aromatic rings. When this is occurring, HAC often loses its mechanical inte,& 

as voids grow in the fh. 

Scanning tunnelhg microscope ( S m )  images of the surface of HAC, recorded before 

and after heat treament in vacuum are s h o w  in figure 44. An image of the surface of 

crystalline graphite is also included for cornparison. These images are similar to those reponed 

by Cho et al. (1992) for arnorphous carbon (aC) films deposited at high temperature. Figure 

a b .  shows the growth of gnphitic islands (seen edge on) as the volatile hydrocarbon 

componenr is removed from H U .  A higher mapification STM image reveds the hexagonal 

structures associated with gnphitic materid in the upper right quadrant of figure 44d. Such 

graphitic islands are separating from the HAC framework as  decomposition proceeds. The 

resulting solid is a loosely connected hizAy Friable structure malogous to an aerogel of 

arornatic clusters similar to those discussed by Duley (1993). This process is observed 

macroscopically on HAC films which have delaminated from their substrates. Without this 

support to hold them together, the protopphitic film wrinkles, cracks and curls, releasing 

srnall particles of soot-like material into the air. 

Prier to the decomposition of HAC in vacuum. absorption bands attributable to 2 and 3 

adjacent H atoms on aromatic rings ( 12.27, 13-24 p n  respectively) decline, leaving the 1 1.39 

u m  feature of solo CH. This suggests that dehydrogenation is almost complete by the tirne 

HAC decomposes. 





Infrared emission from thermaIly excited HAC has been observed in the lab for the f i t  

t h e .  Thin ( - 1 p )  HAC films deposited onto stainless steel substrates were heated in vacuum 

and their emission spectra were recorded on a Michelson FI?R spectrometer. The observed IR 

emission faiis into broad vibrational bands, superimposed upon a thermal continuum of 

emission. 'This emission was also observed using an altemate FIlR and emission chamber, and 

subsequently using a custom built s c m i n g  fdter wheel IR spectrometer for further 

confirmation (Pinho & Duley 1995). 

Figure 45 shows a characteristic sequence of HAC emission spectra spanning the 

temperature range from 573-773K. These spectra have been presented following the method 

outlined in section 3.3. except that they have not been multiplied by a blackbody function. The 

3.2-3.6pm region shows a strucmred ernission band near 3.4pm which is characteristic of 

aliphatic hydrocarbons. As the tempenture of the sample is increased. the structure and 

intensity of this feature decrease and a new emission band appears near 3.29pm. This new 

emission c m  be atîributed to the CH stretching vibration in aromatic hydrocarbons @dey & 

Williams 1981). Its appearance at high temperature accompanies the transformation of HAC 

from a polymeric to a proto-graphitic soiid (Scott & Duley 1996b). 

Emission from the longer wavelength region (5-15pm. figure 45) shows an 

enhancement in the relative amplitude of the aromatic C-C ring vibration at 6.2pm and die 

1 1.3pm aromatic CH bending vibration at high tempenture. Emission peaks due to CH 

bending modes in molecular groups with 2 and 3 adjacent H atoms on aromatic rings are d s o  

apparent at - 12.3 and l3.2pm at 773K. Emission spec tra at lower tempenture are 

characterized by sharper s p e c d  features at -5.8. 6.9. 7.3 and 1O.Jpm and weaker emission at 



Figure 45 

Wavelength (Microns) 

IR emission frorn W C  at various anneaihg tempennires (in vacuum) frorn 

573-773K in die specrnl m g e  of 3- 1 5 ~ .  zero shihed for cluiy. 



6.2 and 11.3p. The feature at 5 . 8 ~  is likely due to an aldehyde group (Rappoport 

1967). The group of emission bands at 6.9,7.3 and 10.4pn are observed only at low 

temperature and are attributable to vibrational modes in non-aromatic hydrocarbons. The 

appearance of these bands is then indicative of HAC matenal which has not been heated to 

temperatures above -700K. 

In general, emission specua of HAC at a given temperature are sirnilar to those 

observed in absorption. Some differences are found however, particularly with respect to the 

relative amplitude of individual components. This may be attributed. in part, to difficulty in 

assigning the baseline in emission specua together with the broadness of some of the spectral 

features. Table 6 sumrnarizes the differences between absorption and emission spectn of 

HAC. The major difference is the appearance of a broad feature in thermal emission specua 

between 5.7 and 9.0pm. The peak of this emission is near 8.0pm, but a secondary maximum 

occurs near 8.6pm in emission specw at 773K. A variety of arornatic C-C, CH and aliphatic 

CH modes appear in this spectral range (Rappopon 1967). 

Figure 46 shows a chmcteristic sequence of HAC emission specua spanning the 

ternperature range from 573-723K in the vicinity of the 3pm CH suetching feature. As can be 

seen. the peak ratio, 'R', of 3.3/3.4prn band ernission depends on the degree of mertling and. 

with careful control of conditions could be made to take on any value. In polymeric HAC. the 

3.3pm arornatic CH suctch rmission peûk is not observed. For strongly anneaied HAC, the 

3.4prn emission is indistinguishable from the continuum to our level of accuncy. With 

continued m e d i n g ,  the 3.3pm feature begins to dirninish as weii and will eventudy disappear 

as the HAC becomcs completely dehydrogenated. The 3.3pm feature to continuum ratio for 



Table 6 Cornparison between spectral features seen in emission from HAC and those ùi 

absorption spectra. 

Absorption* 

3.2 1pm 

3 -29 

3 -38 

3 -32 

3 -46 

3 S O  

Emission' 

Not seen 

No change 

No change 

No change 

Broadens 

Shift to 3.51pm 

5.9 (likely aldehyde contamination) 

No change 

No change 

No change 

Broad pedc 5.7-9.0 

Not seen 

10.3- L O S +  

No change 

No change 

No change 

* At 30K, after heating to 700-8MK in vacuum (Scott & Duley 1996b) 

' At 700-800K 

f shifts to longer wavelengih with increasing annealhg temperature 



'723K (annealed) 

m l l ' . m g  

3.2 3.4 3.6 

Wavelength (Microns) 

Figure 16 IR emjssion h m  LC ar various anneding rempentures (in vacuum) from 

573-723K in rhe specaal range of 3 . 1 - 3 . 8 ~ .  



thermal HAC emission depends on the estimated baseline, the amount of annealhg and the 

extent of dehydrogenation. ?bis is because of the fact that annealulg darkens the f h ,  resulting 

in an ever increasing continuum whde the aromatic content is also increasing. It is estimated 

that this ratio reaches a maximum s 2 for our f h s .  Polymeric HAC has a 3.4pm feature to 

continuum ratio which c m  approach 7. These estirnates depend on the assumed baseline 

position and have large associated uncertainties as a result. As the annealing process continues, 

the feature to continuum ratio in HAC soli& wiü fail off rapidly from this value. During this 

process, the band-gap narrows causing the broad thermal continuum emission throughout the 

infrared to increase. One would expect the feature to continuum ratio to be much larger in the 

case of non-thermal W-pumped emission. Such a phenornenon, if it exists, wouid require that 

the locaiization of the absorbed photon's enegy in a PM-like surface group would prevent its 

redistribution arnonpt al1 available modes. 

In an attempt to identify spectrai features caused by the incorporation of other common 

elements. HAC was mneded directiy under aunospheric conditions. Figure 47 shows a 

representative absorption sequence annealed from 400-600K in air. After the initial annealing, 

the f i m  appeared black and grainy. Approximately 80% of the film had delaminated from the 

substrate. As c m  be seen, the components of air react quickly with HAC to produce new 

absorption features. Further annealing at 600K completely destroyed the bulk of the film, 

leaving a barely visible yellowish glaze adhered to the KCI substrate. By comparing various 

Library spectra to these absorption features and noting the cornmonalties between the 

successful matches. the source of these peaks c m  be determined. Table 7 lists the tentative 

identitkation of the observed features. 



annealed to 42% 1 hr. PLJ 

annealed to 600K 2hrs- 

C 
C 

Wavenumbers (cm") 

Figure 47 IR absorption specua of HAC afier anneaiin: ro various tempennires (in air) 

from 3OOK (top) to 600K (bottom) in the spcctrd range of 3700-600cm". 



Table 7 Identification of observed IR modes in carbonaceous films with contributions 

from nitrogen and oxygen 

1 Observed peak absorption (pm) 
..........................-................. .................................. ..-.........-.-..................--.-...-...-.-.-......-.......-..........-..........-......................... . 1 T-2.9 (broad) N-H stretch 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... / 4-3-37. 3.40,3.46 CH stretch aliphatic 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1 4.6 C=N stretch 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 4.7 C=O stretch 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
q5.65 OS-NH-C=O skeletal s tretch, 

1 \ anhydrides 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 577-5.83 (strong) > C a  aliphatic skeletal stretch, 

I esters, aldehydes, ketones 
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
$6.15-6.38 (strong) aromatic s kele ta1 s tretch 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 6.4 (strong) niuogenated ammatic stretch 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
6.5 (strong) oxygenated aromatic stretch 

i7.3 (strong) Phenyl-C=O and similar s tretch, 
\ 
O-R 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
T8.07 (broad) R-O-C=O; >N- aliphatic vibrations, 

\ ethers, esters. 

i- seen in HAC films annealed in air. 



As seen in figure 47, the specmm is originaiiy dominated by the expected aliphatic 

modes. and as the annealing temperature is ïncreased, aromatic and phenyl dominated 

vibrations take over. This son of behaviour is expected as the HAC f h  is slowly destroyed by 

oxidation, 

To extend this study, the emission characteristics of HAC anneaied in an oxygen 

atmosphere of -5 ton were obtained. Figure 48 illustrates the major features of the resultant 

specua. Of particular note is the suong onset of emission at -5.5pm extending to longer 

wavelengths, consistent with the onset of aiiphatic C=O vibrations seen in the absorption 

experiment The broad peak at 8pm is enhanced, strengthening the association with oxyzen 

noted in able 7. An extra peak at -4.7pm is also seen in emission, probably corresponding to 

C=O stretching vibrations. The strong 6.38pm aromatic vibmion observed in the thermal 

annealing of HAC in air is shifted siightly to -6.5pm in the oxygen-annealed spectra. 

For the incorporation of nitrogen into a HAC fïim, it was necessary to deposit the film 

in an amrnonia atmosphere. Molecular nitrogen did not seem to incorporate weU, likely due to 

its higher dissociation energy. The resultant N-HAC film emission spectrum and its vacuum 

anneaied counterpart are illustnted in figure 49. The 2.9pm N-H stretch is visible before 

annealing as expected. Also visible is the 6.9pm aiiphatic svetch seen in polymenc HAC. In 

this film, the strong emission onset observed at 5Spm in oxygenated HAC is shifted to 

-6.0pm which is a lower frequency than in the oxygen-anneaied W C .  An extra peak at 

-46pm is aiso seen in emission corresponding to CeN stretching vibrations. A strong, 

persistent arornatic vibration is observed at -6.4pm as in the other specua. Here dso. the 



broad 8 p  vibration is seen upon continued annealing. This is likely due to the weakening of 

surrounding bands. leaving only the skeletal nitrogen vibrations behind. 

Figure 50 shows the response of an N-HAC f h  upon annealing in -5 torr of 

oxygen. Here, the 6 . 9 ~  peak is quickly desuoyed, and the S = O  aliphatic stretch appears at 

5 . 9 ~ .  As usud, the aromatic vibration is visible in the 6Spm region. dong with the broad 

8pm feature. 



HAC annealed in -5 torr oxygen to 483K 
---.--- HAC annealed in -5 torr oxygen to 673K 

HAC annealed in -5 torr oxygen to 773K 

Wavelength (pm) 

IR emission from HAC mneded in an oxygen amiosphere to -185.673 and 

773K. 



N-HAC at 523K 
-----.- 1- N-HAC at 773K 

Wavelength (pm) 

IR cmission from niuogenated W C  anneded in vacuum ro 523 and 773K. 



10 15 

Wavelength (pm) 

IR emission from I I - W C  at 483K and anneded in oxygen to 623 and 773K. 



4.5 LIMS of HAC 

The experimental apparatus for this procedure is described in section 3.5. 308nrn 

excimer laser radiation was focused onto thin HAC f h s  in vacuum, and the mass s p e c t m  of 

the resulting ionized debris was measured with a time of flight m a s  spectrorneter. The effect 

of single shots at pulse energies of 0.09 ~-crn-' on the target were difficult to evaluate visually. 

while those with puise energies of 4.8 k m - '  caused darkening and flaking of the film in an area 

much larger than the actual beam size. Multiple sho ts at low laser pulse energy caused a 

darkening of the interaction region, while multiple shots at high pulse energy resulted in the 

destruction of HAC within the inkraction region. Films deposited on aluminum subsuates 

tended to flake away after only a few laser shots due to poor adhesion to the subsmte. 

Knowledge of the composition of ablated material near the ablation threshold fluence is 

exuemely important Fragments produced at low laser fluence are more Likely to convey 

information about the chemical structure of the parent fiims than those created at higher 

fluences where plasma interactions may become significant High incident fluence tends to 

produce dissociation. creating a much larger proportion of single atom species than would 

othenvise be the case (see section 3.5: Leddinghm & Singhal 1992). A range of fluences from 

0.09 to 4.8 ~ -cm- '  were applied to HAC films in ablation experirnents. In al1 cases except for 

pulses at the highest energy. photo-chernicd effects were seen to aiter the distribution of 

rnolecular fragments produced over successive laser shots. In the 4.8 km'' case. physicai 

effects (film disruption and flaking) made multiple shoü impractical. When the specua 

produced appeared qualitatively similar on the oscilloscope. shots were avenged to produce a 

single mce. Using these averages as a guideline, typicai single shot specm were selected for 



presentation to eliminate the peak-broadening effects of averaging. Due to the uncertainty in 

mass calibration and the observed peak jitter from shot to shot of -4 u in the 0-24ûu mass 

region. it wouid be inappropnate to give the precise peak positions undue credence. The 

accuracy of the data aliows confident statements to be made about the number of carbon atoms 

contained in the major ionized fragments, with due consideration given to multiplicity caused 

by hydrogenation of the larger species. If was found that the time delay of large mass 

fagments (>300u) was altered depending on the flux of smaller particles for each shot Smaii 

offsets in the positions of known peaks indicate that the largest fragments were accelerated, 

possibiy by collisional effects. whenever a large population of smaller fragments existed over 

the target. The mus axis calibration above 3ûûu was corrected when necessary to account for 

lhis shift. Obviously enhanced peaks due to the closed shell fuilerenes C50, CM) and C70 were 

selected and then shifted slighdy to 600,720 or 840u respectively. The corrected mass scale 

was ben merged discontinuously with the pre-existing scde at 300u due to a lack of any peaks 

near that m a s .  Such corrections were unnecessary in cases where the srnall fragments were 

absent. 

The genenl features of a typical HAC LIMS spectnirn are as follows: i) the strongest 

pe& are located at 24-30u. and 38-Qu, representing C1 and C3 hydrocarbons: ii) sharp. clear 

periks separated by approximately 12 u are seen frorn ions corresponding to Cs-Czo 

hydrocarbon species: iii) A broad stmctureless continuum (at our resolution) of large ionized 

molecules or very small grains (VSGs) is seen beginning around Go, peûking in the vicinity of 

C,oO-C,so, and extending out to -Clm. The k t  that shvp structure is not resolved for this 

continuum makes it conceivable that this peak is associated with the presence of energetic 



Figure 5 1 LBIS of HAC on copper at 0.13 ~/cm'. Successive shots on one location 

showing cffecrr of photoprocrssing muid ablanon (a) 5ch shot: (b) 10th shoc (c) 

L S t t i  shot: i.d) 24th shot 
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LIMS of W C  on durninum ar 0.20 Ucm' (a) 1st shot; (b) 2nd shot; (c) 3rd 

shot 



neutrai fragments creared in the plasma. The fact that the continuum appears in nearly the same 

position for laser fluences ranging from 0.09-0.25 k m - '  would seem to argue against an 

interpretation based on neutrai fragments. Evidence which suggests that this peak is ionic in 

nature is that it moves to longer TOF and increases in width when the accelexating voltage is 

decreased. 

Figure 5 1 iilustrates a sequence of LIMS spectra taken from the same spot on a HAC 

surface with the beam just above the threshold fluence for a detectable signai at 0.13 km-', 

showing the effects of photoprocessing and ablation. In figure 5 la, before siCpifïcant photo- 

processing has occurred. a mass fragment spectrum is obtained which is superfïciaily similar to 

those seen from the ablation of graphite (Heath et al. 1987: Leddingham & Singhal 1992). A 

distribution of distinct small mass peaks spaced - 12 u apart up to - CZa is visibly separated 

from a population of larger fragments consisting of sharp peaks separated by -24 u from -& 

to -Cim. Such a pattern is characteristic of condensed arornatic hydrocarbon molecules (Heath 

et d. 1987). Lndividual peaks at Cjo, Ca and C70 are seen to be slightly enhanced. These 

enhancernents indicate that the condensed aromatic structures are curling up into a funher 

stabilized fuiierene geornetry. Typicaily, these distinct peaks. atuibuted to PAH and fulierene 

ions. are superimposed upon the nsing edge of the broad high mass VSG distribution which is 

observed to extend out to -C;oO. In dus sarnple the underlying continuum feature peaks at 

approxirnately Ciso. 

Upon continued photo-processing a narrow distribution of PAH molecules spanning 

the range from -C,s - C+i emerges. coincident with the decline of the smaii mass fragment 

distribution (figure 5 l b  & c). and eventuaily the decline of the larger mass PAHs as weU 

(figure 5 id). 



CLUSTER S i Z E  

Figure 53 UMS of graphite at 10" w-m"  and S3?nm wavelength showing characterisac 

Merene peak; (Leddinghm Sr Singhd 1992). 



The assumption that the broad featureless peaks seen in these spectra are due to high 

mass fragments could be incorrect if there is signifcant ion fragment production due to thennal 

processes in the HAC film. In Chis case there could be a delayed ernission of ionic fragments. 

Such a tune delay would be mistaken as associated with a large ionic fragment Such delays 

would need to be on the order of 2 0 p  to account for the observed timing and it is hard to 

imagine a thermal process which would have its peak ion production occurring at such long 

delay times. 

Figure 53 shows the LIMS s p e c m  of graphite taken at a power density of 10" w-rn-' 

and 532nm laser wavelength, which shows similar signatures to those seen in figures 5 1 and 52 

which were obtained with a laser intensity of - 101° w-rn-' and 308m wavelength. 

Figures 54 and 55 illustrate the Iow m a s  end of some typical HAC LIMS specua. The 

rnass uncertainty in the calibntion of these plots must be suessed (see section 3.5 for 

discussion). The first few pulses always lead to an enhanced C2H,/C3Hs species production 

ratio but this ratio decreases to c 1 as the number of pulses increûses. In figure 54(a) we see a 

relatively smooth distribution amongst the various C.H, peaks visible up to n = 15. except for 

those near n = 10 and 14 which would Iikely correspond to the aromatically stabilized. 

dehydrogenated naphthalene and anthracene radical cations respectively. The fact ba t  therc 

exist peaks for each n value suggest that there is a strong production of Linear. or branched 

carbon chains of v q i n g  length. There is dso evidence for the production of (C=C).H, 

molecular fragments with m I 4. but this canot  be definitely confirrned due to uncenainties in 

the mass calibntion. 
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In figure 54(b), CnHr peaks are seen corresponding to n = 9 to 16. These are likely due 

to a srnooth distribution of aliphatic hydrocarbon chains of varying length. The strongest 

among these are the CiIH, and C I ~ R  peaks where x < 12. It is interesthg to note that these 

peaks may be rnethylated derivatives of naphthalene and anthracene radical cations. Indeed, the 

strong peak at -84-92 u may correspond to the methylated benzene cation. 

Data in figure %(a) and (b) were obtained at a laser fluence of 0.20 Ucm' and both 

show clear mus  peak definition out to Clo- It is unclear whether the offset in peak positions 

between the two shots arises from actuai mass differences in the species produced, or whether 

these are due to eiectric field inhomogeneities in the LIMS apparatus. The obvious similvities 

to data in figure 54 are reassuring, incresing confidence in the reproducibility of the results. 

The results of the near threshold LIMS of polymenc HAC films can be summvized as 

foilows: i) initial pulses release a distribution of carbonaceous fragments frorn the Film surface 

including small aromatic species such as naphthalene and anthracene. Linear carbon chahs are 

dso present. These species are detectable up to a mass of -C5 in some cases. Most of the 

ionic flux is present in the form of Cz hydrocubons, with molecules having C3 and Cs Croups 

present at a lower intensity. A srnooth distribution of VSGs is observed from -Go to Cjm, with 

a peak near -Ctso; ii) continued photo-processing causes noticeable changes in the product 

distribution and it appears that large condensed PAHs and fullerenes (-CJt-C1~) are produced 

on the surface of the fiim and released. n ie  flux of Cz diminishes and comparable quanuties of 

C, and Cs fragments are dso produced. The flux of Ct - CJ5 ions disappears. coincident with 

the crnergence of a new peak at -Cao. 

Al1 of these resulb cm be explained in trrrns of existing theories of HAC structure 

(Robemon & O'Reilly 1986: Duley & Williams 1988: Duley 1996a). In this interpretation. the 



h e u  chains which corne off the surface earliest make up the polymenc backbone of the HAC 

solid (refer to figure 4a). The VSGs (Cs0 - C~W) consist of various numbers of graphitic islands 

connected together by the remaining polyrneric chahs which may be removed from the f~ 

surface as a unit. The lack of peak definition in this broad component is due to the varying 

hydrogenation of these multi-island subunits. The largest condensed P M  molecules and closed 

shell fullerenes. represented by the sharp peaks from -Ca-Cim, are probably fotmed on the 

surface of the HAC during W photo-processing as  the relative ease with which these peaks 

are observed indicates an efficient production mechanism. Similar molecules have k e n  

observed during intense electron bombardment of a-C (Ugarte 1994), and in the laser ablation 

of graphite (Leddingham & Singhal 1992). It is possible that these molecules are fomed in 

KAC when multiple grap hi tic islands merge into a single arornatic unit The peak centered near 

Ca represents the typicai size of an individual graphitic island (see next paragraph). This peak 

does not emerge from the background until the polymenc connecting structure has been 

removed by previous shots. The removal of the polyrneric backbone is Likely aiso the reason 

why the broad VSG peak eventually disappears. With fewer interconnections available it 

becornes l u s  likely that multiple ininleonnected islmds will be removed from the film. 

The precise size of individual graphiüc islands is of panicular interest as it is known 

that the bandgap in HAC scales wilh the size of its intemal aromatic clusters (ser section 

2.2). From equation 3. it is apparent that a compact arornatic group with 40 carbon atoms, 

corresponding to M = 12 would have a band gap E, of - 1.6eV. This is quite consistent with a 

par t idy  gnphitized HAC solid (Iida et al. 1984: knniskens et al. 1992). indicating that laser 

cnergy may be promoting ring growth during the LIMS process. Using equation 12 one 

derives a rough estimate of the tempenture excursion of a 38 carbon aromatic group in 
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response to the absorption of a 308m photon corresponding to -430K. Assuming an ambient 

temperature of 290K, this results in a maximum ciuster temperature of -720K. For a C4* 

aromatic cluster, the same photon would produce a maximum temperature of ody -680K. For 

clusters ~ 3 0 0  atoms, equation 12 tends to overestimate the acmal temperature excursion 

expenenced (Ailamandola et al. 1989). In section 4.4 it was seen that thermal annealing of 

HAC f i s  began to produce characteristic aromatic features in the IR spectra at a minimum 

temperature of -673K. Therefore, one would not expect photo-themal ring growth to take 

place for graphitic islands larger than this size. 



5. DISCUSSION OF ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 The Role of HAC 

HAC is cumntiy thought by many to play an important role in the structure of 

interstekir dust (Jones et ai. 1990; Whittet 1992; Dorscher & Henning 1995). This 

widespread agreement is due to a number of factors. These include rhe foilowing: (i) carbon is 

substantiaiIy depleted in the ISM gas phase: (ii) non-equilibriurn deposition conditions hinder 

the formation of crystaihe solids; (fi) optical HAC luminescence is the most likely source of 

the extended red emission: (iv) IR absorption bands in the diffuse ISM are similar to aliphatic 

CH suetching in solids. 

An indepth andysis of the resulü presented in the previous section will help to 

determine whether the laboratory HAC films produced through laser ablation are similar to the 

material existing in interstellar dust grains. 

The 3.4pm absorption of a HAC film deposited at 77K compares quite well with that 

observed alont the line of sight to the galactic center, as well as from the Murchison meteorite 

(figure 56; Duley 1994b). Other rnethods of deposition can result in very different HAC 

compositions and spectral band ratios, giving the impression that HAC is a poor candidate for 

a major interstellx dust component. One such material is shown in figure 57 (Pendleton 1994) 

dong widi other marerials which have been proposed as sources of interstellu extinction. 

Deposition of amorphous fdms through the rnethod of laser ablation seems to produce 

materials with properties similar to those found in the ISM (Scott & Duiey1996a). 
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Figure 57 Various fiü to the 3.4pm interstellu absorption feanue (Pendleton 1994) 



The physical and chernical processes observed in a carbonaceous laser-induced plasma cm, 

therefore. serve as a mode1 for the processes occming in dust forming regions of space. 

Recent observations of UIR sources have led to a three tiered classification scheme for 

the observed spectn The most common sources, labelied 'type A' by Gebdle (1996) and 

Tokunaga (1996), exhibit sharp infmed emission features at characteristic wavelengths. Such 

sources include planetary nebulae, HII regions, young stars, reflection nebuiae and galaxies. 

The archetypal type A source is the bright reflection nebula NGC 7027. The sharp, highly 

aromatic, non-thermal bands of the type A sources make them the best candidates for an 

identifkation with free. gas-phase PAHs. Contmy to many astronomers' beliefs. a 'pure PAH' 

mode1 cannot easiiy account for al1 UIR observations (see section 2.5). As yet there is no clear 

indication of PAHs in IR. visible or üV spectra (Tokunaga 1996). The observed continuum 

emission of most UIR sources requires extremely high PAH excitation temperatures 

(Allamandola et al. 1989). Mixtures of PAHs do not reproduce many anomalous emission 

features such as those observed in the extremely rare protostars HD 97048, FR 4049 and Elias 

1 (Schutte et al. 1990) which are dorninated by 3.43 and 3.53pm specual features. These three 

U R  sources are labelled 'type C'. The third class of source is somewhat more numerous, 

including such infrared objects as IRAS 07 134 (Buss et al. 1990), IRAS 04296c3429. IRAS 

22272+5435 (Geballe et al. 19921, and IRAS 053414852 (Geballe & van der Veen 

1990). These objects. labelled 'type B', are dl cubon-rich post-AGB stars chuacterized by 

broad emission bands at 21, 12.2, 11.5, 10.5, 6.9.6.2. 3.4 and 3.3pm and with R values which 

are much smaller than for type A sources. Figures 58 and 59 from Tokunaga (1996) illustnte 

typical spectn. from ail h ree  types of UIR source. 



NGC 7027 (Type A) 1 

Figure 58 3pm emission rezion for the t h e  basic types of UIR source (Tokunaga 1996). 
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Figure 59 Md-IR mission region for type A and rype B UIR source (Tokunaga 1996). 



The presence of large quantities of hot polymenc HAC dust is the most Uely 

explanation for the unique spectml features appearing in type B sources. These carbon-rich 

AGB stars undergo significant mass loss (Frenklach & Feigeison 1989; Egan & Leung 1995). 

As the expanding debris shell cools, solid grains of silicon carbide can form which, dong with 

any silicate grains from the ambient intersteilar medium, may serve as substrates for the 

deposition of polymeric HAC mantles in a process similar to laboratory plasma deposition. 

Dust in the newly forming proto-planetary nebula c m  be heated by stellar radiation to 

the temperatures necessary for thermal emission. As the envelope expands, more and more 

dust is thermally annealed into an aromatic structure, releasing PAH radicals to the gas 

phase. As this process continues, a type B post-AGB transition object rvolves into a type A 

planetary nebula PhysicdIy such objects would have dense circumsteilar clouds of newly 

outgassed material. These would be much younger and more compact than commonly 

observed planetary nebulae (PNe). Geballe et al. (1992) show three such sources with R values 

ranging from -1 to 1.5, suggesting that they lie dong an evolutionary pathway frorn the post- 

AGB star to the PNe. 

Other asuonomical O ~ J ~ C ~ S  with aliphatic and aromatic CH stretching features of 

comparable intensity have been identified. The infrared emission of comets Halley, Wilson, 

Bradfield and Hale-Bopp have sirnilu specm in that they d l  exhibit R values less than 1 (Allen 

& Wickramasinghe 1987: Baas et al. 1986: Brooke et al  1989). Colangeli et al. (1990) 

conclude that the 3pm cmission spectrum of cornet Halley is produced by solid carbonaceous 

Drains sirnilar to HAC or vitrinite coals. Novae also exhibit type B emission features in the 3pm 2 

region (Hyland & McGregor 1989). Geballc (1996) concludes. however, that the 5-14pm 



spectra of these objects are type A, making them an interesthg hybrid classified by Tokunaga 

(1996) as type A/B. 

It has been shown in section 2.5 that die principal astronomical IR emission peaks at 

3.3, 6.2 and 11.3 pm c m  be assigned to PAHs. Absorption features at 3.4 and 6.9 Pm in low 

tem perature HAC de p osits are dominated b y bands arising from alip hatic h ydrocarbons. 

Theorists suggest that energetic processing in the interstellar medium wilI cause interstellar 

W C  dust to evolve away from its original polymeric structure to a proto-graphitic 

configuration (Jones et al. 1990; Sorrell 1990: 199 1: Duley 1996a). In this section, some 

experirnental data are discussed which Iead to the conclusion that PAHs can eûsily be formed 

in HAC solids. 

5.1.1 HAC Absorption 

From figure 43 we see that, before annealing of the HAC solid is complete, the 

absorption specuum contains ail the major infrared components seen in emission in energetic 

nebulae. This observation provides an important link between HAC solids and PAHs in the gas 

phase. Many authors have noticed the similaritirs between the frequencies of the major U R  

bands, and rheir counterpans in carbonaceous solids (Duley & Williams 198 1; Blanco et al. 

1988). Jones et ai. (1990) and Duley (1993) have suggested that such a link between the PAHs 

and HAC solids should exist, based on WC's  naturd propensity to form arornatic rings under 

energetic conditions. If PAH compounds are being formed in HAC solids and released to the 

pas phase in energetic areas of the interstellar medium, one would expect that IR absorption of 
C 

the processed HAC would begin to match the emission specüum of a P M  mixture. 



The appearance of absorption bands in annealed HAC at the characteristic UIR 

wavelen- of 3.3, 6.2, and 1 1.3 pm shows that a connection exists between molecular 

groups seen in IR emission in photodissociation fronts and other sources. and those present in 

HAC as it decomposes. Figure 60 iUustrates the sirnilarities between the absorption spectra of 

HAC in various stages of annealing and the emission from three IRAS sources which show 

carbonaceous features. Our expenmental data then support a mode1 in which PAH mulecules 

are produced from HAC through sputtering and shock heating (Duiey 1986; Rossler 1986; 

Duley 1989; Duley 1995. Allain et al. 1996; Duley & Smith 1997). Such a violent process is 

likely to result in the liberation of PAH radicals. rather than fully hydrogenated molecules such 

as naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene and coronene. This may account for many of the 

difficulties encountered in ob taining a spectroscopic simulation of the 'aromatic' PAH IR 

emission features in laboratory experiments. From UIR observations, Giard et al. (1994) infer 

a tenfold increase in PAH abundance at the interface of a molecular cloud with an HII region 

indicating the possible release of PAH fragments from grains due to energetic processing. 

The appearance of cyclical graphite-like bonding stnicnires in annealed HAC films 

(figure 44) demonsuates a physical connection between HAC and PAH clusters. The 

observation of physical decomposition and flaking of these pamdiy gnphitized HAC films can 

be exuapolated to dust particles in an astrophysical rnvironment. Similar processes may occur 

on die surface of W C  grains as the internai smcture of the polymenc material is transformed 

to its more gnphitic bonding smcture dong with a release of interna1 stresses. This cracking 

process would compete with other rnechanisrns such as cosmic ray desorption and shock 
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sputtering of carbonaceous solids (Wiiiacy & VWiams 1993; Taylor & Williams 1993) to 

popdate the gas phase of energetic nebulae with large aromatic molecules. 

5.13 HAC Ernission 

The IR emission specuum of warm KAC f i s  exhibits PAH-like emission features at 

the same wavelengths as the UIR bands, just as expected from the absorption experirnents. 

Figure 6 1 contrasts the IR emission of annealed HAC with a type A U R  specnum as seen in 

NGC 7023 (Cesarsky e t  al 1996a). The UIR peaks are seen to be sharper than the broad HAC 

emission bands. Notice that the 12.7pm ype A feature in HAC is a weak shoulder on the 

stronger type B 12.2pm feature. 

Figure 62 compares an annealed HAC Iaboratory emission spectrum with the 

characteristic 3.3pm feature of the bnght type A planetary nebula, IRAS 2 1282+5050. Also 

shown for cornparison is the absorption specmm of coal tar. Aithough these materials do not 

provide an acceptable match, the 3.3pm HAC feature has the same peak wavelength and 

FWHM as the astronomical source. Pure HAC emission cannot fully account for the type A 

3.4pm feature. but rnay contribute a portion of the observed flux in regions where 

carbonaceous dust is being heated. In addition to this discrepancy, the observed intensity ratio 

of the 3 . 3 ~  feature to the continuum in type A reflecuon nebulae is larger than rhat observed 

in thermdly excitd HAC Films. As noted in section 2.5, it is generdly thought that a non- 

thermal ernission cornponent is necessary to explain the observed peak ratios in UIR regions 

and PAH molecuies released from HAC surfaces may then account for this observation. 
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Figure 63 shows cornparisons between emission from W C  (baseiine removed) in 

various stages of the annealing process to the 3 p  emission features seen in IRAS 

04296+3429, and CE& 2688 (Gebaüe & van der Veen 1990, Geballe et al. 1992). These are 

type B IRAS sources and the 3.4pm emission is comparable in strength io the peak at 3 . 3 ~ .  

For these sources, the 3.3pm peak to continuum ratio appears to range from 

about 1.1 to 1.7 which is comparable to the ratio seen in therrnaiiy excited HAC fdms. 

Type B sources often exhibit a strong emission at 6.9pm typical of aikane 

hydrocubons. Figure 45 shows how the 6.9pm alkane feahire in as-deposited HAC is 

destroyed by annealing and thus the 6.9pm emission peak cm be a usehl indicator of the 

presence of hot polyrneric HAC dust in interstellar sources. in a particular environment such as 

an evolved planetary nebula, where ail of the svailable HAC has been annealed to its more 

aromatic tom, this emission will be absent, 

Visud observation of HAC emission spectra indicates that an admixture of polyrneric 

and mnealed HAC may reproduce the observed type B CH stretching feature. An exarnple of 

such a fit to the 34pm spectrum of RAS 053414852 (Joblin et ai. 1996) is shown in figure 

6.1. In rhis fit, emission in the 3.4-3.6pm range is produced primariiy by HAC which has not 

been heated to temperatures in excess of 650K. The 3.29pm emission is from the warmer 

HAC dust rhat has been heatrd to temperatures between 773 and 873K. 

Figure 65a-d compares HAC emission in the 7-13pm region to that of various [ R A S  

sources identified by lusttuiont et al. (1996) as having the chuacteristic type B 2 Lpm ernission 

fearures in their mid-IR specuum. This 2 1pm feature itself remains unidenufied, but there is 

some speculation that it could be due to either vibrations of SiSI (Goebel 1993) or 



Figure 6 3  Cornparison of normalized 3. L - 3 . 8 ~  HAC emission to various utronomicd 

sources. HA-C emission î t  673 & 773K vs. IRAS 04296+3429 (Upper); HAC 

emission at 773K vs. CRL 2688 (Lower) (Gebaiie & van der Veen 1990: 

Gebdie et al. 1993) 
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Figure 64 Cornparison benueen thermal emission of IRAS 05341+0852 (circles) (Joblin et 

al. 1996) and that from a two component HAC d u t  mixture (solid he) .  

Component (a) is the 650K emission from W C  which was deposited at 77K. 

Component (b) is the 8ûûK emission [rom HAC which was deposited at 300K 

and subsequently anneded to -850K. 



hydrocarbons (Jusnanont et al. 1996). There is evidence in the laboratory spectra for a HAC 

emission feature srarting at -20pm and extending longwards, but the spectral sensitivity is too 

low in this area to make any definite identitications. Sources with strong 2 1 p  emission exhibit 

other emission features at 7.9,8.2, 10.6, 1 1.5, and 12.2prn typical of type B sources. It is of 

interest that the HAC emission specmrn in this region is dominated by 10.5, 1 1.5 and 12.2pm 

features, and appears to provide an excellent match to the observations. Highly polymenc 

HAC also shows a broad emission feature centered on 16prn which is quickly destroyed upon 

minimal mnealing. This feature has not k e n  observed in astronomical spectra. 

These cornparisons suggest that hot dust grains are the source of rnhanced 3.4pm 

emission in transitionai objects. Furthemore, seved  objects with a warm dust population 

show spectral features which are chanctenstic of HAC. One could consider a scenario where 

polymenc HAC is deposited during outflow from a post-AGB star ont0 a refractory core 

(newly formed Sic or silicate from the ISM). Energetic atoms of hydrogen and carbon would 

impinge on a solid substrate and combine randomly, forming satunted HAC cornpounds. This 

deposition wouid be similar to that occurring in laboratory laser ablation. In a dense proto- 

planeüuy nebula. rnost of the newly deposited HAC will be shielded from the hot stellar 

surface by the dense cloud of marerial behind it This will give nse to a mixture of spectral 

Iratures. with hot dust on the inside of the envelope and somewhat cooler dust on the 

outside. As the expanding cloud rnoves outward from the star, stellar radiation mneals the 

polymenc dust completing the transfomation from aliphatic to aromatic HAC and causing the 

rclease of PM4 molecules from the grain mande. 
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e s h n t e d  irom observed 10/18pm ilux ratios. (Jusnanont cr ai. 1996) 



Various evidence provides support for the presence of large PAH molecules in emining 

nebulae. Seligren (1984) has shown that the ultraviolet and visible photon flwes in reflection 

nebulae are unable to sufficientiy excite iarger dust particles to emit in the 3pm region. This 

observation does not preclude emission from hot dust in circumstellar sheils around post AGB 

stars. or in pianetary nebulae which are being heated by a central source. Geballe et al. (1994) 

have detected the v=2-0 ovenone of the 3.3pm CH stretching emission in IRAS 21282+5050 

at a wavelength of 1.68pm. By comparing the intensity ratio of the 1.68 and 3.3pm bands they 

were able to determine a size of approximately 60 carbon atoms for the emitting PAH. It is 

iikely safe to assume that the 1.68pm band wili not be s i ~ c a n t i y  excited in hot HAC. 

Williams & Leone (1995) have shown bat the 3.3pm emission from W pumped naphthalene 

molecules is quite similar to the interstellar 3.3pm feantre. So far however, attempts to fit the 

cype A 3 . 4 ~  emission feature to laboratoq data have been unsuccessful. Proponents of the 

'pure P M '  mode1 suggest that rither aliphatic sidegroups (de Muizon et al. 1986; Nagata et 

al. 1988: Joblin et ai. 1996), higher vibrational transitions of the CH stretch (Barker et al. 

1987: Allamandola et al. 1989: Tdbi et al. 1993: Ddey 1994a), overtone and combination 

bands involving C-C stretching fundamentais in the 5.52-9.52pm region (Ailamandola et al. 

1989), super-hydrogenated PAHs (H.-PAHs) (Schutte et al. 1993: Bernstein et al. 1996). or 

some combination of these rnechuiisms could be responsible for the observed 3.4prn feature. 

De Muizon et al. (1990) and Joblin et al. (1996) show that ovenone emission from PAHs 

cannot produce the necessary intensity to fully account for observations. Experimentai 

difficulties have delayed the investigation of the other possibilities. PAH-like molecules 

coniaining diphatic bonds may be able to provide rnough intensity in the 3.4prn region to 



overcome the deficits faced by the aromatic C-H overtones alone. Recently, Bernstein et al. 

(1996) have shown a suggestive match to the 3.4pm type A emission feature using a super- 

hydrogenated polycyclic (H-PAH) non-aromatic hydrocarbon molecule, hexahydropyrene. 

Other evidence which is consistent with hot polymeric W C  as  a source of broad band 

üR ernission cornes from the observations of Tokunaga et al. (1988), who observed that the 

width of the 3.3pm feature can vary, becoming quiie narrow in the absence of a 3.4pm 

emission. This observation supports the existence of hvo separate populations of emitting 

material. Annealed HAC solids could be associated with the broad 3.3pm feature and the weak 

3.4pm structure, whiie a srnail distribution of compact PAH molecules could supply the 

narrow 3.3pm peak. 

Observations by Boulanger et al. (1996) show that strong infrared continuum emission 

c m  be correlated with type A UIR band intensity in the dense cloud in Ophiucus. This may 

indicate that gas-phase PAH concentrations are enhanced in regions of warm dust. In highly 

energetic regions, PAH molecules released from HAC rnay be destroyed by photodissociation 

and coulombic explosion resuiting from photoionization (Millar 1992). This would result in 

variations of the IR emission spectrum as one moves farther out from the central star. Cesarsky 

et al. (1996a; 1996b) observe variations in the UIR spectra of type A sources NGC 7023 and 

M 17 which could be explained by the existence of an ubiquitous population of HAC dust In 

both objects, type A U R  features are observed which peak in intensity near the boundary 

between an energetic interior region and an exterior rnolecular cloud. Figure 66 shows the IR 

spectra from two of the most energetic regions of M 17 compared to the emission from 

polymeric and paniaily annealed HAC. These astronomical spectra exhibit strong continuum 

emission dong with broad bands which are similar to those of HAC. The authors note that 
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IR emission from mergrtic regions in 34 17 cornpared to emission from HAC at 

573 and 773K (Cesusky et al. 1996a: 1996b). 



there are also broad components superimposed on the type A bands which extend from the 

boundary region out into the surroundhg rnolecular cloud. 

Recent observations of M17 by Verstraete et al. (1996) have uncovered new UIR 

features at 4.65, 6.35, 8.7 and 1 lpm. The former two are sharp, and the authon suggest that 

they originate in free PAH molecules. Wavelen_gh similarities with the N-WC emission shown 

in figure 49 suggest that the bands at 4.65 and 6 . 3 5 ~  arise due to the incorporation of 

n i t ropn h to  a carbonaceous marerial. The 4.65pm vibration occurs at the frequency of the 

C=N stretch and the strong peak at 6.38prn was assigned to the shifted 6.2pm arornatic 

skeletal stretch in the presence of nitrogen. 

5.1.4 Breakdown products of HAC 

It was shown in section 4.5 that near-threshold laser ionization of polyrneric HAC 

surfaces results in the release into the gas of many C2 and C3 species dong with a distribution 

of very sm31 carbonaceous grains (VSGs), and long chains. Coincident with the srnaller 

fragments was the production and release of large compact arornatic ions showing definite 

enhancements at the rnass of the closed shell fuiierenes Cso, C a  and C7b Individual graphitic 

islands with mass -Cie related to the laser photon energy were dso relesed, coincident with 

the disappearance of the interconnecting hydrocarbon chains. Further photo-processing 

resulted in a sharper peak at this size and the disappeannce of Iarger fragments. 

Wild & Koidl(1987) snidied rhe thermal effusion spectrum of HAC up to a mass 

corresponding to C3H3. Their results indicated, in accord with this study, that C2 and Cj 

species comprise a significant fraction of the products of polymenc HAC degradation. 



The new data presented here support the prediction by Duley (1989) that the C3Hz rnolecule 

wili be a major product of the degradation of HAC dust through photon-induced thermal 

spiking 

Grain-grain coUisions induced by shocks in dusty clou& WU provide another important 

route for HAC destruction. In iaser ablation. the laser pulse deposirs most of its energy within 

-20 mec. This interaction corn bines p ho tochemical, thermal and mechanical effects @uley 

1996b) and will simulate, ui part, processes occurring during collision of grains under 

intersteiiar shock conditions. For a centrai collision between two sphencai grains, each of 

radius a(m)  and density, p &dm3), moving with a relative velocity, v (&sec), the maximum 

ene rg  deposition. E. in km' is: 

Then with a = 10 nm, v = 10 km/sec, p = 2x lo3 kg/m3, E - M x  10' Ym2 or O. 13 ~lcm', which 

are comparable to fluence deposited during laser sputtering. If gas phase concentrations of 

large molecular species are maintained by grain-grain coilisions in interstellx shocks, then 

astronomicai observations should be consistent with the existence of aU the species seen in the 

simulated collisional process. 

The existence of long chah polyynes in intersteiiar space has been confmed through 

obsentations (Duley & Wiiliams 1984 Table 1.6). The mass spectra presented in section 4.5 

clearly illustrate what appear to be sirnilx molecules effusing from the surface of HAC. Also 

present in these ablation specm are peaks which cm be associated with small methylared 

P M .  A recent study by Sloan et al. (1997) produces spectral evidence for die existence of 



rnethylated PAHs in close association with an ionization front in the Orion Bar. These smaller 

molecules (&-CZo) are among the fmt produced from polymeric HAC in the simulations at a 

variety of laser intensities suggesting that they should be observed in association with most 

interstellar shocks. 

The existence of long chain polyynes. large PAH particles. s m d  graphite particles and 

hllerenes has been proposed as an explanation for many unexplained intersteilar phenornena 

including the UIR bands @dey  & Wiliiarns 198 1; Sellgren 1984; AUamandola et al. 1985: 

1989), the D B s  (fullerenes: Léger et al. 1988: Webster 1992: 1993a,b.c: Foing & Ehrenfreund 

1997: PAHs: Crawford et al. 1985: Ehrenfreund et al. 1992: Saiama et al. 1996; polyynes: 

Douglas 1977), and the 2 17Snrn extinction feamre (Gilra 1972; Hecht L986; Sorrell 

1990). The formation of these large molecules under interstellar conditions has been a subject 

of much speculation. Laser ablation of graphite is known to produce large aromatic clusters 

and loris chah  polyynes (Heath et al. 1987) and Kroto et al. ( 1985) first discovered 

B uckrnins ter fullerene in a g n p  hite ablation study similar to this one. The growth of aromatic 

islands due to photon induced thermal spiking in HAC solids has been posmlated to occur in 

interstellar dust (Jones et al. 1990: Duley & Smith 1997). This mechanism, expenmentally 

demonstrated here for the first tirne, is a possible formation route for such materials in 

interstellar dust. 

The size of the graphitic platelets produced in the HAC €ims in this study cm be 

estirnateci from the density of carbon in an inlinite gnphitic plane (3 .73~10 '~  atornsncm-'). A 

compact aromatic rnolecule like hexabenzocoronene. containing 42 carbon atoms would have 

a radius of -SA. A HAC solid which is being processed by Lyman a photons should show ring 

arowth reaching up to a maximum of - 100-1 10 carbon atoms. This corresponds to a compact L' 
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aromatic disk with a radius of -9A. This is a panicularly important size regime in astrophysics 

as Seilgren (1984) first calculated that grains of -IOA radius were required to model the 

continuum emission of visual reflection nebulae, underiying the LTIR features. From 

cornparison of the 3.3pm üIR Ieature intensity to those at 3.4 and 1 1.3pm Mamandola et al. 

(1985: 1989) calculate that the PAHs which dominate the infrared spectra contain between 

about 20 and 40 carbon atoms. F d e r  evidence of intersteilar molecular moieties in this s i x  

range has been collected duough numerous observational studies (Ghosh & Drapatz 1986; 

Barker et al. 1987: Laureijs et al. 1996). 

Lf these individual graaphitic islands are so important in intestellu regions. the larger 

VSGs produccd in this experiment may also be of astrophysical sihmcance. Indirect evidence 

of large aromatic fragments in the ISM abounds. To model the 217.5nm extinction feaiure it is 

common to use a small population of graphite grains with sizes of 5-50À (Hecht 1986; Sorrell 

1990). Until now, it has been unclear how crysralline aromatic particies with such size couid 

forrn under interstekir conditions. 



5.2 The Role of Silicates 

Values of the absorption coefficient k measured for amorphous forsterite and enstatite 

films are compared to those for astronomical silicate from Draine & Lee (1984) in figure 67. In 

the ultraviolet, the onset of absorption is caused by electronic transitions across the band gap 

to energy levels near the edge of the conduction band. An absorption tail extending from the 

band gap to lower energies is typicdy present in amorphous materials and reflecu the 

variation in bond energy that may occur in such materials (Madan & Shaw 1988). This tail is 

observed to a lirnited extent as an increase in k ar photon energies less than 8 eV in our specm 

of both forstente and enstatite. This featue is enhanced in the asbonornicd silicate. Impurities. 

such as the transition metal ions ~ e " ,  ~e)', ~n", N?, etc.. may conuibute to interstellar 

absorption in this region (Nitsan & Shankland L976). The presence of Fe, in particular, will 

shift the onset of UV absorption to lower photon energies. Doschner et ai. ( 1995) have shown 

that increasing Fe content in pyroxene and olivine plasses also tends CO increase the relative 

absorption in the trough between the 10 and 20 pm IR peaks. while increasing absorption in 

the near IR and shorter wavelengths. 

In the infrared. the distinctive 10 pm S i 0  absorption peak in enstatite and forstente 

füms has approximately the sarne width as derived by Draine & Lee (1984), but the peak value 

of k occurs at shorter wavelength. Mie scattering calculations using our rnesured values of n 

and k give peak absorptivities at 9.59 and 10.06 pm for srnall particles of enstatite and 

forsterite particles. The results of these cdculations for spherical panicles of various sizes are 

shown in figures 68 and 69, respectively. Both resonances move to longer wavelength with an 

increase in particle size. 
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Figure 67 Values of the absorption coefficient k measured for morphous fonterite and 

cnstatite fiims c o m p m d  to chat from utronomical silicate (Draine & Lee 1984) 
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Figure 68 
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Enstat i te  Grains 
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Mie cdculations showing normalited absorption frorn spherical grains of 

morphous enstatite. 



Figure 69 

20  

Wavelength (um) 

Mie cdculations showing normalized absorption from spherical grains of 

amorphous forsrerite. 



Absorption coefficients for srnail spherical particles of both types of silicates are 

compared in figure 70 to those for silicate particles in the two distinct interstekir environments 

described by Pégourié & Papoular (1985). The normalized absorption coefficient of dust in the 

opùcaily thin circumstellar envelope of the Mira star U Tel as determined from IRAS low- 

resolution specuometer (LRS) specua (Dorschner et al. 1995) is reasonably weil sirnulated by 

small particles of amorphous forsterite. This is in agreement with the thermodynarnic 

arguments presented previously in section 3.1 which show that forsterite forms first in a 

coolhg stellar aunosphere. f i s  figure also shows a good fit between the waveIen_gh 

dependence of the absorption coefficient of enstatite and the opacity of silicate dust in 

protostars (Pégourié & Papoular 1985). On average. the dust surrounding protostellar objects 

could be older than dust surrounding Mira stars and would be expected to contain a higher 

proportion of pyroxenes such as enstatite. 

The absorbance at 10 Pm in our silicate samples is somewhat smaller than that denved 

by Draine & Lee (1984). However. the absolute suength of the Si0 stretch band in silicates is 

somewhat uncertain, since it depends not only on composition but on crystal suucture and on 

temperature @ay 1976). Furthemore. if one considers the possible effects of packing density 

as in the case of the HAC films (discussed in section 4.2), it is likely that the IR absorptivity 

could be affected by the film thickness. In this case, the calculated absorptivity could be 

increased in the IR region when considering very thin films ( 4 . 1  pm). The morphous nature 

of our enstatite and forstente füms is confmed by the observed width and Iack of svucture 

within the 1Opm peak as weli as by scanning electron microscope studies. 
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Figure 70 Absorption efficiency of Rayleigh sized morphous fonterite and ensntite 

spheres compared to the silicate absorption feînire towards ;Mira star U Tel 

(Dorscher et al  1995) and an average feature from several protostars 

(Pégourié & Papoular 1985). 



5.3 Ertinction Modelling 

Various rnodels of interstellar dust have been put fonvard in an attempt to account for 

the observed interstellar extinction and polarization (Mathis et al. 1977; Draine & Lee 1984; 

Duley 1987; Duley et al. 1989: Mathis & Whiffen 1989; SorreiI 1990). A typical mode1 

consists of multiple size distributions ofdust particles, often hawig varying cornposiuons. A 

population of large (-O. lpm) slightly oblong grains is necessary to account for the observed 

visual extinction and polarization. A separate population of very small grains (150n.m) is often 

inuoduced to explain the observed far-UV extinction rise. In some models. the far-UV rise is 

due, instead, to particles of amorphous carbon which were shown by Duiey (1984) to have a 

strong absorption increase in that region. A third population. usuaily of smdI  graphitic spheres 

(-~-soA), is necessary to fit the 2 l7Snm extinction feature. Figure 7 1 shows the calculated fit 

of Mathis & Whiffen (1989) as cornpared to the average ÏntersteIfar extinction cuve. Many 

different models c m  give an acceptable fit to the interstellar extinction. Constnints on the 

cosmic abundance of various model components cm help to narrow the field. Often, the 

amounr of carbon necessary c m  exceed the observed abundance (Snow & Witt 1995). 

Extinction calculauons using the silicate and HAC optical constants presented in rhis 

work have been compieted by Sanjeev Seahn, 3 student in Our group, in an atternpt to 

reproduce the diffuse intentellar extùiction curve. The model that w u  used consists of three 

separate distributions of particles to represent the cornponents of interstellar dust responsible 

for the observed extinction. First, a population of graphitic onions of radius -50A similar to 

those seen by Koike et al. (1994) is proposed as the source of the 217.5n.m extinction feature. 

These puticles lock up 16% of the avrrilable cosmic carbon abundance given by Snow and Win 



MATHIS AND WHIFFRI 

Figure 7 1 

Wavelength (pm) 

Interstellar extinction model of Mathis & Whiffen (1989). The calculated WZkd 

circles) and observed (solid linc) values of A(i(.)/A(V) for the grain model. The 

extinction for the composite grains done  (without the small graphite panicfes) 

is shown in the dotted Iine. 



(1996). There are severai possible routes for the formation of such particles. Koike et al. 

(1994) show how strong radiation cm catalyze a transformation from a disordered 

carbonaceous solid to a graphitic onion configuration. The detection of fullerene clusters in the 

LIMS data presented in section 4.5 is evidence for the possible creation of interstellar 

crystalline carbonaceous stnicnires through the interaction of radiation and HAC. 

The rest of the dust in the model consists of two separate populations of amorphous 

silicate gnins. The fint silicate group is a population of small spherical panides with an MRN 

(Mathis et al. 1977) size distribution. coated by two rnonolayers of arnorphous carbon and a 

funher twelve monolayers of polymeric HAC with a typical density of 1.4g-cm-'. This model, 

sirnilar to that presented by Jones et al. (1990) and Duley and Smith (1997). uses a realistic 

value of 24% of the cosmic carbon abundance reported in Snow and Witt (1996) for these 

small grain mantles. These grains cary the 3pm CH features. contribute to the 9.7prn silicate 

feature. and are primarily responsible for the far- W rise in extinction. 

The second silicate population consists of large. porous panicles created through the 

collision and agglomrrauon of the smaller particles (Ossenkopf 1993). Each grain is 50% void 

by volume. This group has an exponential size distribution as given in SorreU (1990), and the 

grains can become quite large and elongated. These irregular objects may be the source of the 

observed polarization of stvlight in interstellar space. These Iargest parricles are also 

responsible for the bulk of the visuai extinction. The characteristics of the various grain 

populations are summarized in figure 72. 

The other parameters of the rnodel are presented dong with the results in Table 8. Wr 

ueat the boundaries of the size distribution of the small silicate panicles, the fraction of cosmic 

silicon tied up in smdl grains. the density of the amorpho~ silicates, the minimum and 
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Population #l - SrnaIl Layered Silicote Parficles: 

A popuiation of midi, double-Iayered sihate partides 
with b e r  manties comisting of aC and outer mmtles 
consistmg of HM. This population is the c- of the 
3.4pm HAC feature, contn'butes to the silicate fèature and 
is pmaady responsible for the fàr-UV Sse. This 
population has an MRN sue distribution &en by 

Popul'tiun #2 - Large Porous Silicate Particlès: 

A population of Iarge, porous silicate particles. Each 
grain is 50% void by volume. This population is almost 
exchisively responsible for the visible and near-UV 
extinction and is also the p r i m q  c h i e r  of the 9.7 ~m aggregate of 
silicate featm. The population's size distribution is SW silicate 
exponential in nature and is given by (with = O. 100 
Pm) : 

particles 

4n$lexp(-@a,)da, 0.005pm 5 a 5 0 . 4 5 0 ~  

O, 

graphite 

void 

Figure 72 

A population of graphitic onions. This popuiation 
is exclusively responsible for the A2 1 75-A featiae 
and has the discrete size distribution (note: i is the 
thichess of the graphite sheU in monolayers): 

Characteristics of various grain populations used in the extinction model. 
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maximum number of layers for the graphitic onions and the fraction of the cosmic abundance 

of carbon tied up in graphite as free parameten. In this model, 30% of available carbon is 

incorporated into the graphitic structures, while 16% is depleted into the HAC rnantles. 

The extinction cuve which results is shown in figure 73 and observational data are 

compared with the mode1 results in Table 8. Most of the calculated parameters show excellent 

agreement with observation. The strength of the model 3.4prn CH svetching feature is too low 

by a factor of -4. One possible reason for this discrepancy is that the madel uses only 

polymeric HAC as the grain m a d e  material. Evolutionary pain models often incorponte a 

layer of UV annealed HAC below the polymeric layer in dust mantles to reflect the energetic 

processing effects of the interstellar radiation field (Jones et al. 1990: Duley & Smith 1997). 

Such a material would have stronger visible and IR absorption due to its narrow bandgap. The 

incorporation of this materiai would also allow a significant reduction in the carbon abundance 

used in the graphitic onions, as they are partially responsible for the visible extinction. A 

further increase in the 3.4prn feature strength may occur if UV annealing is able to increase the 

bonded hydrogen content of the HAC mantles. It is well known that as-deposited HAC films 

contain a large proportion of unbonded intersutid hydrogen which can be chemically 

incorponted into the materid upon W irradiation (Funon & Witt 1993). The 3.4pm band 

strength would increase as a direct result of such an increase in bonded hydrogen. These 

corrections couId theoretically reduce the present discrepancy. 



Figure 73 Modei extinction curves (a) for the W spectral region compared to the average 

interstellar extinction: (b) for the lR spectral region with inset of 3.4pm CH 

feature from HAC mantles. 



Table 8 Parmeters for interstellar d u t  extinction model. 
C 

Quanti ty 

% depletion of Si. Mg and Fe 

% depletion of cosmic Si present in srnail grains 

assumed silicate (Mgl.iFe&i04) density 

5% depletion of C 

% depletion of cosmic carbon present as HAC 

5% depletion of cosmic carbon present as graphite 

Total visual extinction, AV ni' L-' 

Ratio of total to selective extinction, RV 

Cenual wavelength of the 12 1754 peak, A, 

FWHM of the ~2 175-A peak 

Silicate feature strength, S~J~,JAV 

HAC femture strength. 5i+m/A~ 

1. 
References: Wbittet (2992). - Dnine & Malhoa ( l993),-- 

Mode1 Value 

1.64 mags cm3 kpc" 

0.00 13 mag" 

Draine & Lee (1984, -' 

O bserved Average 
Vdu4s) 

-100% for Si, Fe ' 

...* 

1.64 mags cm3 kpCL ' 

3.05zO.IS ' 

'endleton es ai. (1994) 



6. CONCLUSIONS 

The refractive indices of some important constituents of interstellar dust have k e n  

measured experimentdy. In the case of the amorphous silicates, forsterite and enstatite, n and 

k have been denved from observations c o v e ~ g  the energy range between 0.07-0.43eV and 

4.7- IOeV. Rayleigh-sizea particles of forsterite are shown to reproduce the lOpm silicate 

absorption feature of evolved interstellar silicate dust, as observed in absorption towards 

protostellar objects. SrnaIl enstatite particles match the analogous 1Opm absorption seen in 

oxygen-rich outflows as observed towards Mira-type stars. The observed differences in these 

distinct grain populations are expected from thermodynarnic calculations, and are brought 

about by interaction with interstellar gas over the lifetime of the silicate grain. Both types of 

silicate have an onset of strong UV absorption near that of "astronomical silicate" (Draine & 

Lee 1984). 

The refractive indices of polymeric HAC films have k e n  measured at two deposition 

temperatures over the same spectral range. The apparent refractive indices are strongly 

dependent on the film thickness, deposition temperature and hydrogen content. AU three 

variables are found to affect the void component of the resulting material which results in a 

variation in the effective n and k. The hydrogen content and deposition temperature is aiso 

found to influence the chernical bonding structure of HAC which can be dorninated by 

polymenc, diamond-like, or graphitic regions. The 3.4p-n absorption feature of HAC deposited 

at 77K is shown to be similar to that of dust in diffuse intersteiiar clouds with very little 

aromatic bonding. HAC deposited at 3ûûK has a broader 3.4pm feature due the existence of 

aromatic islands which create a CH absorption at 3.3pm. 



Thermal annealing of polymenc HAC solids deposited at 300K was seen to result in the 

emergence of infrared specual feanires similar to those attributed to free PAH molecules. This 

is indicative of the growth of thermodynarnically stable aromatic rings within M C .  Additional 

evidence of these PAH-like aromatic regions was provided by direct observation of anneaied 

HAC with an STM. This evidence provides a plausible rnechanism for the formation of large 

hydrocarbon molecules like PAHs in the interstekir medium. Given that polymeric HAC wiU 

form on dust grains under arnbient interstelkir conditions (Jones et al. 1990), it is expected that 

thermal processing due to steilar radiation will cause this W C  mande to evolve over tirne, 

eventudy resulting in the formation of large PAH molecules. 

Evidence which supports the existence of intersteiiar PAHs is based mainiy upon their 

spectral sirnilarities with IR emission bands which are commonly observed in PNe. If PAHs are 

formed from HAC dust in the ISM, then the emission from laboratory HAC films should be 

comparable to emission from nebular regions where the dust is being thermally excited. The 

thermal emission of polymeric HAC soiids was observed for the first tirne and was seen to 

increase in aromatic character as the solid was annealed to higher temperatures. The major IR 

emission features of annealed HAC are very sirnilar to the U R  bands from rare type B sources. 

having definite peaks at 3.3, 3.4,6.2,6.9, 10.5. 1 1.5 and 12.2 km. These bands are 

representative of a mixture of both aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons. For a detailed 

cornparison, an admixture of polymenc and annealed HAC dust was shown to reproduce the 3- 

4pm emission spectrurn of type B UIR source IRAS 0543 14852. Care was taken to eliminate 

possible contamination of the specua by the 3.4pm absorption feature of solder flux which was 

present in ail FTIR instruments studied. The flux feature was shown to aiso be similar to the 

aliphatic 3.4pm emission feature seen in type B UIR sources. The majority of type B UIR 
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spectra are observed in post-AGB objects having dense circumstellar clouds. These objects are 

thought to be precursors of the PNe which exhibit highly aromatic type A UIR ernission bands 

commoniy associated with gas phase PAHs. Emission experirnents studying the incorporation 

of nitrogen and oxygen in HAC solids have led to the identification of two newly discovered 

UIR bands at 4.65 and 6.35pm. 

If, as the evidence suggests, PAH molecules are fonned from HAC dust in the ISM, a 

plausible mechanism mut  exist to break up HAC solids, freeing the constituent molecules to 

the gas phase. The formation and subsequent release of a mixture of PAH molecules, 

fullerenes, hydrocarbon chains and VSGs from the surface of HAC solids have been observed 

under conditions which simulate intergrain collisions in in te rs tek  shocks. These data were 

consistent with observations which suggest that PAH abundances are enhanced at ionization 

shock fronts. 

Repeated excimer UV photo-processing of HAC Tsms was shown to result in the 

formation of particles in an astrophysicaily important size regirne. The emergence of a sharp 

distribution of PAHs containing -40 carbon atoms was interpreted as being the result of 

aromatic ring growth due to photon-induced thermal spiking as described in the model of 

Duley & Williams (1988). The products of the Lyman a UV processing of interstellar HAC 

solids c m  be predicted with this model. PAH subunits with a radius of up to -9A may form as 

a result of this mechanism. Particles in this size range have been predicted to be the source of 

the UIR emission bands. 

Taken together, these results are consistent with a model wherein polymeric HAC is 

deposited in solid form in the cool outer reaches of the extended envelope of a C-giant star. 

PAHs are formed from the annealing of HAC solids by steilar irradiation. This results in the 
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emission of a type B UIR spectrum by a mixture of hot polymeric and annealeci HAC dust. nie  

by-products of the annealing process which inciude PAH subunits are subsequently released to 

the ISM in grain-grain collisions at the ionization shock front smounding the star, resulting in 

the sharp non-thermal bands characteristic of type A UIR sources. 



7. CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE AND FUTURE WORK 

Before suggesting further possibilities for the continuation of this work, a review of the 

uncertainties mentioned in association with some of the previously presented expenmental 

results is necessary to ensure an unbiased account. 

The indices of refraction for polymeric HAC solids were found to depend on the 

density of the substance which is itself dependent on the thickness of the film produced. With 

increasing thickness, the void content also increases, thus decreasing the apparent indices of 

refraction. Due to this problem, difficuities arise when comparing indices derived from W 

spectra of thin films - 100nm with indices from IR spectra of thick f h s  - l p n .  The indices of 

refraction presented here resulted frorn the averaging of the two extremes and may be 

representative of polymenc HAC with an appreciable void content. The error bars show the 

standard deviation amongst the different films measured, indicative of fluctuations in density 

and hydrogenation. Other sources of error include uncertainties in thickness determination and 

the possibility of a hydrogenation gradient in the HAC f h s ,  with the lower layers k i n g  

selectively dehydrogenated due to possible annealing effects during the deposition process (see 

Voevodin et al. 1996). 

Extrapolatïng to the silicate case. there is the possibility that thickness dependent void 

structure may have resulted in a diminished value for k, below the intrinsic value, in the IR 

spectral reg ion. Extinction models shouId take these uncertainties into consideration when 

making comparisons to astronomical observations. 

The HAC emission spectra may have srnail uncertainties associated with the presence 

of absorption from solder flux resin. To deal with this problem. featureless background spectra 



were obtained at various temperatures to ratio out the absorption and minioize detector non- 

linearity effects. Possible false pealcs wouid appear while analyzing heavily annedeci samples 

with weak intrinsic CH stretching peaks. Partially dehydrogenated HAC films with spectra 

showing band structure matching that of the contaminant were discardeci at the experimenter's 

discretion. This procedure may have introduced some biasing of the results. Uncertainties are 

also associated with the removal of a smooth polynomial baseline as discussed in section 3.3. 

When cornparisons are made to astronomical spectra, it is important to remember that most 

observational spectra have similar broad baseline uncertainties. This 'floating baseline' diows 

some freedom in the nonnaiization of observed peaks and should be taken into consideration 

when comparing astronomical to laboratory spectra. 

Interesting areas for future study include the experimental investigation of the hotspot 

mode1 rnentioned in section 2.5. Low signal Ievels have hindered preliminary attempts to detect 

W-excited IR emission using the deuterium lamp and the FTIR emission port The use of a 

defocussed excimer beam as an exciting source may eiirninate this problem, but the pulsed 

nature of the bearn makes the FTIR impractical as a detector. Unfominately, annealing effects 

such as dehydrogenation occur quickly at laser fluences, further diminishing any hydrocarbon 

emission. 

Another experiment which could be conducted is to observe both the emission and the 

extinction properties of the fragments created d u ~ g  the near-threshold laser ablation of HAC. 

It may be necessary to trap the fragments in a matrix to achieve a meaurable signal. It would 

also be worthwhile to repeat the LIMS experiment using a different wavelength of laser 

photon. This would test the theory that the C4o peak is actually a result of photo-thermal ring 

growth in the HAC solid. 



8.1 8052 Based Monochromator Controller 

Figure 74 shows a box diagram of the system and its componenu. The monochromator 
grating is c o ~ e c t e d  to a rotating shaft where one complete rotation is quivalent to a 
wavelength scan of 100 A. To diis shaft is comected a Boums Rotary Opticd Encoder 
mode1 ENA 1 J-B28-LOO 100 which is a quadrature encoder with 100 cycles per revolution. 
The quadrature output is important in that it gives directional information to the decoder 
circuit. As well, this gives a pre-calibrated 400 decoder counts per revolution so that the 
wavelength to pulse ratio is 1 A to 4 pulses. 

The decoder circuit is based on a 74LS374 chip used as 4 D-type clocked data 
latches. The clock pulse is supplied by the ALE pulse from the 8052 controller at a very 
high frequency (- lmhz). It is important that the clock frequency is greater than the 
frequency of the encoder pulses, but not so fast as to confuse the 374 or 288 chips. The 
outputs from each of the latches are used as address inputs to a high speed 743288 PROM 
which is prograrnmed to give Count Up, Count Down, and Error pulses based on the 
pattern of inputs. Figure 75 shows the decoder circuit 

To keep track of the position of the monochromator it is necessary to count the 
output pulses from the decoder circuit. Our wavelength range of interest is from 
approximately 1500-4900 A. This corresponds to a pulse range of 3400 A x 4 pulses-A" = 
13600 pulses. Using the 74LS 193 counter chips in a cascade formation we wiil need a 
minimum of 4 4bit counters. This gives plenty of leeway to ailow us to have the count 
correspond directly to wavelength x 4. That way our region of interest in counts is from 
6000 to 19600 pulses which will easily fit on a 16 bit counter. The output of the 4 
counters is latched ont0 the data bus by two 74LS373 data latches whose output control 
pins are connected to {(!y3 of the 138) OR (!write)} for the low byte and {(!y5 of the 
138) OR (!wnte)} (all active low) for the high byte as shown in figure 76. The enable pin 
is hooked to the !ALE and DIS latching output from the 8052. The set inputs of the 193s 
are connected to the addresddata bus on the latched side of the onboard 74LS245 chip. 
The Load inputs of the four chips wilI be aiggered by ((!y7 output of the 138) OR (!read 
AND !psen) } for the low byte and ((!y6 of the 138) OR (!read AND !psen) } (d l  active 
low) for the high byte. 

Therefore to set the counters use the command "xby(57344)=dow byte>" and 
"xby(49 152)=<high byte>" where low byte = (wavelengW4) modulus 256, and high byte 
= (wavelengiW4) div 256. 

To read the counters use "low=xby(24576)" and "high=xby(40960)". 
Figure 77 shows the relay circuit used to drive the motor in two directions. It 

requires two ïTL outputs from the controlier circuit Odoff and up/down will determine 
the state of the motor. These outputs are taken from another 74LS373 chip whose output 
control pin will be held low. The inputs are ND7 and N D 6  taken directiy from the 
address/data bus. The output control will be connected to {NOT ((!y2 of the 138) OR 
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Figure 74 Box diagram of monochromator controuer unit. 
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Decoder circuit for VW monochromator encoder wheel. 
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Figure 76 Circuit schematic showing wavelengrh counter and motor conuol. 
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Figure 77 Schemaiic of relay circuit c o n t r o h g  monochromator motors. 



(!write)) } so that to change the state of the motor a value must be written to an extemal 
memory location from 16384 to 24575. A/D6 is the on/off control and AfD7 controls the 
direction. 

Therefore to send the motor up use the command "xby(16384)=o4". To stop 
upward motion use "xby(16384)=0". To send the motor down use "xby(16384)=128" and 
"xby(16384)=255" in two steps to allow the relays tirne to switch. To stop downward 
motion reverse these steps with "xby(16384)=128" and then "xby(16384)d" to rum off 
di relays. 

Data input is xcornplished by reading the output of the PRA mode1 1770 photon 
counter. 24 pin paraliel port is available with 4 bit parailel, 8 word serial !BCD output 
which dumps the digital counter output a k r  every update. To accomplish this a direct 
memory access circuit was built which places the 8 !BCD words directly into upper 
memory on the extemal memory chip. Refer to figure 78 or the circuit and figure 79 or die 
timing diagam. 

To utilize the DMA routine on the 8052 computer. two bits must be set on the IE 
register using "IE=IE.or.B 1H". Also DBY location 38 must be set using 
"DYB (38)=DBY(38).0r.O2H". This sets up the !INTOpin to act as a DMA request. The 
!Data Available output from the 1770 is connected to this pin. After receiving a low input 
on !NT0 the computer will complete its current command cycle and then interrupt its 
command processes, outputting a low on the !DMA ACK pin. This low can then be used 
to tri-state the onboard latches. The !DMA ACK is therefore connected through an 
inverter to the enable pins on the 2 245 chips and the output conuol pin of the 373 address 
latch. It is connected through a buffer to the output conuol pin of a 74LS374 data latch 
which is used for the actual DMA. It is also connected through the buffer to the G l  pin of 
the 74LS 138 to set d l  of its outputs to high. 

The four bits of !BCD dan  from the 1770 come in senal word f o m  at a speed of 
lOkhz. This frequency is also available on the Mux Clk output of the 1770. he circuit was 
designed to take advantage of the quoted 508 duty cycle of the Mux output. 
Unfortunately. the actual Mux output was only 5% high and 95% low. requiring a 
74LS 122 monostable vibntor with appropriate capacitors to adjust the duty cycle back to 
50%. 

To allow write access to the memory chip the !CS pin is changed from (!yû of the 
138) to {(!y0 of the 138) . k i D  (!DAM ACK)}. Further, the !WR pin is changed from 
(!WR of the 8052) to {NOT[(!WR) NAND ((NOT(Mux Clk)) delayed by -4 cycles of the 
ALE through 4 sequential latches))]} so that the DMA write pulse will lag the address and 
data latching by a short penod. 

To set the address of the DMA. the top nine address Lines are ued high by a ten pin 
resistor pack on the rnemory side of the onboard latches. The lower four address lines are 
supplied by the 374 which is Iatched by the rising edge of (NOT(Mux Clk)). To write the 
!BCD data into these addresses. the four !BCD lines are sent straight into the bottom four 
latches of the 374 and then on into the bonom four addressfdata lines on the memory side 
of the bus. 

To update the address for each new !BCD word. the top four address latches in 
the 374 are supplied by the output of a 74LS 193 counter chip which counrs up on 
{ (NOT( !Data Avail)) AND (Mux Clk) }. Due to die format of the 1770 output. !BCD data 



Figure 78 Circuit schematic showing photon counter intertàce and DMA xidressing. 
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Figure 79 D MA timing diagram. 



is not sent und the thud Mux pulse after !Data Avail goes low. This gives some leeway 
for the 8052 to acknowledge the DMA request Nothing will be written in DMA mode 
unal the 8052 gives a low out on !DMA ACK, but no mamr the delay, the addresses will 
be the same each t h e  due to the hard wiring of the 193 directly to the output of the 1770. 

To d e n  the 8052 that a DMA has occwed, !INTl on the 8052 is triggered by 
(A3 AND Al )  of the 193 counter which will happen after the tenth count up pulse in the 
DMA routine. This can then be processed as  a software interrupt and the 8 digits can be 
read in order using the following routine: 

for x= l to 8:print 255-xby(8 192- 14+x):next x 
Note that the line "ONEX 1 àntemipt  line number>" must be set before this 

interrupt will be processed. To return from the intempt and reset the counter use: 
x by(8 l92)=edumrny value> 
ret 1 

nie ciear input on the 193 is comected to {(!y 1) NAND (!y 1)) because there 
were no more inverters left available on the board. This aiiows you to m e t  the counter 
after the DMA routine is complete, thus the f i t  h e  of the above mutine. 

The BASIC software used is included below. The calibration routine will search 
for the Lyman Beta peak of the deuteriurn lamp which is located at 4860 A. 

5 xby( 16384)=32:p14860*4/256:hb=int(pl):lb=256*(pl-ùit(pl)) 
10 xby( l6384)=48:clockû: tirne=û:dby(7 1 ) d  
20 onex 1 lûûû 
30 dby(38)=dby(38).or.O2H 
40 ie=ie.or.8 1H 
50 dis=O:ws=3500:we= 15ûû:t= k t=-5  
60 ?:?:?"Data Collection Menu:" 
70 ?" 1. Calibrate Wavelength" 
80 ?"2. Collect Data" 
90 ?"3. Manual Collect" 
100 choice=get 
110 if choice=O then 100 
120 if choice>5 1 -0r.choicec49 then 60 
130 on (choice-49) gosub 200,400,700 
140 goto 60 
200 rem CalibraLion Routine 
2 10 close=O 
315 gosub 4ûOû:gosub 4100:rern clem out memory 
220 ?:?"New Calibratinp." 
230 t=.5 

235 gosub 4000:gosub 4 1ûû:rem clean out memory 
236 if close=O then last=a 
230 do 
250 gosub 4 0 0  



260 gosub 2ûûû:rern next bit chooses a direction to search 
270 do :until tirne>t:gosub 4100 
300 if dir=O then gosub 8ûû:fory=l to500:next-y 
3 15 del ta=a-1ast:Ias t=a 
320 until delta > .Z*a:gosub 2000:p l=pos:close=dir:hi=O:rec=O 
330 rem Large increase in counts kicks us ou t  
335 on dir gosub 2000,850,950 
340 ?"Are we near 4860 Angstroms?" 
341 c=get:if c d  then 341 
342 if c=78.or.c=110 then 235 
343 ?"Set Monochromator to 2ûû and press a key." 
344 c=get:if c d  then 344 
345 t=. 1 :gosu b 900:rem back up und  we're below the peak. 
346 do 
347 gosub 2000 
348 until p o x p  I -4O:gosub 950 
350 gosub 8ûû:rem scan through the peak and fmd the highest counts. 
355 gosub ~ : g o s u b  4100:rem clean out memory 
360 do 
361 gosub 4000 
362 do:until time>t:gosub 4 LOO 
365 if a>hi.and.a-hie5000 then hi=a:rem ignores noise spikes 
370 gosub 2000 
37 1 until pos>p 1+4û 
372 gosub 850:gosub 900:rem scan back down through it again. 
373 gosub 4000:gosub 41ûû:rem clean out memory 
374 do 
375 p u b  4000 
376 do 
377 until time>t 
378 gosub 4100 
379 if ;uhi.and.a-hi<5ûûû then h i a  
380 gosub 2ûûû:untii poscp 1-40:gosub 950:gosub 800 
38 1 do:rem scan back and forth u11 you nearly match the highest count. 
382 if pos>p l+50 then gosub 850:gosub 900 
383 if posxp 1-50 then gosub 950:gosub 800 
385 gosub 4000 
386 do 
387 until tirne>t 
388 gosub 4 100 
393 untii abs(a-hi)<.05*hi:rem Very close to highest count is the peak. 
394 xby(57344)=ib 
395 xby(49 152)=hb 
396 rem on the peak 
397 on dir gosub 2000,850,950 



398 ? : ? " R e m  Monochromater to scan speed 400." 
399 dis=û:return 
400 rem Collection Routine 
405 if ws=we.or.ws~1ûûû.or.we~Iûûû.or.ws>50~ then c=49:goto 440 
410 ?"Scan from ",ws,"to ",we,"angsfroms, step",st 
420 ?"Change Defaults?( l =Yes,2=No)" 
430 c=get:if c=û then 430 
440 if c d 9  then input"Wave1ength Start, End, S tep (A)",ws,we,st:goto 400 
445 ?"Ratio Mode(l) or Binned(2)" 
446 c=get:if c=û then 446 
447 if c<49.or.c>50 then 446 
350 if w s - w e S  then wl=ws+50 else wl=ws-50 
160 do:gosub 2000 
470 if pos-wl>O.and.dir=û then gosub 900 
180 if pos-wleû.and.dir=û then gosub 800 
490 until abs(pos-wl)< 10 
495 if di= l .and.ws-we9 then gosub 850 
496 if dir=2.and.ws-wec0 then gosub 950 
500 ?"Beginning Scan" 
515 if dir O O then 530 
520 if w s - w e s  then gosub 900 else gosub 800 
5000 hwo=wv*4/256:Iwo=int((hwo-int(hwo))*256):hwo=int(hwo) 
50 10 re turn 
530 wv=ws:gos~b 5000 
540 do 
542 until abs(xby(24576)-lwo)<=Z 
543 gosub JOOO 
55 1 dis= 1 
555 if c d 9  then 600 
560 rem Wavelength Bin Scan 
570 do 
57 1 wv=wv+st 
577 gosub 5000 
573 if time=O then gosub 4000 
571 do 
575 until abs(xby(24576)-Lwo)<=2 
576 gosub 4 1 0  
577 gosub 2 0  
579 until abs(pos-we)<=abs(st) 
580 dis=O:on dir gosub 2000.850,950:?"Finished Scan" 
58 1 rem if w l - p o s s  then gosub 800 else gosub 900 
587 rem do:gosub 1 0 : u n t i l  abs(pos-wl)<= 1 
583 rem on dir gosub 2000,850,950 
590 return 
6 0  rem Ratio Scan 



610 do 
620 if time=O then gosub 4000 
630 do 
640 gosub 2000 
650 s t=pos-wv 
660 until tirne4 
670 wv=pos 
675 if dir=l then 685 
680 until posave:goto 690 
685 until pos>we 
690 goto 580 
700 rem Manual Coilect 
7 10 printl'Press a key to begin scanning." 
720 rem gosub 2000:print pos 
730 c=get 
730 if c=O thén 720 
712 printl'Press a key to stop." 
745 gosub 4000:gosub 4100 
750 dis= i 
760 if time=O gosub 3000 
770 c=get 
780 if c=û then 760 
785 dis* 
790 retum 
8 0  rem Stm ReIay Up 
8 i O xby(16381)= 1 12:dir=l 
830 return 
850 rem Stop Relay Up 
860 xby( 16384)=48:dir=O 
890 return 
900 rem Start Relay Down 
9 10 xby( L6384)= 176:dir=3 
920 for y= 1 to 1O:next y 
930 xby(16383)=255 
940 return 
950 rem Stop Relay Down 
960 xby( l6384)= 176:dird 
970 for y= 1 to 100:next y 
980 xby( 16354)=48 
990 retum 
1000 a d )  
1010 for .u=O to 7 
1020 a=* 10**(7-~)*(255-~by(8 192- L3+x)) 
1030 next x 
1040 gosub 2000 



1050 if dis=l then print apos-su2 
1060 xby(8 192)=0 
1070 clock0 
1080 tirne== 
1090 dby(7 1)=0 
1100 reti 
2000 pos=(xby(24576)+256*xby(40960))/4 
2010 return 
4000 rem counter start 
40 10 if dir=2 then xby(l6384)=208 else xby(16384)= 16.0r.(di.P64) 
4020 if dir=2 then xby(16384)=240 eke xby(16384)=48.or.(diF64) 
4030 clockl 
4040 retum 
4100 rem counter stop 
41 10 if dir=2 then xby(16384)=224 eise xby(16384)=32.or.(dir*64) 
4120 if dir=2 then xby(l6384)=24 else xby(16384)=48.or.(dir*64) 
4 130 return 
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10. GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 
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FTIR 
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N-HAC 

PAH 

PNe 

SEM 

STM 

TEM 

U R  

UV 

VUV 

amorphous carbon 

asymptotic @ant branch 

diffuse interstellar band 

fourier uansform infrared 

hydrogenated amorphous carbon 

infrared 

infrared astronornical satellite 

uifrared space observatory 

laser ionization mass spectroscopy 

low resolution spectrometer 

mercury cadmium telluride 

nitrogenated HAC 

polycyciic aromauc hydrocarbon 

planetary nebulae 

s c m i n g  electron microscope 

scanning tunnelling microscope 

transmission elecuon microscope 

unidentified infnred 

ul travio te t 

vacuum ultraviolet 
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